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Flying Q u b it O peratio ns in Superconducting Circuits
Anirudh Narla
2017

The quantum non-demolition (Q N D ) measurement process begins by entangling the system
to be measured, a qubit for example, w ith an ancillary degree of freedom, usually a system w ith
an infinite-dim ensional H ilbert space.
into a measurable classical signal.

The ancilla is amplified to convert the quantum signal

The continuous classical signal is recorded by a measure

ment apparatus; a discrete measurement outcome is recovered by thresholding the integrated
signal record. Measurements play a central role in technologies based on quantum theory, like
quantum com putation and com munication. They form the basis for a wide range o f operations,
ranging from state initialization to quantum error correction. Quantum measurements used for
quantum com putation must satisfy three essential requirements of being high fidelity, quantum
non-dem olition and efficient. Satisfying these criteria necessitates control over all the parts of
the quantum measurement process, especially generating the ancilla, entangling it w ith the qubit
and am plifying it to complete the measurement.
For superconducting quantum circuits, a promising platform for realizing quantum com
putation, a natural choice for the ancillae are modes o f microwave-frequency electromagnetic
radiation. In the paradigm of circuit quantum electrodynamics (cQED) w ith three-dimensional
circuits, the most com m only used a ncillae are coherent states, since they are easy to generate,
process and amplify. Using these flying coherent states, we present results for achieving QND
measurements o f transmon qubits w ith fidelities o f T > 0.99 and efficiencies of

77

= 0.56 ± 0.01.

By also treating the measurement as a more general quantum operation, we use the ancillae as
carriers o f quantum inform ation to generate remote entanglement between two transmon qubits
in separate cavities.

By using microwave single photons as the flying qubits, it is possible to

generate remote entanglement th a t is robust to loss since the generation o f entanglement is
uniquely linked to a particular measurement outcome. We demonstrate, in a single experiment,

the ability to efficiently generate and detect single microwave photons and use them to gener
ate robust remote entanglement between two transmon qubits. This operation forms a crucial
prim itive in modular architectures for quantum com putation. The results o f this thesis extend
the experimental toolbox at the disposal to superconducting circuits. Building on these results,
we outline proposals for remote entanglem ent distillation as well as strategies to further improve
the performance o f the various tools.
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me,

I n t r o d u c t i o n and O v e r v ie w

The only 'failure' of quantum theory is
its inability to provide a natural
framework for our prejudices about the
workings of the Universe
Wojciech Zurek

1.1

Introd uctio n

The phenomenal im pact th a t quantum mechanics has had on science and technology is perhaps
best exemplified by its almost commonplace use in the day-to-day lexicon (abstruse phrases
like ‘quantum leap’ aside). This in spite of, or maybe due to, that, when first encountered in
introductory classes or textbooks, the ideas o f quantum mechanics can be fairly peculiar because
they lie in stark contrast to how we think about the classical systems th a t have shaped our
intuitions of the world. Unlike classical systems, when quantum systems are measured, not all
the observables can have determ inistic outcomes [26, 49].

This is because the measurement

o f some observable o f the system is not a passive process th a t reveals to an observer some
already determined inform ation about the system like in classical mechanics; instead the act of
measurement causes the system to be steered into the state associated with the outcome of the
measurement. In other words, it is not “w hat you see is w hat you get” but “what you get is what
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you see” . W hat is more, quantum objects can exhibit properties completely alien to the classical
world like entanglement where even distant objects can exhibit correlated behavior.

It seems

hardly surprising th a t quantum theory has inspired everything from confusion to amazement to
disbelief. Debates o f the nature of reality notwithstanding, quantum mechanics is one o f the most
successful theories in physics, accurately describing nature at a microscopic level w ith astounding
accuracy for the last century.
Beyond providing the framework for a number of physical theories and playing an integral
role in a wide range o f current technologies, quantum physics is also a driver o f many future
technologies. Exploiting the properties of superposition and entanglement, potential applications
envisioned and at the focus o f active research range from long-distance secure communication
to entanglement enhanced sensing to quantum com putation. It is the last of these th a t is the
primary m otivator for the work in this thesis.

Since Richard Feynman originally proposed the

idea in 1982 [41], the field o f quantum com puting has progressed steadily until over the last
decade or two where progress seems to have accelerated to the present where industry is now
getting invested in the realization of a quantum computer. These advances signify the increasing
adeptness w ith which we can control, manipulate and measure quantum systems in laboratory
settings, ideas th a t even years ago seemed entirely in the realm of theory. Thus, leaving a more
general history o f quantum physics and quantum com putations as well as perspectives on its
future to more accomplished experts capable of more illum inating w riting, here we cite only one
quote th a t conveys the excitem ent th a t technologies based on quantum mechanics inspire: “ I t ’s
a magical world, Flobbes o f biddy. Let’s go exploring!” - Calvin, Calvin and Hobbes.
In this thesis, we will begin by exploring the importance o f quantum measurements especially
in the context o f quantum inform ation in Ch. 1. A fter a brief introduction to the experimental
systems used in this thesis in Ch.

2,

we proceed to discuss how to implement and optimize single

qubit measurements in Ch. 3, highlighting the benchmarks for measurements th a t are im portant
in quantum inform ation applications. Increasing the complexity of the experiments, we then use
these single-qubit measurements as a building block for generating entanglement between remote
qubits in two different ways in Ch. 4 and Ch. 5. Finally, based on the experimental results in this
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thesis, we discuss interesting and critical next steps and future prospects for quantum inform ation
w ith superconducting in Ch.

6

. The first chapter, Ch.

1,

summarizes all the im portant results

in the same order o f the chapters w ith more details about the experiments, theory and analyses
provided in the corresponding chapters.

1.2

U npacking Q u a n tu m M ea su rem ents

The seemingly simple postulates of quantum mechanics th a t are encountered during an intro
duction to the subject belie its amazing com plexity and subtlety, an exemplar o f which is the
process of quantum measurement. W hile only one o f many postulates th a t describe the behavior
o f quantum systems, we specifically consider the postulate about quantum measurement, since
measurement is a central focus of this thesis. Physically measurable properties about the system
as associated w ith observables O , a Hermitian operator acting on the H ilbert space of the system.
The possible outcomes o f this measurement are the eigenvalues Vi of the operator O. Thus, the
observable can be spectrally decomposed into O = j>T z ^ IIUi where 11^ is the projector onto the
eigenvector of O associated w ith the eigenvalue z^. The probability o f any outcome is given by
P u. =

and the result o f measuring the outcome v % is to project the quantum system

to the (eigen)state I i Ut [ip) /

PVi [26, 99]. Thus, this process is appropriately referred to as a

projective measurement.
Consider, for a concrete and relevant example, a qubit in the state 'ip = a \g) + /3 |e) where
\a\ 2 + |/3|2 =

1.

One commonly measured observable of such a qubit is Z which has the

measurement outcomes

—1

and

+1

associated w ith the eigenvectors |g) and |e) respectively.

Thus, measuring Z for this qubit results in the outcome —1 w ith probability \a\2 a nd the outcome
+ 1 w ith probability |/3|2 [99]. This process of measuring any observable of a qubit is usually
depicted by the symbol for a meter when discussed in the context of quantum inform ation
circuits (see Fig. 1.1A). However, this description only provides a mathematical prescription for
understanding the results o f a measurement and does not elucidate how the physical process of
measuring a quantum system actually occurs.
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Figure 1.1 | Unpacking A Q uantum M easurem ent. A ) Quantum circuit symbol for the
measurement o f a qubit. The measurement o f a qubit is often depicted using the symbol for
a meter. Here, the observable Z o f the Alice qubit is measured resulting in a measurement
outcome v o f either + 1 or —1. B) Quantum circu it for a non-demolition measurement. The
non-destructive measurement o f a quantum system usually consists o f two steps: first, the system
to be measured, Alice (red), is entangled (for example w ith a CNOT gate as shown) w ith an ancilla
(black) th a t can be used as a pointer variable. The measurement is then completed by measuring
the state o f the ancilla. Common pointer variables are systems w ith H ilbert spaces larger than a
q u bit (indicated by the relative thickness o f the red and black lines). C) Quantum circu it for the
measurement o f the ancilla. However, even this more refined picture o f a quantum measurement
still does not capture the usual case o f the measurement producing a continuous classical signal
th a t is recorded by the experimental apparatus. The measurement o f the ancilla after it is
entangled w ith the qu bit crucially relies on am plification. When amplified, the ancilla is converted
from a discrete signal into a continuous signal th a t can be recorded by a classical measurement
apparatus. By integrating this signal over tim e, an observer can recover a discrete measurement
outcome o f the measurement by thresholding the acquired signal. D) The larger H ilbert space
ancilla can be equivalently understood as a train o f two-level systems weakly interacting w ith the
qubit, each accum ulating a small phase shift e (orange inset). Under am plification, the size o f
the ancilla H ilbert space increases (green to purple inset), as the distance in phase-space between
the pointer variable states associated w ith the measurement outcome increases, converting the
quantum signal to a classical one.
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In practice, it is often not possible to directly measure an observable of a quantum system
w ith o u t destroying the quantum system o f interest. Instead as shown in Fig. 1.1B, to perform
a non-demolition measurement, i.e QND, the quantum system, called Alice, is typically probed
w ith some other system, referred to as an ancilla. The ancilla, also known as a pointer variable
or degree o f freedom, is some quantum system, th a t will not only interact w ith Alice at some
tim e, but also has some property th a t can be measured by a laboratory measurement apparatus.
W hile this ancilla, or pointer variable, can be another qubit, it is typically a system w ith a larger
H ilbert space (indicated by the thicker line in Fig. 1.1), thus having the possibility to undergo
am plification.

Additionally, since the ancilla must be able to interact w ith both Alice and a

measurement apparatus, it is usually a traveling, or flying, degree o f freedom (which is why it
is also sometimes referred to as a flying qubit). The interaction between the quantum system
o f interest and the ancilla is engineered so th a t the observable to be measured, O, is mapped
onto some property of the ancilla. As a result o f this interaction, Alice and the ancilla become
entangled; in the language o f quantum circuits, this is often represented, for example, by a
CNOT gate between the two objects. To complete the measurement, the property o f the ancilla
entangled with Alice is measured, thus projecting Alice to the eigenstate associated with the
measured eigenvalue of O.
Considering specifically the experimental systems used for quantum inform ation, these mea
surements rely on the interactions between m atter and light. In many systems, qubits are typically
encoded in matter, like the state o f an atom, ion or spin, and are measured using ancillae encoded
in states of electromagnetic radiation, ranging from microwave to optical frequencies. For exam
ple, the state o f a ancilla may be encoded in orthogonal states such as the absence or presence
o f photons, like the fluorescence based readout o f trapped ion qubits [95] and nitrogen-vacancy
center qubits [119], or encoded in the amplitude and phase o f an electromagnetic field, like the
dispersive readout of a superconducting transmon qubit [140]. On the other hand, qubits th a t
are encoded in a state of light and ancillae based on m atter are also used, for example in the
field of linear optics [72] or Rydberg atoms [85].
However, even this more physical description o f a QND projective measurement does not
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address how a quantum signal encoded in the ancilla, which is by definition discrete, is actually
measured by a measurement apparatus th a t can only detect classical signals, which are contin
uous. The key to this transition between the quantum and classical domains is am plification.
As the ancilla degree o f freedom undergoes am plification, the distance in phase-space between
the orthogonal states o f the ancilla increases. Thus, where the state of the qubit was encoded,
for example, in ancilla states differing by a single photon or by a phase shift o f 7r between small
coherent state (containing a few photons), after am plification, the orthogonal states of the an
cilla become classically distinguishable as the orthogonal states, for example, now differ by a very
large number of photons or a phase shift of n between large coherent states. As this distance
between the orthogonal states increases, the signal becomes insensitive to small perturbations
and also continuous.
Shown as a quantum circuit in in Fig. 1.1C, the measurement process begins as in Fig. 1.1B,
w ith an operation between Alice and the ancilla, represented here as a general unitary gate U .
This gate maps the observable o f Alice of interest onto some property o f the ancilla by entangling
the two systems. A t this stage, the ancilla is still a quantum state even though it is a system
w ith a larger, and often infinite, HiIbert space as shown in Fig. 1.1C. The gate between Alice
and the ancilla is effectively a transduction o f inform ation from one quantum system to another
to enable a QND measurement o f the former.
In fact, the large H ilbert space ancilla can be equivalently thought of as a chain of twolevel systems (or spins), each weakly interacting w ith Alice as illustrated in the orange inset in
Fig. 1.1D. This interaction maps the observable o f Alice being measured O onto the polarization
o f the spins. Formally, the pointer variable in this picture is sum o f the polarizations, along the
Z-axis for example, of each of the individual two-level systems and is scaled by the number of
spins th a t interacted w ith Alice, N ( t ) , over the measurement tim e t: ( ^ n = l N ^ S g ) / N ( t ) .
Here, n is the index for the spins, and S'^ is the polarization o f each spin. As the measurement
tim e t increases, so too does the number of spins th a t interact w ith Alice, thus increasing the
strength of the measurement. As a result, the noise in the measurement record, S(t), decreases
and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) grows.
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Next, the ancilla is amplified, indicated by the increasing thickness o f the line after the
am plifier in Fig. 1.1C. In the interacting spin picture, am plification results in the number of
spins entangled w ith Alice increasing as shown by the green and purple insets in Fig. 1.1D;
since the number of spins increases, so too does the size o f the pointer variable in phase-space.
As a result of this am plification, the small quantum signal is mapped onto a large classical
signal th a t is eventually recorded by the experimenter’s apparatus.

However, when measured,

this large classical signal is now continuous and no longer discrete. To recover the discrete bit
o f quantum inform ation th a t it encodes, the classical signal is integrated as function of tim e
until the accumulated signal crosses some experimentally determined threshold which informs
the observer about the result o f the measurement.
th a t retrieves a discrete, i.e.

Therefore, it is this thresholding process

quantized result, from an otherwise continuous classical signal.

Furthermore, the overall gain o f the am plification chain determines the distinguishability o f the
measurement outcomes and actually sets the strength of the measurement. Indeed, as we discuss
below and later in Ch. 2.4 and Ch. 3.9, the projective measurements discussed above are only a
lim it o f the variable-strength, or weak, measurements actually performed in experiments.
To illustrate this more concretely, we consider two examples. The first is the fluorescence
based measurement of a m atter qubit, like a trapped ion; here, the state of Alice, the trapped
ion qubit, is mapped onto the presence or absence of a photon, the ancilla.

This photon is

typically measured using a photom ultiplier which converts th a t single excitation into an electrical
current th a t can be monitored to infer a photon detection even (called a “click” ). The emitted
photon is first converted to an electron, effectively a second transduction process changing the
ancilla from a photon to an electron. Then, this quantum signal is amplified, mapping the single
electron onto many many electrons th a t result in an effectively classical current. Thus, (ideally)
when no current is measured, it corresponds to no photon being detected, whereas when a
current is measured, it indicated the detection of a photon. As a second example focusing on the
experimental systems of this thesis, consider the case o f a superconducting qubit, Alice, measured
by microwave frequency coherent states, the ancilla. The state o f the qubit is mapped onto the
am plitude and phase o f the coherent state; since the coherent state has a larger H ilbert space
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than the qubit, this already represents a first stage o f am plification. The coherent state is then
furth er amplified through many stages of am plification (see Ch. 2.3) mapping the qubit state
onto increasingly larger coherent states. Finally, the amplitude and phase o f this now classical
coherent state are measured and thresholded to discretize the inform ation and determine the
measurement outcome (see Ch. 2.4).
Thus am plification is a central part of a quantum measurement chain, and the details of
this am plification process crucially determines the properties o f the measurement process. Con
sequently, the understanding and careful engineering of these measurements are imperative to
successful experiments w ith quantum systems, and are one o f the focuses of this thesis. In fact,
a more general, and useful, description o f quantum measurements is to think o f a quantum
measurement as a particular type o f general quantum operation [99], as discussed in more detail
in Ch. 3. In this paradigm, measurements are but another way o f m anipulating quantum sys
tems th a t also provide an observer some inform ation about the system. Indeed, by engineering
quantum measurements to gain inform ation about carefully chosen observables o f a quantum
system, it is possible to employ measurements to implement a wider range o f operations than
ju s t learning about the state o f a qubit.

This is o f especially great u tility in the domain of

quantum inform ation. As a particularly relevant example for this thesis, a quantum operation
engineered to measure only the parity and phase o f a tw o-qubit system can be used to generate
entanglement, a crucial quantum resource.

1.3

Q u a n tu m M ea su rem ents in Q u a n tu m Inform ation

It is not surprising then th a t quantum measurements are an invaluable part o f the quantum
operation toolbox used in any quantum inform ation or communication system.

Perhaps their

most direct use is at the end o f any quantum inform ation algorithm to determine the result
o f the com putation, as outlined in DiVincenzo’s requirements for a quantum com puter [34],
This involves measuring the state o f some subset o f the qubits involved in the algorithm to
determine the outcome o f the com putation. However, since quantum measurements are actually
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a type of general quantum operations th a t reveal to an observer inform ation about a specific
observable o f the system, they have immense u tility beyond inform ing an observer about the
outcome of a com putation. For example, they can be used to satisfy another of the DiVincenzo
requirements for a quantum computer, qubit state initialization [82, 118]. They also form the
basis for quantum error correction (QEC), where by qubits can be logically encoded in a system
and protected against certain forms o f errors [4, 43,

88,

127, 134], Here, quantum measurements

are engineered to m onitor only the errors associated w ith a quantum system instead of learning
any inform ation about the com putational state [28, 29, 30,

68,

101, 113, 117]. Finally, since they

depend on traveling ancillae, quantum measurements can also be used to mediate interactions
and inform ation transfer between distant quantum systems; in particular, they can be used to
generate remote entanglement, an essential prim itive for quantum communication [7, 38, 70]
and modular architectures for quantum com puting [65, 93].
To these ends, there are three crucial properties th a t these measurements should satisfy; the
first two are a direct consequence o f their use at the end of a quantum com putation [34] while
the last is an addition, resulting of their use in operations like feedback and QEC [33]: one, they
should have high fidelity; second they should be quantum non-dem olition (Q N D ) measurements;
third, they should be efficient.
Requiring th a t the measurements have fidelity ensures th a t the measurement is accurate,
fa ith fu lly reporting the state o f a qubit, for example, to the observer w ithout errors, i.e the
probability o f reporting the outcome |g) when the qubit was actually in (e) and vice-versa.
The second requirement ensures th a t the measurement process leaves the qubit in the state
associated w ith the measurement outcome, i.e measuring the qubit in |g) results in the qubit
ending up in |g) after the measurement is completed.

This can be otherwise understood as

the probability th a t a second measurement of the qubit state will result in an identical outcome
to the first, i.e the probability th a t the outcome |g) is measured again in this case. Finally, the
efficiency o f a quantum measurement is a measure o f the fraction o f inform ation about the system
being measured th a t is gained by the observer to th a t lost to other uncontrolled or unmonitored
channels. The efficiency crucially determines the speed o f the measurement making it essential in
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protocols where controls need to be applied on the system based on the measurement outcome.
Moreover, when such measurements are used to mediate non-local interactions, any loss of
inform ation suffered by the ancillae is detrim ental to the overall operation.
Therefore, engineering single qubit measurements for high-fidelity, QND-ness, and efficiency
is a crucial and an im portant first step towards quantum com putation. Results for implementing
these measurements with the dispersive readout for transmon qubits are further discussed in
Ch. 3 and summarized below in Sec. 1.5.
Time
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Figure 1.2 | P ro to c o l S c h e m a tic fo r C o n c u rre n t R em ote E n ta n g le m e n t G e n e ra tio n . Re
mote entanglement between two isolated, stationary qubits, Alice and Bob, can be generated by
firs t entangling them with two flying ancillary qubits, Annie and Bert. A CNOT operation is per
formed w ith the stationary qubits as the controls and the traveling qubits as the targets, resulting
in the state \ip)1 = \ ( | ^ + ) |e+ ) + |T?_ ) |e~) + | ^ + ) |o+ ) + |0 ~ ) |o- )). Next, a CNGT between
the two flying qubits is performed before finally measuring the state of the two flying qubits, one
in the X basis and the other in the Z basis. The outcomes of these two measurements inform
the observer o f the phase and parity respectively o f the generated tw o-qubit Bell state. Since no
inform ation directly travels from Alice to Bob and instead only to detectors in a third location,
this protocol is a concurrent one.

An operation o f particular interest is the generation of remote entanglement, for example a
tw o-qubit Bell state. This is a precious operation because it is a prim itive for many applications.
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Fundamentally, the remote tw o-qubit entangled states are invaluable for Bell tests o f quantum
mechanics [47, 54, 126]. Such Bell states can be used for quantum teleportation and thus for the
basis for long-distance quantum communication [70] and quantum repeaters [64]. Using them
as a resource in non-local gates [65] makes them essential for modular architectures of quantum
com puting [33, 93], a promising approach towards realizing a universal quantum computer. It is
this last application th a t makes remote entanglement generation a focus o f this thesis.
Considering the specific case o f two qubits, remote entanglement can be generated by imple
menting measurements th a t measure only the jo in t parity and phase, a general schematic of which
is shown in Fig. 1.21. Here, Alice and Bob are two distant stationary qubits th a t cannot directly
interact w ith each other. Entanglement between Alice and Bob is instead generated by the mea
surement o f two flying ancilla qubits, Annie and Bert, th a t first interact w ith the stationary qubits.
Starting will all four qubits in |g), Alice and Bob are first rotated to the state

(\g) + |e)) w ith

a R ( tt/2 ) pulse on each qubit. Then, Alice and Annie and Bob and Bert are entangled w ith
each other using CNOT gates, w ith the stationary qubits as the controls and the flying qubits as
the targets. The jo in t state o f the four qubits at this stage can be expressed in the Bell state
basis as |'^ )1 = \ (|X + ) \(g + e)g) + \E~) \(g - e)g) + | 0 + ) |(g + e)e) + \0~) \{g - e)e)). All
four possible Bell states o f Alice and Bob are mapped onto the corresponding Bell state of the
flying qubits, Annie and Bert. Next, a CNOT gate is performed between Annie and Bert resulting
in the state |i/j)2 = ^ ( |X + ) |e+ ) + |E~) |e“ ) + | 0 + ) |o+ ) + \0~) |o- )). Thus, the parity along
Z (i.e Z Z ) o f Alice and Bob has been mapped onto the state o f Bert in the Z basis, and the
parity along X (i.e X X ) o f the two has been mapped onto the state o f Annie in the X basis.
Consequently, the entanglement generation is completed by measuring Annie in the X basis and
Bert in the Z basis; the outcomes Z = + 1 ( Z = —1) indicate a state of odd (even) parity and
X = + 1 ( X = —1) indicate a state of positive (negative) phase.
An equivalent but alternative way to understand this process is to cast it in terms o f the
effective measurement o f Alice and Bob th a t is being performed.

Since the measurements of

Annie and Bert reveal the phase and parity o f the two stationary qubits, this protocol realizes a
1W hile particular im plem entations o f the outlined protocol can vary, the figure provides a general prescription
for how to construct a measurement th a t generates remote entanglement
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measurement o f X X and Z Z for the two qubits. Since the measurements only ever interrogate
jo in t properties o f the two qubit, no single qubit inform ation is learned resulting in the outcome
being an entangled state w ith no single qubit inform ation.

Even though Annie and Bert are

initially only entangled w ith Alice and Bob respectively, the CNOT gate between the flying qubits
and subsequent measurement erase the observer’s ability to determine single qubit inform ation
from Annie or Bert, instead allowing only jo in t properties to be measured. Consequently, such
measurements are also described as performing which-path information erasure.
This measurement picture is particularly elucidating because it highlights th a t as long as
these jo in t measurements o f a tw o-qubit system can be implemented, remote entanglement can
be generated regardless o f the physical realizations o f the stationary and flying qubits. Indeed,
as discussed later in this chapter and this thesis, possible choices for the flying qubits include
coherent states o f microwave radiation (see Sec. 1.6 and Ch. 4) or Fock states o f microwave
radiation (see Sec. 1.7 and Ch. 5).

W hile the choices o f flying qubits have their advantages

and disadvantages (ease of implementation for coherent states versus robustness to loss for Fock
states), they also determine how the CNOT gates and measurements of the flying qubits are
implemented.
It is im portant to mention at this stage th a t measurement based remote entanglement be
tween two qubits can be generated in ways other than the concurrent protocol shown in Fig. 1.2.
These protocols involve either directly sending a quantum state between Alice and Bob to gener
ate entanglement [25], or using a common pointer variable th a t sequentially visits both systems
before being measured [121],

Unlike concurrent protocols, these sequential or direct protocols

rely on a direct com m unication channel for inform ation transfer between the systems being en
tangled. As a result, these protocols need to be carefully designed to minimize any undesirable
residual interactions between the systems th a t may arise from the presence o f a direct channel;
concurrent protocols, on the other hand, achieve this by virtue o f their construction.
The use o f this concurrent remote entanglement as a resource in operations th a t process infor
mation between distant quantum objects, for example quantum state teleportation for quantum
repeaters [7] or non-local gates between modules of a modular architecture for quantum com put-
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Figure 1.3 | A M o d u la r A rc h ite c tu re fo r Q u a n tu m C o m p u tin g . The three primary compo
nents required for a m odular architecture for a quantum com puter are: modules; a switchable,
programmable router; and a measurement apparatus. Each module consists o f at least a data
q u bit and a com m unication qubit. The data q ubit is a high-coherence, likely error-corrected,
quantum system th a t stores the quantum state o f interest and is the object on which opera
tions need to be performed to execute the desired algorithm . These data qubits are placed in
separate modules to prevent undesired parasitic interactions th a t can lim it coherence. To en
able operations between these otherwise isolated data qubits, com munication qubits th a t can
interact w ith the environm ent outside the module are also used. Remote operations between
data qubits are performed by using remote entanglement between communication qubits as a
resource. This remote entanglement is generated by entangling the comm unication qubits w ith
flying qubits which are then routed through the programmable router and jo in tly measured to
generate heralded entanglement.

ing [24, 36, 65], necessitates th a t the entanglement generation algorithm o f Fig. 1.2 must satisfy
a number o f requirements. To better understand these requirements, let us take the specific case
o f using remote entanglement in modular quantum com putation systems which is o f particular
interest for the field o f superconducting qubits [33].
A schematic for a m odular architecture fo r quantum com putation, shown in Fig. 1.3, illustrates
the primary components th a t are required: isolated modules th a t contain a high-coherence qubit
(the data qub it) used in the quantum algorithm and th a t interact w ith the environment only
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through a communication qubit (green) th a t can be entangled with flying qubits (in purple with
capes); a switchable router than enables arbitrary modules to be connected; a measurement
apparatus for state initialization, remote entanglement generation, error correction etc.

The,

likely error-corrected, data qubits are placed in individual modules to ensure th a t they can be
well controlled and also isolated from undesirable decoherence channels.

Moreover, borrowing

from the modular approaches used to build some o f the first classical computers when modern
computers were still in their nascency, this architecture has a number of attractive features. Its
design allows for the individual testing and optim ization o f the various components by remaining
somewhat agnostic to the physical form o f its constituent elements. This is especially powerful
for the current stage o f quantum inform ation systems which are still error prone and cannot
be manufactured w ith the levels o f reliability possible for the billions o f transistors on modern
com puter chips.
Thus, while isolating the qubits in individual modules prevents spurious interactions, it comes
w ith the disadvantage of introducing more potentially lossy elements and interconnects between
objects on which operations need to be performed. To perform operations between these other
wise isolated data qubits, remote entangled states of the communication bits, generated using
the protocol outlined in Fig. 1.2, in two modules are used as a resource to implement non-local
gates. Because data qubits in individual modules can only interact through this resource, this
enables a very high on-off ratio in this architecture th a t ensures th a t data qubits only interact
by design while m inim izing spurious unwanted interactions. As a concrete example for a remote
operation in this architecture, the quantum circuit for a CNOT gate between two data qubits in
two modules (red and blue) is shown in Fig. 1.4. Together with the single qubit operations th a t
can be performed on the data qubits in each module, the remote CNOT gates and the ability to
tran sm it classical inform ation between modules in the form of conditional rotations (see Fig. 1.4)
form a universal operation set required for quantum com putation [99].
As a resource consumed to perform non-local gates, the quality of the entangled state,
characterized by its fidelity T, is crucial since it determines the ultim ate fidelity o f the tw o-qubit
gate th a t is performed.

Thus, this forms the first of the requirements th a t we require of the
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Figure 1.4 | Q u a n tu m C irc u it fo r a R em ote CNOT G ate betw een M o d u le s. A) C ircuit for
a remote CNOT gate between modules. Using an entangled state between the communication
qubits o f two modules as a resource, a CNOT between the two data qubits in the modules can
be implemented using only local operations and classical communication between the modules.
First, two local CNOT gates are performed as shown between the data and communication qubits
in each module. This is followed by a measurement of the communication bit in the first module
(red) in the Z basis. An X gate, conditioned on the measurement outcome, is performed on the
data qubit o f the second module (blue). Then, the operation is completed w ith a measurement
o f the com m unication bit in the second module in the X basis and performing a conditional Z
gate on the data qubit in the first module.

remote entanglement operation: the generated entangled state should be a high-fidelity state
[7, 65, 93, 97]. Moreover, since the flying qubits used in the entanglement generation have to
traverse inevitably lossy components and interconnects like the router, it is preferable to make the
entanglement generation protocol robust to these losses (as demonstrated by the single-photon
based remote entanglement protocol described in Fig. 1.11).
Another im portant requirement is the entanglement generation rate.

Like the requirement

th a t data qubit coherence times must greatly exceed the single-qubit gate times for high-fidelity
gates [34], the generation rate must greatly exceed the decoherence and relaxation times o f the
data qubits to enable m ultiple gates to be performed before the inform ation stored in these qubits
is lost. Furthermore, since the entanglement resource is consumed and needs to be constantly
regenerated for each operation, it is also essential to make the generation rate as high as possible
to prevent undesirable latency for performing other gates.

This speed requirement is further
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exacerbated when entanglement distillation, the process o f generating a high-fidelity entangled
state probabilistically from many copies o f lower-fidelity entangled states [7], is used (see Sec. 1.8
and Ch.

6 ).

1.4

Superconducting Q ubits and c irc u it-Q E D - A P la tfo rm for
Q u a n tu m Inform ation

A number o f different physical platforms exist for experimental realizations o f quantum com puting
and com m unication, ranging from systems based on ions, neutral atoms, defects in solid state
systems, quantum dots or electrical circuits to name but a few. In this thesis, the platform of
concern is based on quantum electrical circuits fabricated from superconductors. Otherwise called
superconducting quantum circuits, or superconducting qubits, they offer a promising approach
to realizing a quantum com puter since they offer the advantages (and disadvantages) of being
highly-engineerable systems th a t can be constructed from very low-dissipation materials using
the m icro-fabrication techniques developed by the semiconductor industry [33]. In these circuits,
quantum inform ation is usually encoded in a degree of freedom of the electrical circuit like the
charge, flux or phase to realize a qubit. Measurements are performed by using microwave radiation
as ancillae w ith the state o f the qubit mapped onto the amplitude or phase o f the ancillary
microwave state. Developed over the last decade or two, the building blocks for superconducting
quantum circuits have improved in almost every performance metric by orders of magnitude.
W hile research to build even better qubits and further improve readout techniques continues,
the current building blocks are o f sufficient robustness to form an almost common toolbox for
quantum inform ation based on superconducting quantum circuits. Complex systems consisting
of many connected quantum objects have been built th a t are exploring new frontiers in quantum
inform ation like quantum error correction, fa u lt tolerant quantum computing, and scaling to
larger systems.
In this vein, the focus o f this thesis w ill be on how to realize efficient measurements and
remote entanglement generation using some o f the standard toolbox of superconducting quantum
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circuits, w ith o u t describing the tools themselves in detail (for which many excellent references
already exist). The key components used in the systems we describe in the following sections
and chapters are the stationary qubit, the flying qubit and our meter, or measurement apparatus.
The stationary qubit o f choice in this work is the transmon qubit.

Further described in

Fig. 2.1 and Ch. 2.2, the transmon qubit is an anharmonic LC-oscillator built by shunting a
Josephson junction, effectively a non-linear inductor, by a capacitor [74],

Unlike a harmonic

oscillator which has equally spaced energy levels, an anharmonic oscillator has incommensurately
spaced energy levels. The lowest two energy levels, called the ground state \g) and excited state
|e), can be selectively driven to from an effective two-level qubit system. The frequency of this
transition is typically engineered to be between

u}ge / 2 i v

= 4 to 10 GHz w ith the frequency of

transitions to successively higher excitation states, |/ ) and beyond, changing by the anharmonicity
X q q /2 7 r

~ - 2 0 0 MHz.

To both enable control and readout of the qubit as well as control over its environment,
the qubit is capacitively coupled to a microwave resonator in the circuit-Q ED paradigm [142],
an analog to Cavity Quantum Electrodynamics (Q ED) where microwave circuits replace both
the cavities (microwave or optical) and atoms [50].

In particular, for the work in this thesis,

the microwave resonator is a three-dimensional microwave cavity, thus realizing w hat is called
a 3D transmon qubit-cavity system (represented schematically in red in Fig. 1.5) [103]. In our
experiments, the qubit is coupled to the T E io i mode of a rectangular cavity, typically chosen to
be around

ojc /

2

tt

= 7 to 10 GHz. As a result o f the coupling between the two, the cavity inherits

a qubit-state dependent frequency shift (and vice versa), otherwise known as the dispersive shift
x /2 7 t = 0.1 to 10 MHz. Thus, measurement of the qubit state, i.e readout, can be performed
by interrogating the state of the cavity which is most commonly done using coherent state of
microwave radiation. As shown in Fig. 1.5, pulses o f microwave interacting w ith the qubit-cavity
system are the ancilla (or pointer variable or flying qubit). The traveling microwave pulse acquires
a qubit-state dependent am plitude and phase shift, thus entangling it w ith the state o f the qubit.
A m plifying and measuring the phase and amplitude o f the microwave pulse informs the observer
about the state o f the qubit.
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►

Figure 1.5 | S c h e m a tic fo r R e a d o u t o f a 3 D T ra n sm o n Q u b it. Top: A schematic depiction o f
the readout o f a superconducting q ubit in the 3D circuit-Q ED architecture. The 3D qubit-cavity
system is connected to one o f the modes (here the signal) o f a JPC via microwave circulators
to enforce directionality and separate incoming and outgoing signals. A coherent state |a ), the
traveling pointer variable o f choice in this paradigm, incident on the cavity acquires a phase and
am plitude response th a t is dependent on the state o f the qubit. A t the o u tp u t o f the cavity, the
state o f the qubit-flying coherent state system is represented by |ip) = ^ (|g) |a g) + |e) |a e)).
The pointer state is then amplified by the JPC, before further am plification and demodulation by
room -tem perature electronics. B ottom : A representation o f the pointer state in I Q - space. The
initia l coherent state | a ) , shown as a Gaussian state with standard deviation 0 7 = c t q = 1 / 2
displaced from the origin by the average photon number n in the state, acquires a qubit-state
dependent am plitude and phase shift. Here, the state o f the qubit, \g) or |e), is encoded in
the phase o f the ouput coherent state, —$ /2 or + $ / 2 respectively. Upon am plification by the
JPC for G > > 1 , the size o f the pointer variable coherent state increases to an average photon
number o f G n w ith standard deviations \ f G \ f 2 a i and \[G \f2 u Q .

A convenient representation for the coherent states used to measure the qubit is in the inphase (I) and quadrature (Q ) phase-space representation shown in the bottom o f Fig. 1.5. In
I Q - space, a coherent state |o:) can be visualized as a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution
where the standard deviation a indicates noise in th a t state and the distance from the center of
the distribution to the origin indicates the square root o f the time-averaged photon number in
the pulse \J fi with h = \a\2. The Gaussian distribution for these coherent states have standard
deviation

07

= gq =

1 /2

corresponding to the half-photon o f quantum noise on the states.
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A fte r interacting w ith the qubit-cavity system, the state o f the qubit is encoded in the
traveling coherent state as shown in the bottom center o f Fig. 1.5. The output coherent state
acquires an am plitude and + t9/ 2 ( + t9/2) phase shift for the qubit being in |g) (|e)). Thus, the
jo in t stationary qubit and flying qubit state can be represented as |'0) —

(| g) \ag) + \e) |cre)).

The measurement process is thus completed by using room -tem perature electronics (not shown)
to demodulate the microwave pulse and measure its phase and amplitude.
Since the traveling signal experiences inescapable losses and other imperfections in its journey
to the measurement apparatus, something th a t is further exacerbated by all the experiments being
housed at the base stage of a dilution refrigerator ( T < 20 m K), quantum -lim ited am plification
plays a central role in enabling high-efficiency, high-fidelity measurements [131]. By am plifying
the coherent state pointer variables used for readout while adding close to the minimum amount
o f noise allowed by quantum mechanics [20], these parametric amplifiers [8 , 19, 84, 138] improve
the overall signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the readout signal by about an order of magnitude
over the conventional high-electron m obility (H E M T ) based cryogenic and room-tem perature
amplifiers th a t they typically precede.
In the experiments in this thesis, the am plifier o f choice is the Josephson Parametric Converter
(JPC) [8 , 9]operated as a phase-preserving amplifier. Further described in Ch. 2.3, the JPC is a
two-mode, called signal and idler w ith frequencies ujs and ojj respectively, non-degenerate, cus /
o j j , reflection am plifier th a t amplifies by three-wave mixing when a pump tone at cup = cus + ujj
is applied. The device is engineered with ojs/ 2 tt, ujj/ 2 i r = 5 to 10 GHz with the frequency o f the
signal or idler mode chosen and tuned by an externally applied DC flux to match the resonance
frequency o f the cavity to which it is connected. The power of the applied pump is chosen to
yield a power gain o f G = 20 dB. Thus, as shown in Fig. 1.5, the output coherent states have
an increased average photon number of G n and also a standard deviation increased by a factor
y/G.
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Efficient Single Q u b it M easu rem ents

Having established both a road map towards a quantum com puting device as well as the ex
perimental toolbox at our disposal, we now demonstrate the ability to satisfy the requirements
needed for measurements in these systems, beginning w ith high-fidelity and high-efficiency, QND
measurements o f single qubits and the underlying quantum operation performed in the 3D cQED
architecture. Although the experimental system (described in detail in Fig. 4.1) consists o f two
superconducting 3D transmon qubits connected to the signal and idler ports o f a JPC, the qubitcavity system connected to the signal port o f the JPC was not energized, and hence can be
ignored.

Q ubit measurements were performed by applying a readout microwave pulse at the

cavity frequency to encode the state of the qubit onto the phase of the output pulse, as shown
in Fig. 1.5. The measurement pulse was shaped to minimize the ring-up and ring-down tim e (for
details, see Fig. 3.2 and Ch. 3.6) of the cavity; the measured signal was demodulated using an
envelope W { t ) whose shape was calculated from the difference in the averaged cavity response
when the qubit was prepared in |g) and |e) (for details, see Fig. 3.3 and Ch. 3.7).
First, we characterize the fidelity of the single-qubit measurement using a protocol outlined in
Fig.

1 .6 A

(the detailed pulse sequence is shown in Fig. 3.4A). A t the beginning of the protocol, the

state o f the qubit is scrambled w ith a measurement pulse followed by a R g
ye (tt/2 ) to initialize the
qubit in an equal superposition state o f \g) and \e). This has the advantage o f erasing the history
o f the qubit and allowing the experiment to be repeated at Trep = 20 /is, much faster than the
relaxation tim e of the qubit T\ = 70 /is. A first measurement for qubit state preparation, labeled
M i in Fig. 1.6A, is performed; a linear-scale (le ft in Fig.
(rig h t in Fig.

1 .6

1 .6 B)

histogram and a logarithmic-scale

B) histogram o f the measurement outcomes confirm th a t the states |g) and \e)

are equally probable with small contam ination from |/ ) and higher states. Only trials where the
qubit was measured to be in |g), determined by the circular threshold shown in blue, are retained
by post-selection. The qubit is then rotated to |e) with a

("7T) pulse or left in |g) by applying

no pulse (perform ing I d ) . Finally, a second measurement, labeled M

2

in Fig. 1.6A, is performed

to confirm the state of the q ubit after preparation. Histograms of the measurement outcomes
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Figure 1.6 | S ingle Q u b it M e a su re m e n t. A) Schematic pulse sequence to prepare and confirm
the state o f a single qubit. B) Histograms o f the first measurement on a linear (le ft) and
logarithm ic (rig h t) scale. The measurement o f the qubit state after the scrambling pulse confirms
th a t it is in the equal superposition state l / v 2 (|g) + |e)) indicated by the equal brightness of
the blobs associated w ith the measurement outcome |g) or \e). The same data shown on a
logarithm ic scale (rig h t) reveals some contam ination of | / ) and other higher states in the initial
qubit state. Only those experiments where the q ubit was found in |g) (blue circle) are retained
by post-selection. C) Histograms o f the second measurement conditioned on the outcome of
the firs t measurement M \ = |g). The outcome o f the second measurement confirms th a t the
application of the I d (Ry6 (7r)) pulse prepares the qubit in |g) (|e)) w ith fidelity 3 = 0.993.

for applying the I d pulse (le ft) and the

(7r) pulse (right) are shown in Fig. 1.6C.

From this protocol, a blind fidelity o f T — 0.993 was calculated; this fidelity, which also
includes state preparation, errors, is the fraction o f times th a t the measurement outcome (|G )
or IE1)) agreed w ith the state th a t the qubit was prepared in (|g) or |e)):

^blind = \ [P(|G> | |g)) + P ( \ E ) I |e » ] = 1 - 1 [ P( \G) I \e)) - P ( \ E ) \ |9))]

(1.1)
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Moreover, we can also estimate the QND-ness of the measurement from this data. Looking at the
case where the I d pulse was applied, we find th a t the probability th a t the second measurement
confirms th a t the qubit is again found in |g) is P ( \ G ) \ \g)) = 0.9985 im plying th a t the measure
ment o f |g) is highly QND. On the other hand, from the other case o f applying a

{jr) pulse,

the probability of the second measurement finding the qubit in |e) was P ( \ E ) | |e)) = 0.994,
im plying th a t the measurement o f |e) is less QND. Indeed, one o f the primary lim itations of
both the fidelity and the QND-ness o f the measurements is the reduction in the qubit T \ th a t
occurs when the cavity is populated w ith photons, resulting in the observed asymmetry between
P ( \ G ) | |g)) and P(\ E) | |e)). Unfortunately, this effect, while often observed, still eludes a the
oretical explanation and will need to be addressed to improvement single-qubit measurements
to fidelities beyond T > 0.999. A more detailed discussion of the error budget along with some
prospects for improvements is presented in Ch. 3.8.
We now proceed to characterize the efficiency of the single-qubit measurement by treating it
as a quantum operation and analyzing the back-action of the measurement on the qubit state.
The theory behind the measurement operator formalism is outlined further in Ch. 2.4 based on
the detailed theoretical analysis derived in [51]. To analyze the back-action o f a measurement,
we m odify the pulse sequence o f Fig. 1.6A by adding a variable-strength measurement and per
form ing full single-qubit state tom ography as outlined in Fig. 1.7A (for a detailed pulse sequence,
see Fig. 3.5A). As before, the qubit state is first scrambled w ith a R 9
xe (tt/2 ) pulse and measured
to post-select on outcomes where the qubit start in |g). The qubit is then rotated to Y —

+1

( l / y / 2 (|g) + i |e))) w ith a R 9
xe ( 7t / 2 ) pulse. Then, a variable-strength measurement is performed
on the qubit by applying a measurement pulse whose amplitude is swept resulting in a measure
ment outcome (/m /a , Q m/ a ) \ the strength o f the measurement I m/ a is characterized by the
distance of the measurement outcome distributions from the origin I m scaled by the standard
deviation o f the distribution a and is swept from I m/ a = 0 to 2.35.

Finally, the back-action

o f this variable-strength measurement on the qubit state is determined by using one of three
q u bit rotation pulses, R 9/ (n / 2 ), R 9e ( —7t / 2 ) or I d , to measure the X , Y, and Z components
respectively of the qubit Bloch vector.
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Figure 1.7 | S ingle Q u b it M e a s u re m e n t T o m o g ra m s. A) Schematic pulse sequence to mea
sure the measurement efficiency 77 using the back-action o f a variable-strength measurement.
B) Histograms and conditional tomograms o f the final qubit state after a weak measurement.
Outcomes are shown for a variable measurement o f strength I m / a = 1.0. The histogram shows
the probability o f a given outcome ( / m/ cr: Q m/cr)', the conditional tomograms plot the average
X , Y , and Z Bloch vector components extracted from the tomography measurement on a color
scale between -F l (red) and —1 (blue) for each outcome
o f the variable-strength
measurement.

Shown in Fig. 1.7B are a histogram (top left) o f the experimentally obtained measurement
outcomes { I m/

& , Q m / &)

and tomograms, ( Z ) c (top right), ( X ) c (bottom left), and ( Y ) c (b o t

tom right), o f the corresponding Bloch vector components for each measurement outcome for a
moderate strength measurement o f I m/ a =

1 .0

(sim ilar data for weaker and stronger measure

ment strengths are shown in Fig. 3.5; here, only the data for 7m / c r = 1.0 is shown for brevity since
it highlights all the salient features o f the measurement operation). For measurement outcomes
w ith large non-zero values o f I m / a , the back-action looks like the strong projective measure
ment o f a qubit obtained in Fig. 1.6 w ith the final qubit state being |g) (|e)) for / m/<r < < 0
( / m /cr > > 0) indicated by ( Z ) c ~ —1 { ( Z )

~ + 1 ). However, for measurement outcomes where
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I m / & 0. the back-action does not look like a projective measurement.

Indeed, th a t (Z)

= 0

indicates th a t the qubit remains on the equator o f the Bloch sphere and is not driven to the |g)
or \e) measurement eigenstates. Instead, the back-action o f the measurement is to stochasti
cally rotate the qubit around the equator o f the Bloch sphere; while the measurement outcome
itself is unpredictable, it is perfectly correlated to the final qubit state dem onstrating th a t the
measurement is indeed a quantum operation. The observed oscillations in ( X ) c and ( Y ) c, with
( Z ) c = 0, around Q m / a ~

0

are due to these stochastic kicks to the qubit.

Since the quantum operation associated w ith a measurement outcome Q m / o = 0 is a
stochastic rotation of the qubit around the equator, any information about the qubit state lost to
unrecorded inform ation channels will impede the observer’s ability to track the final qubit state,
thus decreasing the Bloch vector am plitude from measurement-induced dephasing [51] (for more
details, see Ch. 2.4).

Thus, the measured Bloch vector am plitude for I rn/ a = 0 provides for

determ ining the measurement efficiency, rj. From the equations for the final qubit Bloch vector
components as a function o f the measurement outcome (see Ref. [51] and Ch. 2.4), the equatorial
Bloch vector components for a measurement o f outcome I m — 0 are:

( X ) c ( l m = 0) = sin ( 9 ^ ^

+ e ^ e“ ( ^ )

( 1 .2 )

{y)c (/m = 0 ) = c o s ( ^ ( ^ + f A e ~ ( T )

(1.3)

where 6 is a phase offset extracted from the fit, Tseq is the tim e between the initial R f ( * / 2 )
and tom ography pulses, and T 2 R is the Ramsey dephasing tim e o f the qubit. Thus, the Q m/ u
outcome effectively encodes the phase o f the back-action on the qubit state; note th a t the
frequency of these stochastic oscillations increases w ith the measurement strength

Since

the fits also provides an estimate o f I m / a from the frequency o f the oscillations independent
o f th a t obtained from the histograms, this method for extracting

77

is self-calibrating. Taking a

vertical slice of the data from ( X ) c and ( Y ) c in Fig. 1.7 for outcomes w ithin \ I m/cr\ < 0.26 and
averaging over the I m / a values, the data shown is Fig. 1.8A was obtained (orange and green
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Figure 1.8 [ S ingle Q u b it M e a s u re m e n t E fficiency. A) Slices o f ( X ) c and { Y ) c along the
Q m j o axis for I m / a = 1.0 . Conditional tom ography results, ( X ) c and ( Y ) c w ithin \Im /cr\ <
0.26 are averaged and plotted versus Q m/(J revealing th a t the final qubit state is along the
equator for these measurement outcomes. The data are shown in points w ith fits to the data
in solid lines. From the fits, a measurement efficiency o f rj = 0.56 ± 0.01 was extracted. B)
Unconditional (black points), conditional (purple points) and Z-com ponent (black circles) o f the
final Bloch vector after a variable-strength measurement. The Z-com ponent o f the final Bloch
vector (called the Z -p u rity ) as well as the magnitude of the final Bloch vector when the middle
measurement is recorded (the conditional purity) or not recorded (the unconditional purity) are
plotted as a function of 7m /cr. As the strength of the measurement increases, so too does its
projectiveness characterized by the Z -p u rity approaching unity. When the middle measurement
is not recorded, the final qubit state looks completely scrambled and the Bloch vector magnitude
goes to zero. On the other hand, when the middle measurement is recorded, the final Bloch
vector com ponent remains close to unity w ith a drop resulting from the im perfect measurement
efficiency. Fits to the data, shown in solid lines, yield a value o f the 77 = 0.54 ± 0 .01 .
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point). From fits to the data (orange and green solid lines), we extract th a t rj = 0 .5 6 ± 0 .0 1 and
confirm I ni/ a =

1 .0

.

As yet another way o f extracting the measurement efficiency from this data, beyond looking
at a single measurement strength, we can look at the back-action for different I m./cr. As shown
in Fig. 1.8B, for each measurement strength, we calculate the magnitude of the Bloch vector, for
both the cases where the middle measurement is recorded ( ( R ) c in purple points) and ignored
(i.e averaged over) ( ( R ) in black circles), and the Z-com ponent o f the Bloch vector { { \ Z \ ) C in
black points). Again, we see th a t as we increase the measurement strength, ( |Z |) C increases,
approaching one; this demonstrates th a t our finite-strength measurement becomes a textbook
projective measurement in the lim it o f large measurement strength by effectively purifying the
q ubit Bloch vector by projecting it to the poles of the Bloch sphere corresponding to the eigen
states of the measurement. Similarly, when we record the measurement outcome and correlated
qubit state, the final qubit Bloch vector amplitude remains close to unity, corresponding to a
close to pure qubit state. Loss o f inform ation about the state o f the qubit results in the mag
nitude o f the Bloch vector decreasing as the qubit state becomes less pure, shown by the dip
in ( R ) c for moderate measurement strength. As a result, when we look at the final qubit state
unconditioned on the outcome o f the variable-strength measurement, the qubit quickly dephases
as a result of the loss of qubit state inform ation.

From fits o f (R ) to exp [—( I m / a ) 2/ r j ] , we

extract ij = 0 .5 4 ± 0 .0 1 in close agreement with the value measured from fits to ( X ) c and ( Y ) c.
W hile this quantum efficiency represents a significant improvement over the rj ~ 0.2 originally
measured in [51], there is still room for significant improvement since only a little more than
half the inform ation about the qubit state actually makes it to the observer instead of being
lost to other unrecorded inform ation channels. The extracted overall measurement efficiency,7/ =
^baseTJPCWut. is thus actually a result of inform ation loss through a number of different channels:
( 1 ) ?7base is the efficiency between the qubit-cavity system and the JPC; ( 2 ) ?7jp c is the efficiency
o f the JPC am plifier itself; (3) ?/()Ut is the efficiency of the o utput electronics chain after the JPC.
From an estimate of the insertion loss o f the components between the qubit-cavity system and the
JPC, we estimate ?7base ~ 0.8. The internal quality factor o f the JPC compared to its coupling-
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determined linear bandwidth sets a lim it of ?/jpc ~ 0.9 while a measure o f the noise-visibility-ratio
(N V R ) also lim its

77out

~ 0.9. Together, they lim it us to ?/ ~ 0.65 in reasonable agreement to

w hat we measure. We a ttrib ute the discrepancy between the two to other unaccounted for sources
o f inform ation loss, for example, the spectral content of the pulses used to measure the qubit
exceeding the bandwidth o f the following JPC. An alternative experiment using a continuouswave (C W ) protocol to measure

77

is discussed in Ch. 3.10 where we also present prospects for

improving the various sources o f measurement efficiency.
Thus, while furth er improving all the aspects o f the measurement, especially the measurement
efficiency, is still an area of active research, the formalism o f a understanding measurement
as a generalized stochastic quantum operation is invaluable in quantifying the fidelity, QNDness and efficiency o f our single-qubit measurements.

As we discuss further in Ch. 3, these

techniques can be applied across qubit-cavity systems of very different bandwidths and dispersive
shifts to im plem ent measurements w ith T > 0.99 in every case, dem onstrating th a t single-qubit
measurements are o f sufficiently quality to be a standard tool in the superconducting quantum
circuit toolbox.

1.6

C o h erent S ta te Based R e m o te E n ta n g le m e n t M e d ia te d by
a JPC

Building on the single-qubit measurement operation, we now extend it to realize a which-path
erasure jo in t measurement of two qubit to generate remote entanglement, another crucial step in
our road-map. Implem enting the protocol outlined in Fig. 1.2 requires two key elements: (1) the
ability to entangle a stationary qubit with a flying qubit; ( 2 ) erasing the which-path information
in the flying qubits by performing a measurement th a t only reveals jo in t inform ation about the
two qubit state, i.e parity and phase. A demonstration o f the first requirement is the previously
discussed quantum operation picture o f a single-qubit measurement; the stationary qubit is the
3D transmon while the flying qubit is two different coherent states of microwave radiation with
the entanglement between the two generated by the dispersive interaction. The second element,
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perform ing a jo in t measurement on two coherent states to erase which-path inform ation, can
actually be performed w ith the very same JPC used for quantum -lim ited am plification o f the
flying qubits.
A

O
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Figure 1.9 | C o h e re n t S ta te based R e m o te E n ta n g le m e n t P ro to c o l S c h e m a tic.
A)
Schematic for the generation o f remote entanglement by the operation o f a JPC on flying co
herent states. Two 3D superconducting qubit-cavity systems. Alice and Bob, are connected to
the signal and idler ports o f a JPC respectively. Coherent states incident on Alice and Bob are
entangled w ith the state o f a qubit by the dispersive qubit-cavity interaction in cQED. Subse
quently, these states enter a JPC; the o u tp u t state is a sum o f the input states on the signal
and idler modes. B) Representations o f the flying coherent states in I Q - space. A fter interacting
w ith the qubit-cavity system, the output coherent state is entangled w ith the state o f the qubit,
represented by the two states \ag) or \ae) for the |g) and |e) respectively. When incident on the
JPC, the resulting o u tp u t mode is the amplified sum o f the input states. Consequently, if the
two inputs on the signal and idler are identical, then the outcomes |gg) and |ee) result in large
negative and positive values o f I m / c r . However, both the outcomes \ge) and |eg) are mapped
onto same o utp ut state centered on the origin o f the /Q -plane, and are hence indistinguishable.
Thus, for measurement outcomes near the origin, the jo in t measurement operation performed by
the JPC erases the which-path inform ation and projects the two qubits to an odd Bell state.

As shown in Fig. 1.9A, the system consists o f two 3D transmon qubit-cavity systems, A l
ice (red) and Bob (blue); the ir strongly coupled o utput ports are connected to the signal and
idler ports respectively o f a JPC through circulators th a t enforce directionality o f incoming and
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The resonance

frequencies and the bandwidths of the cavities were chosen so th a t the JPC provided gain on the
signal and idler th a t was centered around the readout frequency. Furthermore, the JPC pump
frequency was chosen to be the at the sum of the two frequencies at which readout pulses were
applied to maintain phase stability between all three microwave tones (for details, see Ch. 4.3).
To generate remote entanglement, the Alice and Bob qubits, each starting in l / y / 2 (|g) + i Je)),
are firs t entangled w ith flying qubits in the coherent state basis using the dispersive interaction of
circuit-Q E D described in Ch. 1.5. Two microwave pulses, one each on the Alice and Bob system
at their respective readout frequencies u)a
A j B — % / 2 , are applied to the weakly-coupled ports of
the cavities to drive the systems in transmission (for more details, see Ch. 2.4). Each coherent
state flying qubit acquires a qubit-state dependent phase shift resulting in the stationary-qubit
flying-qubit entangled state 1/ y/2 (\g) \ag) + i \e) \ ae)). This entanglement between the station
ary and flying qubits is represented in I Q -space in Fig. 1.9B (labeled 1 and 2 for Alice and Bob
respectively). Here, the color of the Gaussian distribution represents the state o f the stationary
qubit (blue for |g) and red for |e)) while the location of the distribution in I Q -space represents
the state of the flying qubit ( |a g) on left and \ote) on right in

1

and

2 ).

Subsequently, the flying coherent-state qubits enter the signal and idler ports o f the JPC,
which performs a jo in t which-path erasing measurement of the flying qubits [130]. As described
furth e r in Ch. 2.3, when operated as a phase-preserving am plifier in the high-gain lim it, the
o utpu t of the JPC (on both the signal and idler ports) is the amplified sum o f the inputs on the
signal and idler ports. To understand how this summation operation results in a jo in t which-path
erasing measurement, it is convenient to look at the I Q -space representation o f the stationary
and flying qubits in Fig. 1.9B. The o utput o f the JPC (labeled 3 in Fig. 1.9B) is ju s t the vector
sum of the two inputs (labeled 1 and 2).

Thus, when both Alice and Bob are in [g) (|e))

corresponding to a flying coherent state of negative (positive) displacement along the I m- axis,
the o u tp u t is a coherent state o f even larger negative (positive) displacement corresponding to
the state |gg) (|ee)) shown in blue (red). On the other hand, when one qubit is in |g) and one is in
\e), this summation produces an output coherent state centered at the origin (purple) regardless
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of which qubit, Alice or Bob, is |g) or |e). Thus, the measurement only informs the observer
th a t the o utput state is one o f odd parity; since the two even parity states |gg) and |ee) are not
mapped to the same output, we call this operation a half-parity measurement. The measurement
outcome I rn thus measures the observable Z I + I Z o f the two qubits, projecting between an oddparity manifolds or two even-parity com putational states, hence realizing the operation o f the Z
measurement o f the flying qubits in Fig. 1.2. Paralleling the quantum operation of a single-qubit
measurement described in Ch. 1.5, the measurement outcome Q m in this jo in t measurement
scheme encodes the phase o f the o utput state, analogous to the X measurement of the flying
qubits in Fig. 1.2. From this Q m measurement outcome, the observer learns about the phase of
the generated odd-Bell state; since the Bell-state phase oscillates with Q m (just like ( X ) c and
( Y ) c for a single-qubit oscillate w ith Q m ), this phase measurement unfortunately also suffers
from the same sensitivity to measurement efficiency th a t its single-qubit analog does where the
frequency o f the oscillations in the phase increases w ith the measurement strength. Consequently,
while one would ideally (i.e in the case o f perfect efficiency) use a large measurement strength
to separate the desired odd-state manifold from the even states, in practice (i.e. in the case of
finite efficiency), the measurement strength needs to be chosen to balance the two requirements
o f projecting between parity states w ith o u t destroying the phase inform ation (for a more detailed
discussion, see Ch. 4).
Therefore, this protocol uses the same tools already demonstrated w ith efficient single-qubit
measurements to realize remote entanglement generation. However, the success of this protocol
crucially depends on two elements: (1) the output coherent state o f two inputs (Alice in |g)
and Bob in \e) or vice versa) being indistinguishable from each other; (2) high efficiency on the
Alice and Bob chains to minimize inform ation loss. Successfully realizing the first requirement
depends on making the signal and idler inputs to the JPC indistinguishable by m atching the Alice
and Bob side flying coherent-state qubits. Further discussed in Fig. 4.4 and Ch. 4.3, this was
experimentally accomplished by tuning the relative phase and amplitudes of the pulses applied
to Alice and Bob to make the am plitude displacement along I m and the phase between \ag) and
\ae) as similar as possible. We estimate th a t the distinguishability of the flying qubits is not a
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Figure 1.10 | C o h e re n t S ta te based R e m o te E n ta n g le m e n t T o m o g ra p h y. A) Schematic
pulse sequence for generating remote entanglement by measurement with a JPC. B) Histogram
and select conditional tw o-qubit density m atrix components in the Pauli basis for an entan
gling measurement. The probability o f measuring a particular outcome ( I m/ & , Q m / cr) o f the
entangling measurement is shown by the histogram (top left). For each measurement outcome,
the measured values o f ( X X ) C, ( Y Y ) C, and (Z Z ) C extracted from full tw o-qubit tom ography
performed after the entangling measurement are shown in the three conditional tomograms.

major source o f infidelity, only lim iting the measured Bell-state fidelity to 5F = 0.9. The second
requirement is more challenging and, as we discuss later (and also in Ch. 4), is the most significant
lim itation to the fidelity achieved in the experiment. To exceed the entanglement threshold of
jF > 0.5, the measurement efficiencies o f the Alice and Bob systems must individually at least
exceed 7/ > 0.5 for the case o f qubits w ith infinite relaxation and coherence times [130].

In

this experiment, the setup was carefully constructed to minimize losses between the qubit-cavity
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systems and the JPC and maximize the NVR o f the JPC (for more details, see Ch. 4.2), thus
achieving ^Aiice — 0-53 ± 0.01 and r^Bob — 0-60 ± 0.01 (data shown in Fig. 4.2).
The pulse sequence to im plement this protocol is very similar to th a t used to analyze the
operation o f a single qubit measurement; outlined in Fig. 1.10A (for a detailed pulse sequence,
see Fig. 4.5A), the Alice and Bob qubits are firs t scrambled and measured to initialize them
to |gg) by post-selection, in a manner similar to th a t outlined in Ch. 1.5. Then a R f (tt/2 )
pulse was applied to both qubits to prepare them in the state l / y / 2 (\g) + i |e)).

Next, an

entangling measurement o f variable-strength was performed, where the relative amplitude and
phase o f the microwave pulses applied to Alice and Bob were tuned to minimize the JPC ’s ability
to distinguish single-qubit inform ation. The outcome o f this measurement ( I m / o ~ , Q m / was
recorded and binned in 201 x 201 histogram for each measurement strength, I m /(J. Finally, the
back-action of this entangling measurement was determined by performing full tw o-qubit state
tom ography on the Alice and Bob qubits. A combination of 15 qubit rotations was followed by
a jo in t tw o-qubit measurement in the com putation state basis (for more inform ation about this
type of measurement and how it differs from the entangling measurement, see Fig. 4.3). From
these 15 measurements, the final tw o-qubit density m atrix was calculated in the Pauli basis for
each o f the

201

x

201

measurement outcomes for each measurement strength.

Here, we only focus on the data for a moderate strength measurement of I m/ a ~ 1, chosen
to balance between projective between the odd and even states while resolving the oscillations
between odd Bell states o f different phase; for measurement outcomes and tom ography results at
different measurement strengths, see Fig. 4.5. The probability o f obtaining any particular outcome
is shown in the histogram in Fig. 1.10B (top left), illustrating th a t at this measurement strength,
the odd Bell-state manifold is not completely separated from the outcomes corresponding to |gg)
and |ee). Nevertheless, as we can see from the ( Z Z ) C tom ogram (top right), the operation still
project between the odd manifold and the even states; measurement outcomes w ith I m/(T ~
result in a final tw o-qubit state o f odd parity (Z Z ) C ~
|4m/cr| > > 0 result in an even parity state (blue).

0

—0.4 (red) whereas outcomes with

Furthermore, for measurement outcomes

along I m / c r = 0, the odd Bell-state phase oscillates w ith Q m /<J as expected, demonstrated by
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the oscillations in ( X X ) ^ and ( Y Y ) ^ (similar oscillations can also be seen in ( X Y ) c and ( Y X ) ^
as shown in Fig. 4.6).

Close paralleling the single-qubit case, as the parity-projectivity of the

tw o-qubit measurement increases, i.e.

outcomes with \I m/ a \ > > 0, the ( X X )

and ( Y Y ) C

components o f the resulting density m atrix vanish.
From the reconstructed density matrices calculated along I m/ a ~ 0, we calculate the fidelity
to an odd Bell-state of arbitrary phase, 3 — T r (pmeas |O arb) ( O arb|) = 0.45 ± 0.02, below the
entanglement threshold o f 3 = 0.5.
This fidelity is a result of various imperfections in the experimental system: (1) decoherence of
the two qubits which lim its the fidelity to 3 t 2BbU; ( 2 ) the finite distinguishability o f the two inputs
to the JPC characterized by Tdist; (3) the fin ite measurement efficiency o f the Alice and Bob
systems characterized by 3 V. From the measured value of T 2Beii = 15 /is and the protocol time,
T seq = 1.65 /is, we expect 3 x2Bell = 0.95. As outlined previously (and discussed in further detail
in Ch. 4), the fidelity is limited to Tdist — 0.9 due to the finite distinguishability o f the inputs
to the JPC. Consequently, the dom inant source o f infidelity is the finite measurement efficiency
o f Alice and Bob which we estimate lim its the experiment to 3 r] = 0.5.

The measurements

efficiencies in this experiment are limited by the same factors discussed above in Ch. 1.5.
Consequently, w ith o u t significant improvements to the measurement efficiency, ideally to
r] >

0 .8 ,

using coherent states as flying qubits remains a non-starter in this method o f gener

ating remote entanglement. However, if it were possible to arrange the /Q -space measurement
outcomes such th a t the phase of the generated Bell state didn’t oscillate w ith Q m , but instead,
for example, so th a t four outcome distributions were obtained, one each for the odd or even Bell
state o f positive or negative phase, then it would be possible to make the coherent-state based
protocol tolerant to losses. Unfortunately, despite some theoretical effort into the subject [ 1 2 2 ],
realizing such an operation still remains elusive.
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In the absence of a coherent-state protocol th a t can generate remote entanglement at the cur
rently experimentally realizable measurement efficiencies, we are confronted w ith the challenge
o f either re-engineering our experimental systems to significantly reduce sources o f loss or, as we
now proceed to discuss, re-engineering the protocol to be tolerant to loss. The latter approach
is especially promising since losses are an inevitable part o f any system and making a protocol
robust to loss is a desirable feature for any system, regardless o f how low the losses may be. To
embark on this path, we begin by borrowing a tool from the field of quantum optics where the
transmission of quantum inform ation over distance w ith large losses is routine: single photon (i.e
Fock) states.
The concept o f a photon, the quantum o f excitation of the electromagnetic field, was in
troduced by Planck and Einstein to explain the black-body radiation spectrum[107] and the
photoelectric effect[39].

However, experiments th a t would definitively prove the existence of

traveling optical photons as independent entities were only understood[27, 48] and reaIized[56]
much later in the 20th century. Although there is no reason to suppose th a t microwave photons
would behave differently than their optical counterparts, revealing and m anipulating them is chal
lenging because their energies are 4 to 5 orders o f magnitude lower. Cavity-QED, and later on
circuit-Q E D , have established the reality of stationary quantum microwave excitations o f a su
perconducting resonator by strongly coupling them to Rydberg[50] and superconducting artificial
atoms[124]. The production of traveling microwave photons was then indirectly demonstrated
using linear amplifiers to measure the state o f the radiation[15, 58, 77]. However, while there have
been proposals and implem entations of single flying microwave photon detectors[22, 40, 61], con
tro llin g and employing the single-photon nature of microwave radiation is still an open challenge.
Here, we carry over to the microwave domain the remote entanglement experiment performed in
quantum optics by realizing and operating a single photon detector based on a superconducting
3D transmon q ubit[10 3].
W ith single microwave photon detectors still not commonly used, the only form o f remote
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entanglement realized so far w ith superconducting qubits has been through the use o f contin
uous variable coherent states as the flying inform ation carriers[121]. W hile such states can be
efficiently synthesized by standard microwave equipment and processed by quantum -lim ited lin
ear parametric am plifiers[ 8 , 19] readily available at microwave frequencies, the disadvantage is
this route is its sensitivity to losses in the paths of the flying states.

In contrast, remote en

tanglem ent using flying single photons is robust to these losses, as demonstrated in the optical
domain[10, 31, 54, 55, 91, 135].

This protocol offers the advantage th a t only the successful

detection o f photons is linked to the production of a pure entangled state[ 6 , 16].

This fea

ture is particularly im portant for generating entanglement between two distant stationary qubits,
a crucial element of the modular architecture of quantum com putation[93] and the proposed
quantum internet[70]. Furthermore, scaling up the modular architecture requires no direct con
nections between modules, unlike previously demonstrated sequential m ethods[ 1 2 1 ], maintain
a strong o n /o ff ratio.
requirement, i.e.

Thus, dem onstrating robust remote entanglement which satisfies this

a concurrent protocol, is a vital step in the im plem entation o f the modular

architecture w ith superconducting qubits.
The experiment, housed in a dilution refrigerator below 20 mK, consists of two different
superconducting transmon qubits (see Fig. 1.11A), referred to as Alice and Bob, in separate
3D cavities[103]. The cavities have nearly identical resonance frequencies in order to make the
flying photons generated in each system indistinguishable (see Ch. 5.3). Their strongly coupled
o u tp u t ports are connected by microwave coaxial cables to the two input ports o f a 180° hybrid,
the microwave equivalent o f a 5 0/50 beam-splitter.

One of the o u tp u t ports o f the hybrid is

connected to a microwave single photon detector which is realized by a third 3D cavity also
containing a transmon. The other o utput port o f the hybrid is term inated in a 50 Q load. To
ensure signal flow as shown by the arrows in Fig.

1 .11 A,

microwave isolators/circulators (not

shown; for a detailed experimental schematic, se Fig. 5.1) are inserted into the lines connecting
each qubit to the hybrid. These provide robust isolation between modules and connect the system
o u tp u t to readout electronics.
To entangle the remote qubits, flying microwave single photon states are used as carriers of
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Figure 1.11 | S in gle P h o to n Based R em ote E n ta n g le m e n t E x p e rim e n t and P ro to c o l
S c h e m a tic . A) Two superconducting 3D transmon qubits, Alice and Bob, are connected by
coaxial cables to the two input ports of the microwave equivalent o f a 5 0/50 beam-splitter.
One o f the o utp ut ports o f the splitter is connected to a microwave single photon detector also
realized by a 3D transmon qubit. The other port o f the splitter is terminated in a cold 50 Q
load. B) Quantum circuit diagram of the remote entanglement protocol, w ith the states of the
quantum system at various steps. The Alice and Bob (red and blue) qubits are each prepared in
the state

(|g) + |e)) by a single qubit gate R y ( | ) . They are then entangled with flying single

photons (black) via a CNOT-like operation. The states lO ^1) = ~ ^ { \ 9 e) ± Ie9)) represent odd
Bell states o f the Alice and Bob qubits while lo ^ ) =

4

-

=

( 110) ± |01)) represent odd Bell states

o f flying single photons in the Alice and Bob channels respectively. The flying photons interfere
on the beam -splitter whose unitary action Ubs erases their which-path information. Following a
7r-pulse on Alice and Bob, the CNOT-like operation and beam -splitter steps are repeated to remove
contributions of the unwanted \ee) state. Detecting two photon clicks in a pair of consecutive
rounds heralds the | 0 + ) =

(|ge) + |eg)) Bell state of Alice and Bob.
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quantum inform ation according to the protocol proposed in [6 ]. As outlined in Fig. 1.11B, the
remote entanglement protocol begins by initializing both qubit-cavity systems in ^

(\g) + |e))(g>

|0), the state on the equator o f the Bloch sphere with no photons in their respective cavities.
Through a controlled-N O T (CNQT)-like operation, whose implementation is detailed later in the
text, the qubits are now entangled w ith flying single photons where the state of each qubit-photon
pair becomes

(|<?0) + | e l) ). The jo in t state of all stationary and flying qubits can be expressed

as \ip)1 = \ (|gg) |0 0 ) + |0 + ) |o+) + |0 ~) |o~) + \ee) |1 1 )) where |0 ± ) = ^
resent the odd Bell states o f the Alice and Bob qubits and

(|ge) ± \eg)) rep

^ ( j 10) ± 101)) represent

the odd Bell states of flying single photons in Alice's and Bob’s channels, respectively.

The

photons interfere on the 180° hybrid whose action, analogous to th a t of a beam-splitter, is
described by the unitary U-qs = e_37r(atb^ ab V 4.

This maps |o+ ) —>■ 11 0 ) (|o _ ) —>■ jO l)),

taking the two flying odd Bell states to a single photon state in the Alice or Bob branch of
the detector part of the system. This operation erases the which-path inform ation of the pho
tons and produces Hong-Ou-Mandel interference[56]. A fter the hybrid, the total system state
‘s IV7) 2 = \ (\99) 100) + l ^ + )

11 0 )

+ 10 ~ )

10 1 )

+ ^

\ee) (| 0 2 ) — |2 0 ) ) ^ . A t this point, the pho

tons in the Alice channel enter the detector which distinguishes between detecting a photon, a
‘click’ , or detecting nothing, called ‘ no click’ . Ideally, by heralding on only single photon detection
events, the | 0 + ) is selected out from all the other states. Flowever, losses in the system between
the qubits and the detector and the inability o f the detector to distinguish between the Fock states
| 1 ) and |2 ) instead result in the mixed density m atrix pdick = N | o + ) ( 0 + | + (1 — N ) \ee) (ee\
when the detector clicks. Here, the normalization constant Tf depends on loss in the system and
the characteristics o f the detector (see Ch. 5.8).

In particular, it depends on the probabilities

w ith which it maps the input flying photon states, |1) and 12), to an outcome of click. Another
crucial assumption in p f lck is th a t the detector has no dark counts, i.e. it never clicks when it
receives |0). A fuller version of p ^ lck including dark counts is given in the Ch. 5.8. Thus, at
this stage, the qubits are in the state |0 + ) w ith probability 3\T and we would like to remove the
undesired |ee) state.
To achieve this, a R y (tt) pulse is applied on both Alice and Bob followed by a second round
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o f entangling the qubits w ith flying photons, interfering them on the hybrid and detecting them.
The 7r-pulse takes |ee) — |gg)\ consequently, in the second round, the unwanted state is mapped
onto |gg) |00), and thus it can be selected out by detecting a photon. On the other hand, | 0 + )
is mapped onto a superposition o f \ 0 + ) 110) and |0 ~ ) 101 ) . Conditioning on measuring clicks
in two consecutive rounds o f the protocol results in the odd Bell state | ^ ) g Zcfc’ chck = | 0 + ). A
result of this dual conditioning is th a t losses in the system only reduces the success probability of
the protocol and not the fidelity o f the generated entangled state. Replacing the cold 50 D, load
w ith a second detector would increase the success probability by a factor of 4 and allows for the
generation o f both the |0 + ) and 10 ~ ) states depending on whether the same or different detectors
go click on each round, respectively. Since it does not improve the fidelity of entanglement, we
om itted the second detector to sim plify the microwave control electronics and cold hardware.
Successfully realizing this protocol required simultaneously: (1) implementing the generation
o f single photon Fock states which are entangled w ith the stationary qubits and (2) detecting
the subsequent single photon states.

Furthermore, the frequencies and temporal envelopes of

the photons arising from each cavity had to be controlled to ensure th a t the detector cannot
distinguish between them.
The first ingredient, previously termed a CNOT-like operation, actually maps an arbitrary qubit
state a |#0) + [3 |e0), where a and (3 are arbitrary complex coefficients, onto the jo in t qubit-flying
photon state a \g0)+ /3 |e l) (this operation is not a unitary in the manifold { \g0) , \g 1 ) , |e0) , |e l ) }
because it takes |e l) to | / 1 ); however, this has no effects on the protocol since the cavity always
starts in |0)). This is done by exploiting | / ) , the second excited state of the transmon q u b it[74],
as well as the two-photon transition |/0 ) «->• [e l) [71, 105].

As described in further detail in

Fig. 5.10A (and Fig. 5.3), starting w ith the qubit in a \ g ) + /5 |e), the operation is realized by
firs t applying a 7r-pulse at c t a k i n g the qubit to a \g) + (3 [ / ) , and then applying a 7r-pulse on
the |/0 )

|e 1) w ith two sideband tones (l o q s b , ^CJSB)■ This maps the qubit state onto the

jo in t qubit-intra-cavity state, a \g0) + (3 |e l). Finally, the photon state leaks out of the cavity,
becoming a flying state th a t is entangled w ith the qubit. As a result, the traveling photon has
the frequency coe
A (coe
B ) and a decaying exponential temporal waveform w ith the decay constant
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( k q ). The indistinguishability o f the photons, then, was achieved in this experiment by the

nearly identical frequencies and bandwidths o f the Alice and Bob cavities (as given above and
fu rth er discussed in Ch. 5.5). Note th a t although the photons need to overlap in frequency, there
is no requirement here for the qubits to be identical.
The second ingredient o f the experiment, microwave single photon detection, is the novel
technical component o f our dem onstration. Put simply, this detector is ju s t another transmon-3D
cavity system like Alice and Bob. The strongly coupled port of the cavity is the detector input
port. In the strong dispersive regime where the qubit is operated ( x d / 27t = 3 MHz, k d / 2 t: =
1 M Hz), we can selectively 7r-pulse the qubit conditioned on the presence o f one intra-cavity
photon[124], mapping the flying photon onto the state of the detector qubit. To operate this
system as a detector o f single flying photons, we tuned the cavity frequency oj9
d / 2 tt = 7.6222 GHz
close to u e
A and u e
B and matched the linewidths of all three cavities. This condition ensured th a t
the detector efficiency is maximized. The incident single photons from Alice and Bob will excite
the detector cavity ~ 50% o f the tim e (see Ch. 5.4) since their decaying exponential temporal
waveforms are not mode-matched to the cavity. Thus, the selective 7r-pulse excites the qubit
only if a photon was received, w ith the length and tim ing of this pulse determining the detector
efficiency (see Ch. 5.4). Once the photon leaks back out, a conventional cQED dispersive readout
o f the qubit s ta te [ll] completes the quantum non-demolition (Q N D ) photon detection process.
Measuring the qubit in the excited state corresponds to a photon detection event (click). Finally,
the detector is reset by returning the qubit to |g) w ith an un-selective 7r-pulse.
This microwave photon detector satisfies three im portant criteria in an architecture th a t
is easily integrated w ith current state-of-the art cQED experiments.
reasonable efficiency,

77

First, the detector has a

^ 0.5, since about half o f all incident photons enter the detector. Second,

this detector has low dark counts (the probability o f the detector reporting a click even when
no photon entered the detector) P& < 0.01, limited by the frequency selectivity of the 7r-pulse.
Finally, it has a short re-arm tim e of 450 ns determined by how long it takes to empty the
cavity and reset the qubit.

We discuss avenues to further improving this detector in Ch. 5.4.

Nevertheless, as we show below, the detector performance is sufficient for generating remote
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Figure 1.12 | T w o -Q u b it R em ote E n ta n g le m e n t. Measured amplitudes o f the relevant twoqubit Pauli vector components as a function o f qubit preparation. A fter the remote entanglement
protocol described in Fig. 1.11B, jo in t tom ography was performed on the qubits conditioned on
the detector reporting a click for each round. A) W ith Bob always initialized in ^ (|g) + |e)),
Alice was prepared in the variable state cos (0 /2 ) |<7) + sin (0 /2 ) |e). Data (points) and fits
(lines) confirm th a t entanglement is maximized when 0 = 7t / 2 (dotted line). B) W ith Alice
always initialized in - Y (\g) + |e)), Bob was prepared in the variable state
(| g) + e ^ | e ) ) .
The components o f the Pauli vector oscillate w ith 0 sinusoidally as expected. The complete
density m atrix for 0 given by the dotted line is shown in Fig. 1.13 (le ft) in the Pauli basis.

Having detailed the experimental realization o f the necessary tools, we next perform the full
remote entanglement protocol. The final tw o-qubit density m atrix was measured in the Pauli
basis w ith jo in t tom ography (see Ch. 5.6) conditioned on detecting two clicks. For an arbitrary
Bell state, the only non-zero Pauli components are (Z Z ), ( X X ) , ( Y Y ) , ( X Y ) , and ( Y Z ) ,
which are displayed in Fig. 1.12. We first confirm th a t the protocol entangles the qubits only
when they start in the correct state. W ith Bob initialized in

(|g) + |e)), Alice was prepared in

cos (0 /2 ) |g) + s in (0 /2 ) \e). Entanglement is maximized for 0 = 7r/2 (see Fig. 1.12A dotted line),
w ith extremal values for ( X X ) , ( Y Y ) , ( X Y ) and ( Y X ) , and w ith the expected negative ( Z Z )
indicating a state o f odd parity. On the other hand, for 0 = 0 (0 = 7r), the final tw o-qubit state
should be the separable state |eg) (|ge)) as indicated by ( X X ) — ( Y Y ) = ( X Y ) = ( Y X ) = 0
and ( Z Z ) < 0. We a ttrib u te the deviation o f ( Z Z ) from —1 to the dark counts in the detector
and the finite X j ’s o f the two qubits.
Next, we show th a t when both qubits are initialized along the equator o f the Bloch sphere,
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remote entanglement is always generated. Alice was now prepared in

(|g) + |e)) w ith Bob

prepared in -T= (|g) + e2(^ |e)). In this case, the final state should be -T= (|ge) + ez^ +<^off') |eg)'),
where

j is an arbitrary offset phase included to account for frequency offsets and path length

differences between the two flying photons.

This Bell state is witnessed by the tom ography

results in Fig. 1.12B, where (Z Z ) is constant and negative while the other four displayed Pauli
components follow the expected sinusoidal behavior.

From the fits to the data, we extract

0off = 37T/10.
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Figure 1.13 | R em ote Entanglem ent C haracterization. Left: Experim entally measured Pauli
vector components o f the tw o-qubit entangled state confirm ing th a t the final state is the odd
Bell state
(|ge) + |eg)) w ith raw fidelity 3 = 0.53. Right: The theoretically expected Pauli
components accounting for qubit decoherence, detector dark counts and tom ography infidelity.

The complete density m atrix, pmcas, is shown in Fig. 1.13 (le ft) in the Pauli basis for 0 given
by the dotted line in Fig. 1.12B, where the fidelity 3 = T r ( / 9moas | 0 + ) ( 0 + |) is maximum. The
theoretically calculated density m atrix, (Fig. 5.6, right), includes the effects o f the coherence times
o f the Alice and Bob qubits, T 2Be.11>th e imperfections o f the detector and the imperfections in the
jo in t tom ography (see Ch. 5.6). As expected, most o f the state inform ation lies in the tw o-qubit
Pauli components rather than the single-qubit ones. The measured fidelity 3 = 0.53 ± 0 .0 1 and
concurrence C = 0.1±0.01[146] exceed the entanglement threshold. The error bars for the fidelity
and concurrence were determined by the statistical noise from the number o f measurements used
for each tom ography axis (see Ch. 5.8). When accounting for systematic errors in tom ography
(see Ch. 5.6), we obtain the corrected fidelity T Corr = 0.5 7 ± 0 .0 1 . This fidelity can be understood
as a result o f various imperfections in the entanglement generation protocol: ( 1 ) decoherence
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o f the two qubits which lim its the fidelity to J T2BeU and ( 2 ) imperfections o f the detector which
are characterized by 9~det- From the measured value o f X^Beii =

6

/^s and the protocol time,

Tseq = 2.5 /is, we expect T t 2Beli — 0-8- The infidelity associated w ith the im perfect detector is
characterized by the dark count ratio Pd/-Pciick> which is the fraction of detection events th a t are
reported as clicks even though no actual photon was sent. In this experiment, Pd/PcUck = 0.05,
primarily limited by the finite selectivity o f the detection pulse and the im perfect readout of
the detector qubit, which results in Oyiet — 0.9.

A theoretical model incorporating these two

imperfections was used to calculate an expected fidelity fFthy = 0.76 (see Ch. 5.8). The remaining
infidelity is a result of sources th a t are harder to characterize and will need to be explored in further
work, like, for instance, the imperfections of the CNOT-like operation and the distinguishability of
the photons. Nevertheless, the current results clearly establish the viability o f this protocol and,
by extension, the modular architecture for superconducting qubits.
A nother figure o f m erit for this experiment is the entanglement generation rate which is
determined by the repetition rate, T rep = 21 /is, and the success probability o f the experiment.
The latter is determined by the product o f state initialization via post-selection (57% ) and the
detector click probability in the first ( 8 %) and second (9% ) rounds respectively leading to an
overall success probability o f 0.4%. The corresponding generation rate of about 200 s _ 1 is orders
o f magnitude faster than similar experiments performed w ith nitrogen-vacancy centers in diamond
(2 x 10 ~ 3 s_ 1 )[10], neutral atoms (9 x 10 - 3 s_ 1 )[55] or trapped ion systems (4.5 s—1 )[59]; it is
however slower than rates achieved in experiments w ith quantum dot hole spins (2300 s- 1 )[31] or
quantum dot based electron spin qubits (7300 s—1) [135]. We note, however, th a t our generation
rate (200 Hz) does not exceed the decoherence rate o f the two qubits (26 kHz) and thus does
not yet cross the threshold for fa u lt tolerance[59, 93] though there are many prospects for
enhancement.
Improvements in generation rate and fidelity are possible w ith readily available upgrades to the
hardware and software o f our experiment. Firstly, a factor o f 4 increase in success can be achieved
by installing the om itted second detector. Secondly, shaping the generated photons and detection
pulse to mode match the flying photons to the detector would increase the detection efficiency
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Moreover,

this would reduce both the dark count fraction and the distinguishability o f the traveling photons
which would directly benefit the entanglement fidelity by bringing T^et cl° ser t ° unity. Thirdly, an
order of magnitude better coherence times for the two qubits have been demonstrated in similar
3D qubit-cavity systems[3], which should readily carry over to this experiment and improve T r 2Bell.
Finally, the overall throughput o f the experiment can be increased by an order of magnitude by the
use of real-time feedback capabilities th a t have been recently demonstrated for superconducting
qubits[83, 118].
Combined, these upgrades could increase the entanglement generation rate by a few orders
o f magnitude to around 10 kHz, to beyond the decoherence rates of approximately 100 Hz
experimentally demonstrated in 3D cQED-based quantum m e m o rie s [lll]. These 3D microwave
cavity based memories can be readily integrated into the current system to store the generated
remote entangled states thus allowing for the qubits to be reused to generate additional entangled
pairs. Together w ith the ability to perform high-fidelity local operations between the qubit and
the memory, this would offer the possibility o f realizing remote entanglement d istilla tio n [7, 37],
a crucial next step in realizing fa u lt-to le ra n t modular systems th a t is discussed further in Ch. 1.8
and Ch.

6.

Thus, we have demonstrated, in a single experiment, the set o f tools th a t had been previ
ously the exclusive privilege o f quantum optics experiments: the availability o f flying microwave
single photon sources and detectors together w ith the spatial and temporal control of traveling
photons to make them indistinguishable. W ith these tools, we have realized two-photon inter
ference of microwave photons and the generation of loss-tolerant entanglement between distant
superconducting qubits w ith concurrent measurements. The protocol speed and prospects for
im proving fidelity make this a very promising implem entation for remote entanglement and the
distribution of quantum inform ation w ith microwave flying photons. Thus, this experiment opens
new prospects for the modular approach to quantum inform ation w ith superconducting circuits.
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Towards M o d u la r E n ta n g le m e n t Distillation - Perspectives
and Future Directions

Together w ith efficient single-qubit control and measurements, generating remote entanglement
demonstrates all the prim itive operations necessary for a modular quantum com putation system.
W hile there is o f course continuing work to further improve the fidelity, efficiency and speed of
all o f these operations, this toolbox sets the stage for building and understanding distributed,
small-scale modular systems of (a few) qubits.

One of the primary initial objectives for such

systems would be dem onstrating tw o-qubit gates between data qubits in remote modules as a
necessary ingredient for universal quantum com putation.
Realizing this objective, of course, introduces a new set of benchmarks against which to
quantify the performance o f these more complex systems. Like any other operations performed in
a quantum com putation, the tw o-qubit operations too must be of very high-fidelity [34], Since a
remote-entangled qubit pair is a resource consumed in this operation, the fidelity of the entangled
state is a crucial determ inant o f the ultim ate fidelity o f the gate. W hile a few strategies to address
sources o f infidelity for the single-photon based remote entanglement protocol were discussed
above in Ch. 1.7 and are the topics of active research, there will always remain unavoidable
sources o f error like decoherence, photon loss etc. Thus, in an analog to how quantum error
correction is used to extend the lifetim e of a quantum system beyond th a t of its imperfect
constituents, high-fidelity entangled states can be generated from many copies o f lower-fidelity
entangled states [7, 32, 37]. Otherwise known as entanglement distillation or purification, this
is a protocol whereby two parties, Alice and Bob, th a t share many copies of entangled states,
each w ith fidelity T to a Bell state, can probabilistically generate a single entangled state of
fidelity T 7 > T by performing only local operations on their qubits and com m unicating classically
between them.

Realizing entanglement distillation is essential to the success of any protocol

th a t relies on entangled states as a resource, making it a necessary milestone towards a modular
quantum architecture for quantum com putation.
Experimentally realizing entanglement distillation is an active area of research [92, 93, 97]
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Figure 1.14 | R em ote E ntanglem ent D istillation Protocol. A ) Schematic o f a minimal module
required for entanglement distillation. One, arguably necessary, avenue toward achieving higher
entanglement fidelity between modules is to implement entanglement distillation where m ultiple
copies o f low -fidelity entangled states are used to probabilistically generate a single high-fidelity
entangled state. This requires increasing the number o f modes available in each module, adding
a storage qubit to the already present data and com munication qubits. B) C ircuit schematic for
entanglement distillation and remote unitary operations between modules. Remote entanglement
distillation can be performed by firs t generating entanglement between the communication qubits
o f two modules, swapping th a t entanglement into the storage qubits and then repeating the
entanglement generation process between the two communication qubits. To then produce an
entangled state o f higher fidelity, a local CNOT operation between the storage and communication
q ubit in each module is followed by a measurement o f each communication qubit. When the two
detectors measure the same outcome, a Bell state o f the two storage qubits w ith higher fidelity
is generated. This process can be repeated until a desired fidelity o f the storage Bell state is
achieved. Finally, this entangled state can be used as a resource to perform a non-local arbitrary
unitary operation between the two data qubits in each module.
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w ith the first results appearing in nitrogen-vacancy systems [ 6 6 ]. Since entanglement distillation
requires m ultiple copies of entangled states between modules, this required extending the func
tio n a lity o f a module beyond what was presented in Fig. 1.3 in Ch. 1.3. As shown in Fig. 1.14A,
a module is now expanded to contain a storage qubit which, as its name implies, is used to store
an entangled state for distillation.

In fact, this storage may actually (need to ) be many phys

ical qubits or a m ulti-m ode system, for example a high-Q harmonic oscillator, since distillation
circuits th a t can correct arbitrary errors in the resource entangled state (w ith errors in the local
gates) require m ultiple copies o f the resource entangled state to produce a high fidelity pair.
Some perspectives of how these storage qubits may be incorporated into the current modules
is outlined in Ch.

6

. Furthermore, this storage qubit must be able to interact w ith the com

m unication qubit to enable entanglement to be loaded into the storage; directly allowing the
storage qubit(s) to communicate w ith the environment would greatly increase the number and
com plexity of the comm unication network between modules. Thus, we instead consider the case
where only com m unication qubits can be used to generate remote entanglement.
In this paradigm, a basic circuit schematic outlining entanglement distillation is shown in
Fig. 1.14B, differing slightly from its original inception [7].

First, a remote entangled state is

generated between the com m unication qubits o f two modules (the only objects between which
entanglement can be directly generated, using the protocol outlined in Ch. 1.7 for example).
Then, using a SWAP operation between the communication and storage qubit in each module,
the remote entangled state is transferred to the storage qubit, also resetting the communication
qubit to |g). Subsequently, another copy o f an entangled state between the two communication
qubits is generated. Although this process could be repeated until all the storage qubits (or the
many modes o f the storage) have been populated w ith entangled pairs, here we lim it ourselves
to the case of a single storage and com munication qubit. W ith the copies o f the entangled pairs,
purification is performed by doing a local CNOT between the storage (control) and communica
tion (target) qubit in each module before measuring the state of the com munication qubit. A
higher-fidelity entangled state o f the storage qubit is generated when the outcomes of the two
measurements agree. Although this protocol could be repeated to achieve higher fidelity, with an
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increasing cost in entangled pairs [7], it does not correct all the errors th a t the initial entangled
state may suffer from .

Protocols th a t can distill entanglement robust to m ultiple errors, im

perfect gates and measurements require more elaborate protocols w ith more resource entangled
pairs and storage qubits [32, 65, 97]. Moreover, the choice of the distillation protocol depends
on the magnitude and types of errors th a t the various components o f the distillation protocol
suffer from making the choice o f what protocol to implement strongly system dependent. Thus,
in the discussion in this thesis, we instead focus on hwo to expand modules so th a t they may be
used to perform distillation and other inter-module operations. For example, once an entangled
state o f the storage qubits of two qubits is available, it is then consumed to perform the desired
tw o-qubit gate between the data qubits of the modules in a protocol outlined by Fig. 6.1.
Therefore, an imperative avenue of research towards the ends o f both entanglement distil
lation and remote unitary operations is the development o f a module w ith all the elements and
functiona lity described above (and in F ig .l,1 4 A ). A detailed discussion of a few specific potential
strategies along w ith their various advantages and disadvantages is presented in Ch. 6.2. Here
we only present some of the necessary design requirements. The communication qubits in these
modules must be engineered to enable high remote entanglement generation rates, resulting in
a com petition between the requirement of strong coupling to the external environment and the
requirement for this qubit to also have high coherence so as not to lim it the entanglement fidelity.
On the other hand, the data and storage qubits need to have even longer coherence times since
they need to store quantum states while entanglement is generated and distilled.

Again, this

needs to be realized while m aintaining the ability to perform operations between these qubits and
the probably lower-coherence comm unication qubit. Indeed, as is a ubiquitous challenge across
all experimental system, balancing the need for coupling between modes o f disparate coherence
is one o f the main engineering challenges for modules [6 6 , 97, 137]. Using one of the very mo
tivations for the modular architecture, one possible strategy to balancing these requirements is
tunable couplings between these various objects in a module (see Fig. 6.3B and Ch. 6.2).
In addition to the milestones o f modules, remote unitary operations, and entanglement distil
lation, there are still more aspects of a modular architecture to further investigate. Chief among
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these is the switchable router, which remains but a proposal at this point w ith no experimen
tal prototype beyond elements th a t could be used to as the building blocks for such a router
[21, 69, 132], Beyond th a t exist a plethora o f engineering problems, specific to superconducting
qubits and to quantum inform ation in general, resulting from the scaling from a few qubit systems
to the hundreds or thousands o f qubits th a t are eventually envisioned. To say that, as far as this
field has advanced in the past few decades, there remains, then, a protracted and arduous path to
quantum inform ation and com m unication systems risks an understatement. Yet, the formidable
progress and exponential growth in every aspect o f these systems may also cautiously ju s tify the
optim ism th a t quantum com putation and communication technology is an inevitability.

Q u b its , A m p lifie r s , and
M e a s u re m e n ts in S u p e r c o n d u c t in g
Q u a n t u m C ir c u its

... experimental physicists tend not to be
the most avid or credulous readers of the
quantum measurement literature
Sir Anthony Leggett

2.1

O verview

In this chapter, we introduce some o f the tools of the superconducting quantum circuit trade,
focusing on the devices used in the experiments in this thesis. Instead o f describing the theory of
operation and experimental im plem entation of each device in detail from first principles (which
would require its own thesis for each device), we provide a general overview o f their operation,
highlighting how the parameters o f these devices have been designed and engineered for their use
in the experiments discussed here. We begin in Ch. 2.2 by talking about Josephson junction, the
non-linear element underlying almost all superconducting quantum circuits, and how it is used to
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build a qubit, a basic building block for quantum inform ation, in the paradigm of dispersive circuitQED. A fter a brief introduction in Ch. 2.3 to the JPC, our nearly-quantum -limited parametric
am plifier o f choice, we in Ch. 2.4 summarize the dispersive readout of qubits using these tools.
Finally, we provide a conceptual overview o f how inefficient measurements adversely affect our
systems.

2.2

Transm on Q ubits and 3 D Superconducting Cavities

Superconducting quantum circuits encode quantum inform ation in a quantum degree of freedom
o f an electrical circuit, like the flux, phase or charge, much like inform ation is encoded in the
energy levels or atom ic or ionic qubits or the spins of electronic o f nuclear qubits. Thus, ju s t
like their atom ic, ionic or electronic counterparts, superconducting quantum circuits require nonlinearity to realize a system th a t has selectively addressable energy levels. This non-linearity is
provided by the Josephson junction, which also has the appealing property of being a very low
dissipation element, making a fundamental building block o f superconducting quantum circuits.
The Josephson junction has a non-linear relationship between the phase, the difference in the
superconducting order parameter, ^p(t) and current I ( t ) across the junction:

I (t) = J 0 s i n ( ^ ( t ) )

( 2 .1 )

where I q is the critical current o f the Josephson junction. As a result, the Josephson junction
behaves like a non-linear inductor with the junction inductance L j depending on the phase across
the junction:
L .J = 1
% (</?)
^
Jo -COS

where <fto = <$>o/ 2 tt = fi /2e is the reduced magnetic flux quantum.

(2 '2)

Based on this element, a

veritable menagerie of superconducting qubits have been created but, in the past few years, one
has emerged as the most widely used for its ease o f fabrication, operation, and, especially, its
coherence properties: the transmon [74, 103, 115].
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The transmon qubit, shown in orange in Fig. 2.1A, consists o f a Josephson junction shunted
by a capacitor, form ing an anharmonic oscillator.

Unlike a quantum harmonic oscillator th a t

has equally spaced energy levels, an anharmonic oscillator has incommensurately spaced energy
levels, much like an atom, earning circuits based on them the moniker of superconducting artificial
atoms. To enable control and readout of the transmon qubit, it is in turn capacitively coupled
to a microwave frequency resonator (purple in Fig. 2.1A) realizing the paradigm th a t is now
commonly referred to as circu it quantum electrodynamics (cQ ED). Specifically, the experiments
in this thesis, the resonator is a mode of a 3D microwave-frequency cavity realizing w hat is
called a three-dimensional (3D ) transmon in the dispersive regime of circuit-Q ED [124, 142],
The 3D regime is a ttractive since the cavity can be made to be very low-loss with vacuum
as the dielectric to store electromagnetic energy; this directly translates to improvements in
qubit coherence properties as well as the simplified sample fabrication and testing by obviating
components like printed-circuit boards [3, 103].
The resulting Flamiltonian of this qubit-cavity system is:

H / h = ldca) a + ujnb^b

<p = Lfc ( a +

E
— (cos p> + (p2/2 )
Ti

(2-3)

+ ifq ( b + b ^

(2-4)

Here, a is the annihilation operator for the cavity mode at frequency ujc, b is the annihilation
operator for the qubit mode at frequency u q, E j is the Josephson energy, and cp is the super
conducting phase across the junction, which can be w ritten as the linear combination o f the
phase across the cavity mode cpc and the qubit mode ipq. Expanding the cosine to fourth or
der and making a rotating-wave approximation to only keep non-rotating terms, we obtain the
circuit-Q E D Hamiltonian

■ H c Q E D /fi = U c c J a + L J g tfb ~

1
~ X q q ^ 2b 2 ~ X ^ O ^ b

-

1
~ X c c ^ 2a ?

(2 .5 )

where Xgg 's the qubit anharmonicity, Xcc is the Kerr non-linearity acquired by the cavity, and
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X is the dispersive shift between the qubit and cavity. The three non-linearities are related by
X =

\JXqqXcc [100]- F °r the experiments discussed in this thesis, the Kerr term was small

and thus was ignored. We operate in the dispersive regime where the qubit frequency, typically
Wg/27r = 4 to 10 GHz, is detuned, typically by many gigahertz, from the cavity frequency, typically
cuc/2 tt = 5 to 10 GHz.

This prevents the qubit and cavity from directly exchanging energy,

enabling significantly increased qubit coherence times [57]. As a result of the anharmonicity of
the qubit, designed to be Xqql2tt ~ 200 MHz, the energy levels can be selectively addressed;
the lowest two levels, called the ground state |g) and the excited state |e) are used to realize an
effective two-level qubit system (see Fig.
Crucially,

2

.IB ) w ith a transition frequency u q = u ge ~ y/8E j E q .

the value o f the anharmonicity is also carefully chosen so th a t the ratio o f the

Josephson

energy E j to the charging energy E q (where E q ~ Xqq) 's E j / E c ~ 100 to make the transmon
insensitive to charge noise [74],
It is im portant to point out at this stage th a t although the transmon is an anharmonic
oscillator, it can be treated as an effective two-level qubit system assuming th a t no higher order
states are ever populated. This can be done form ally by lim iting the H ilbert space to two states
and defining effective Pauli operators based on the transmon mode operators

= n 2b t6 n 2

(2.6)

x = n 2hX E n 2

( 2 .7 )

r = n 3E E n 2

( 2 .8 )

where ED is the projector onto a H ilbert space of dimension two. W ith this transform ation, we
can use the Bloch sphere and Pauli representations o f a qubit for our transmon, ju stifyin g our
use o f the word transmon and qubit interchangeably in this thesis. However, as we discuss at
the end o f this section and later in the thesis (Ch. 5), the higher order transmon states cannot
be entirely ignored because they can be sources or error or useful resources.
As a result o f their coupling, the cavity (qubit) acquires a qubit (cavity) state-dependent fre
quency shift o f x- The dispersive shift forms not only the basis for the qubit readout, discussed in
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Figure 2.1 | A Sum m ary o f the 3 D Transm on-C avity System in c Q E D . A ) Schematic
o f the effective c ircu it o f a 3D transm on-cavity system in cQED. A transmon q ubit (orange),
consisting o f a capacitively shunted Josephson ju nction, is capacitively coupled to a microwave
resonator (purple). W hile, in practice, the resonator is a mode o f a 3D cavity, it is schematically
represented as an LC-oscillator. The qubit-cavity system is coupled to the external environment
through two ports, a weakly-coupled input port, and a strongly-coupled o utput port. Microwave
signals at the qubit frequency are used to rotate the state o f the qubit while microwave signals
at the cavity frequency are used to measure the state o f the qubit. B) Energy level diagram o f
a transmon qubit. The 3D transmon is an anharmonic oscillator because the Josephson junction
behaves like a non-linear inductor. Unlike a harmonic oscillator w ith equally spaced energy levels,
the transmon has unequally spaced energy level where, to firs t order, the energy level difference
decreases by the anharm onicity a w ith each additional excitation, allowing the transitions between
energy levels to be individually driven. The lowest two energy levels form the ground |g) and
excited |e) states o f the qubit, although higher states like the second excited state | / ) can also
be used as a resource. C) Pictures o f a qubit in a 3D cavity, microscope image o f a 3D transmon
qubit and SEM image o f a Josephson junction. Left: One half o f a 3D rectangular aluminum
cavity w ith a transmon q u bit fabricated on a sapphire chip placed at the center o f the cavity;
the transmon is coupled to the T E io i mode o f the cavity. Center: An optical microscope image
o f the transmon qubit chip showing the dipole antenna th a t capacitively couple the qubit to the
cavity and also act as the shunting capacitance across the Josephson junction. Right: A SEM
image o f the Josephson jun ction at the heart o f a transmon; the junction is fabrication by a
double-angle evaporation o f aluminum fabrication technique.
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furthe r detail below in Ch. 2.4, but also is essential for a variety o f other qubit-cavity interactions,
for example, sideband transitions (see Ch. 5.4) and state-selective control pulses on the qubit
(see Ch. 5.4). Crucially, the value o f % can be engineered (independently o f Xqq) across a few
orders o f magnitude, x / 2 tt ~ 0.1 to 10 MHz, depending on the experimental requirements.
The cavity is capacitively coupled to two transmission lines called the input and the output, so
named for the roles they serve, as shown in Fig. 2.IB . Microwave signals (at the qubit frequency)
to control the qubit enter the system through the input port as do microwave signals (at the cavity
frequency) for readout. A fte r interacting w ith the qubit-cavity system, the readout signals exit
through the o u tp ut port. The values o f the input and output coupling capacitors, C\n and Coutset the coupling quality factors, Q-m and Q out', these couplings are designed so th a t Q[n > > Q 0ut
(Cm < <

C^ut) ensuring th a t signals preferentially leave on the output port, m inim izing any

inform ation loss via the input p o rt1. Specifically, we choose Q-m ~ 10 6 and Q-m ~ 103 so th a t
the cavity is over-coupled to the output. This realizes a o utput coupling-lim ited cavity bandwidth
o f k / 2 tt ~ 1 to 5 MHz enabling readout o f the qubit in a tim e, Tm ~ 5 / 2zr/<c ~ 200 to 1000 ns
much shorter than the relaxation or decoherence tim e o f the qubit.

W ith the design choices,

3D transmons routinely achieve relaxation lifetimes of T\ ~ 100 /is and decoherence times of
T 2 R, T 2 E ~ 20 to 50 /is, like the qubits used in the experiments for this thesis.
A typical 3D transmon qubit-cavity system is shown in Fig. 2.1C. The Josephson junction and
the center o f the transmon qubit (rig h t in Fig. 2.1C) is a superconductor-insulator-superconductor
ju n ctio n made o f an A I/A IO ^ /A I fabricated by the deposition o f two layers o f thin-film Al with
an interm ediate oxidation step to create the insulating barrier. The transmons used were fab
ricated using either the Dolan-bridge [35] or bridge-free electron-beam lithography techniques
[79] on double-side-polished chips of c-plane sapphire (chosen over S i for the improved coher
ence properties observed [23]). The junctions are connected via leads to two rectangular pads
th a t act as the shunting capacitance o f the transmon as well as the coupling capacitance to the
cavity (center in Fig. 2.1C). The qubit chip are placed in a 3D cavity, here a rectangular one
(le ft in Fig. 2.1C). Typically, the cavity is machined from a superconducting material like Al or
* lt is not necessary to engineer such asym m etric couplings, especially for cavities coupled to qubits th a t are
not used for readout.
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a normal metal like Cu, although in this thesis, some of the cavities were made o f indium -plated
copper. The transmon qubit and cavity parameters as well as their couplings are designed using
finite-elem ent simulations and black-box quantization [ 1 0 0 ], which enable going directly from de
sired Ham iltonian parameters, like x or Xqq f ° r example, to fabrication parameters, like junction
inductance or antenna size for example.
Although a very commonly used and well-understood system w ith properties th a t enable their
use in a wide range of experiments, these systems still have some lim itations th a t detrim entally
affect the experiments they are used in. One of the primary shortcomings of the transmon is
its relaxation and coherence properties, which although although among the best for supercon
ducting qubits, have not improved significantly in the past few years since the advent o f the 3D
architecture [103, 115]. State of the art relaxation times on the order of T j ~ 100 //s, while
sufficient for readout fidelities o f X ~ 0.99, will need to be improved by an order o f magnitude
or more for higher fidelities still. W hat currently lim its T\ and how to improve it is not clear and
requires further investigation. More critically, the typical qubit coherence times of T 2 R ~ 20 to
50 fis fall far short o f the maximum value o f 2T j since they are limited by their pure dephasing
tim e Tfi. Conjectured to be limited by the anomalously high thermal photon number in the cavity
th a t the qubit is coupled to [115, 125], the low decoherence times of the transmon is one o f the
biggest sources o f error in many experiments (like those of this thesis) and will need to be im
proved to prevent it from becoming the weak-link in future experiments. Beyond their coherence
properties, transmon qubits also suffer from problems w ith reproducibility in fabrication and large
variability in performance across fabrication and experimental runs because o f inadequate control
of their environments. Finally, although the dom inant physics of the system is described by the
cQED Ham iltonian o f Eq. 2.3, there are many ignored terms in the rotating-wave approximation;
these higher order terms are a suspected source o f observed, but not well understood, effects
like reduction of qubit X j during readout or spurious leakages and higher order transitions when
strong pump tones are applied to the system for example.
Beyond the systems described here, which have been designed with efficient qubit readout in
mind, there exist many other tools in the superconducting quantum toolbox. For example, high-
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coherence 3D cavities can be used as memories to store quantum inform ation for times longer
than 3D tra n s m o n s [lll] and will be im portant in our discussions about future prospects towards
remote entanglement distillation in Ch.

6

.

Furthermore, the tools described above and their

design considerations form the foundation for readout across a wide range of cQED systems and
architectures [3,

86,

143] making these ideas generally applicable beyond ju s t the experiments

described in the following chapters.

2.3

T h e Josephson P a ram etric C onverter

As am plification is crucial to converting small quantum signals into measurably large classical
signals, the properties o f th a t am plification process, like the amount o f gain and added noise for
example, determine characteristics of measurement process like fidelity, QND-ness and efficiency.
For the readout of superconducting qubits, Josephson junction based parametric amplifiers op
erating near the quantum lim it [2 0 ] are an essential component as a first-stage pre-amplifier in
an efficient o utput am plification chain (for example, see Fig. 4.1 or Fig. 5.1).

Maximizing the

measurement efficiency demands m inim izing the losses in the output signal chain while simul
taneously maximizing the gain w ith the least possible added noise in the am plification chain.
Crucially, the noise tem perature of an o u tp u t chain, and hence its efficiency, is dom inantly de
termined by the losses before the first am plifier in the output chain as well as th a t am plifier’s
gain and noise tem perature [109, 131]. Josephson junction parametric amplifiers can routinely
achieve gains of 20 dB with nearly quantum -lim ited noise performance. Thus, by using these
parametric amplifiers as a first-stage pre-amplifier at base (20 m K) before following amplifiers
like high electron m obility (H E M T ) amplifiers (a t 3 K), the amplified quantum signals from the
qubit-cavity system being measured can exceed the added noise of the following amplifiers, in
turn greatly improving the efficiency over output chains based on H E M T amplifiers alone. This
has made them instrum ental in the observation o f quantum jum ps [140], the detailed study of
the quantum back-action o f measurement [51, 94] and feedback [78, 139], and quantum error
correction [ 1 0 1 ] and w ill continue to remain essential in future experiments.
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Unsurprisingly, quantum -lim ited Josephson junction based parametric amplifiers are an area
o f active research resulting in the development o f a wide variety o f amplifiers over the years,
each w ith their own advantages and disadvantages. O f this pantheon of devices, the experiments
in this thesis use one in particular, the Josephson Parametric Converter (JPC). Leaving a more
detailed discussion o f the theory, design, operation and optim ization of JPCs to the comprehensive
Refs. [123, 131], here we present only a brief summary, beginning with some o f the JPC’s
advantages compared to other amplifiers:

• Linearity - Unlike latching or bifurcating amplifiers, like the Josephson Bifurcation A m pli
fier, [128, 129, 138], linear amplifiers, like the JPC, do not need to be reset, making them
fast, a necessary quality for efficient readout and applications like quantum error correction.
• Phase-preserving am plification - The JPC, when operated as described below, amplifies
both the I and Q quadratures o f input microwave radiation unlike phase-sensitive amplifiers
th a t am plify one quadrature and de-amplify the other [18, 19]. They do not require good
phase stability between the microwave tones th a t pump the amplifiers and generate the
readout signals, sim plifying experimental complexity.
• Frequency and spatial non-degeneracy - Compared to frequency and spatial degener
ate four-wave mixing amplifiers [52], the JPC operates based on three-wave mixing with
spatially different ports for each mode o f the device. It therefore avoids the disadvantage
o f a large pump tone at the same frequency and on the same port as the much weaker
signal tone2.
• Ease o f fabrication and operation - Compared to non-resonant devices like traveling
wave amplifiers th a t consist of thousands o f Josephson junctions [84], the JPC is simpler
to fabricate w ith many fewer junctions.

In addition, the JPC is also flexible to operate,

w ith the center frequency, gain, bandwidth and compression power being tunable in-situ.
2A lthough strategies like using two detuned pumps [131] or flux-pum ping [147] can remove the resonant pump
tone problem, they introduce new engineering and design challenges o f th e ir own.
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The JPC is a robust and versatile amplifier, making it a compelling choice as a characterized
and easy-to-use module in more complex experiments w ith superconducting qubit. O f course,
the JPC is not w ith o u t its own disadvantages which we briefly address at the end of this section.
A t its heart, the JPC consists o f a ring of four identical Josephson junctions, called a Joseph
son Ring M odulator (JR M ); as shown in Fig. 2.2, the JRM has four orthogonal electrical modes,
two differential modes called X and Y , a common mode called Z (pum p), and a zero-frequency
offset mode called W (not shown) th a t is not coupled to and hence not used [9]. The JRM is
placed at the center of a pair o f transmission-line resonators, placing it at the current anti-nodes
o f fundam ental A /2 modes o f the resonators.

Thus, the differential X and Y modes o f the

JRM couple to the horizontal idler (blue) resonator o f frequency u j and the vertical signal (red)
resonator o f frequency u s respectively. These resonators are connected to transmission lines by
coupling capacitors designed to over-couple the signal and idler resonators, i.e Q c < < Q-mt- This
ensures th a t microwave signals enter and leave the device faster than any internal loss rates of
the device.
The idler and signal modes are driven resonantly on the A ports o f a pair o f 180°-hybrids to
match the current patterns of the X and Y modes respectively of the JRM. The pump mode
is driven non-resonantly at u p — u p + u j on the E of one of the two 180°-hybrids. Although
driving the exact Z-m ode pattern shown in the bottom right of Fig. 2.2 requires a third cascaded
180°-hybrid, in experiments, this third hybrid is often om itted to reduce hardware while still
providing sufficient coupling to the Z mode. When the JPC is biased to a magnetic flux of T / 2
by an external coil, the device behaves as a three-wave mixing phase-preserving am plifier with
the follow ing interaction term under the rotating wave approximation [123]:

H j p c / f o = Qz (a^ b^c + a b c ^

(2-9)

Here, a, b, and c are the mode operators for the idler, signal and pump modes respectively and
is the strength o f the three-wave mixing coupling.
In this mode o f operation, the JPC can be effectively treated as a tw o-port device, where
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Figure 2.2 | A Sum m ary o f th e Josephson Param etric Converter. The Josephson Paramet
ric Converter (JPC ) consists o f a ring o f four Josephson junctions (called the Josephson Ring
M odulator or JR M ) placed in the middle o f two A /2 m icrostrip resonators. These form the
resonant signal (tvs) and idler (tv /) modes o f the device. Driven by hybrids, the idler couples to
the X-m ode o f the ring and the signal to the Y-mode. Driving w ith a non-resonant pump tone
coupled to the Z-mode at the sum o f the signal and idler frequencies (cup = u s + tv /) results
in three-wave mixing in the JRM. Consequently, a pump photon is coherently converted into a
signal and a idler photon. As a result, small signals incident on the signal and idler modes are
reflected w ith gain.

incom ing microwave signals are typically from a qubit-cavity system, and outgoing signals go to
fu rth e r am plification. Shown in Fig. 2.3A is a schematic o f how the JPC is typically connected
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in an experiment; the separation o f these incoming and outgoing signals is achieved using non
reciprocal elements like the circulators in Fig. 2.3A. The tw o-port scattering m atrix o f this device
on resonance, shown visually in Fig. 2.3B, relates the JPC o u tp u t signals a out to those incident
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where G is the power gain and cfip is the phase of the pump drive. The power gain is determined by
the power o f the pump tone. Thus, the JPC provides am plification in two ways: (1) reflection gain
where incident signals are reflected w ith gain but w ithout frequency conversion; ( 2 ) transmission
gain where incident signals are amplified w ith frequency and port conversion between the signal
and idler frequencies.
Although the JPC can be operated in a number of different ways, for example a gain-less
frequency converter (from which its name is derived) [123], a circulator or even a directional
am plifier [131, 132], here, we lim it our discussion to how it is used in the experiments in this
thesis as a phase-preserving amplifier. Although the frequency o f the signal and idler resonators
can be engineered to be almost anywhere between 5 to

11

GHz, for the experiments in this thesis,

they were chosen to be near the frequencies of the cavities they were connected to, putting them
around 7.5 GHz or 9.0 GHz. The devices were designed and fabricated w ith quality factors of
about Q c = 100 to maximize the instantaneous bandwidth (typically between 50 to 100 MHz)
while keeping the device stable by satisfying Q cp ~ 10, where p, the participation ratio, is the
ratio o f the Josephson inductance to the to ta l inductance [123]. One im portant difference of the
JPCs used in the experiments of this thesis from their description presented above is th a t the
devices had JRMs which were shunted by 4 additional Josephson junction to significantly increase
their tunable bandwidth to around 200 MHz [120]. The JPCs were operated at a power gain of
20 dB so th a t amplified signals from the JPC exceeded the added noise of the following H E M T
am plifier. A t this gain, they typically had an instantaneous bandwidth o f about 5 to 10 MHz with
an NVR ranging between 7 to 10 dB. The operating gain was chosen to balance between having
sufficiently large NVR to enable single-shot readout while keeping the instantaneous bandwidth
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Figure 2.3 | E ffe c tiv e B lo c k
an experimental system. For
Fig. 2.2 is depicted as a block
tones incident on these ports

Vc - 1

out

Idler

in

D ia g ra m fo r th e JP C . A) Connection schematic o f a JPC in
representation in circuit schematic diagrams, the JPC circuit of
w ith three ports: idler (I), signal (S), and pump (P). Microwave
couple to the X, Y and Z modes o f the JPC (see Fig. 2.2). A

non-resonant microwave drive applied at u p = u s + u i on the pump port is used to operate the
JPC as a phase-preserving reflection amplifier. The spatial separation o f incoming and outgoing
microwave tones on the signal and idler ports is achieved by circulators. One port of each
circulator is connected to the qubit-cavity system and the other is connected to the o utput chain
for furth er am plification and demodulation. B) Visual representation o f the scattering m atrix
for a JPC operated as a phase-preserving amplifier. A non-resonant drive on the pump port
at frequency u p = u s + u i results in the JPC operating as a phase-preserving amplifier. The
resulting o utp ut on the signal (idler) port, a™1 (a°u t), is the sum of a reflection gain component,
tones incident on the signal (idler), a™ (a}n ), reflected w ith power gain, G, and a transmission
gain component, tones incident on the idler (signal) transm itted w ith power gain, G — 1 , and
frequency conversion.

o f the amplifiers greater than the linewidths of the cavities they were connected to.
Usually, the JPC is operated in continous-wave (CW ) mode where the pump tone is always
on and the JPC provides gain at all times; however, in all the experiments in this thesis, the JPC
was instead operated in a pulsed mode. The pump tone was pulsed so th a t the JPC provided
gain only when it was being used to perform readout or other operations; otherwise, the pump
tone was o ff and JPC behaved as a unit-reflector. This pulsed mode o f operation is advantageous
to prevent heating o f the base stage of the dilution fridge from pump power dissipation as well
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as in some experiments where turning on the JPC reduced the relaxation times or coherence
times o f the qubits. When operated in pulsed mode, it is im portant th a t the gain o f the JPC is
constant over the duration of the microwave pulse it is am plifying; to this end, the pump tone is
turned on before and switched o ff after the readout tone. Since the JPC rings up to its operating
gain point on a tim e scale given by its instantaneous bandwidth, for the JPCs th a t we use w ith
typical 20 dB gain bandwidths o f 5 MHz, this ring-up and ring-down tim e is chosen to be around
200 ns. Experimentally, the buffer tim e between when the JPC pump tone and readout tone are
turned on or off is varied to find the shortest tim e th a t does not affect the measurement strength
or fidelity.
Although the JPC is a robust and versatile plug-and-play module in the superconducting
quantum circuit toolbox, it does suffer from a few lim itations th a t adversely affect the experiments
o f this thesis 3 (for a detailed discussion o f this and potential solutions, see Ref. [123]). One of
the primary problems is the limited instantaneous bandwidth and 1-dB compression power for
this amplifier; ideally, increased bandwidth could be obtained by using larger coupling capacitors
to lower Q c and increased saturation power could be obtained from using Josephson junction
w ith larger critical currents. However, since the JPCs used here have m icrostrip resonators, they
suffer from p ~ 0.1 and either o f those two would result in Q cp falling below the safe value o f 10.
One explored strategy is to replace the m icrostrip resonators w ith a lower impedance embedding
structure, such as parallel-plate capacitors, to increase the participation ratio to p ~ 0.5. This
would enable devices with smaller Q c or larger critical current junctions, which would in turn
lower p. However, this strategy requires further optim ization [1],
A second major problem w ith the JPC is its limited efficiency arising both from the internal
losses o f the device and its operation as a reflection amplifier.

As it is currently fabricated

[123, 131], the JPC suffers from a low internal quality factor Q jnt ~ 3000 to 5000 lim iting the
efficiency o f the JPC due to losses to ??jp c ~ 0.9. In fact, as a result of the materials used in
their fabrication, the internal quality factors of most Josephson junction parametric amplifiers are
limited to this level, underscoring a need for lower-loss dielectrics and circuits. Moreover, as a
3Note th a t the lim itation s described for the JPC are not unique to this am plifier. Instead, they are common
to many parametric am plifiers and overcom ing them is the subject o f active research.
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reflection amplifier, the JPC necessitates the use o f lossy circulators which introduce loss and are
a primary lim itation to the overall measurement efficiency (see Ch. 1.5 and Ch. 3). Directional
amplifiers th a t provide gain in transmission (and not in reflection) would obviate the need for
such lossy elements and are an area of intense research but have not matured in performance
and ease of use and fabrication to entirely replace reflection amplifiers [69, 84, 132],
Addressing these lim itations o f the JPC, and parametric amplifiers in general, remains an area
o f active research, and will be essential to achieving improved measurement fidelity and efficiency
beyond w hat is presented in this thesis.

2.4

Dispersive R eadout o f a Q u b it in Circuit Q E D

We now put the tools discussed in the previous two sections together to describe how the
dispersive interaction o f cQED can be used to perform quantum non-demolition readout o f the
qubit, the underlying operational prim itive for all the experiments in this thesis. This readout
protocol is summarized as a quantum algorithm in Fig. 2.4. The qubit to be measured, here
also referred to as Alice, begins in some arbitrary state ij), for example 4) = a \ g )

[3 \e) where

\ a\ 2 + |/5|2 = l 4. As was described in Fig. 1.1, the measurement process begins by entangling
Alice w ith a pointer variable, here a traveling coherent state |a) (containing an average number
of photons n = |ce|2 ); the entanglement between Alice and the coherent state is a result of the
interaction term x a ^a ^ b in the cQED Ham iltonian which imparts the cavity w ith a qubit-state
dependent frequency.

Thus, the coherent incident on the system, upon interacting w ith the

cavity, acquires a qubit-state dependent am plitude and phase response. The interaction between
Alice and the pointer variable is described by

u, cQ E D

=

e-

f c =o t “ / 2

(2.11)

4Since our transm on is not a true two-level system, the q u b it state could also have components in other states
like | / ) and higher
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where 9 is the shift acquired by the coherent state.

Note th a t in w riting U cq e d - we are now

treating the qubit as a true two-level system by using the Pauli operator g z. A fter this interaction,
the to ta l system state o f qubit and pointer variable is a |g) \ag) - f /3 \e) \ae).

Qubit

Alice |xp) —

Pv
cQED

Pointer degree
of freedom

(Signal) |a) ----JPC

Ancilla

(Idler) |0 )

Figure 2.4 | S ingle Q u b it M e a s u re m e n t S c h e m a tic in c irc u it-Q E D . The measurement of a
superconducting qubit in cQED is very similar to th a t described in Fig. 1.1. First, the stationary
qubit, Alice, is entangled w ith a pointer variable, in this case a coherent state |a), by the
dispersive qubit-cavity interaction described by the unitary operation U cq e d - Next, the pointer
variable is amplified by a parametric amplifier, in this case the JPC, which has two modes, the
signal and the idler. The coherent state entangled w ith the qubit enters the am plifier as the
signal mode whereas the idler mode input is the vacuum state |0). The action performed by the
am plifier is described by the unitary operation E /jpc- Finally, the measurement of the qubit is
completed when the signal o u tput o f the JPC is measured and the idler output discarded.

Since the pointer variable has a higher-dimensional H ilbert space than th a t o f the qubit,
this interaction already serves as a first stage of am plification as it maps one bit o f inform ation
encoded in a two-level system onto a multi-level system.

Following this, the pointer variable

enters the signal port o f the JPC and undergoes further am plification. The JPC is operated is a
phase-preserving am plifier (described in the previous section) w ith the idler input, here called the
ancilla, in the vacuum state |0). The am plification operation performed by the JPC is summarized
by the unitary:
AcCfF—A * a b

U j pc = e

(2.12)

where A = Xe1^. Here cj) = —cf)v + tt/2 is related to the phase of the pump tone (f)p and A =
In (^VG + \ / { G — 1)J depends on the power gain o f the am plifier G. A fte r t/jp c > the pointer
variable is amplified to the larger coherent state w ith average photon number Gn, pictorially
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represented by the increased thickness o f the black line in Fig. 2.4. Alice is now entangled w ith
both the signal and idler degrees o f freedom but in the high-gain lim it where we operate, the
signal and idler contain the same inform ation [51]. Thus, we throw away the inform ation in the
idler by term inating its output in a matched cold load ( Z = 50 Q) and measure only the signal
resulting in a measurement outcome

From this measurement outcome, the final state of

the qubit, w ritten as the density m atrix pf , as a result of measuring ^ is calculated using the
generalized measurement formalism [50]

I

M -V i P i

PfWi = — T

/ 0 1„ x

--------T T

(2-13)

T r ( M ^ p iM ^

Here M Ui is the measurement operator for the outcome ^ whose exact form depends on the
measurement process5. The probability o f measuring an outcome zx is given by

P,„ = T r ( M ^ p i M l )

(2.14)

This generalized measurement formalism yields the projective measurements described in Ch. 1.2
when M .Vi is an orthogonal, Herm itian projector
j t

satisfying the normalization condition

= Y li n i>i = 1 [50].
For a more concrete picture of the dispersive cQED measurement, let us recast this process

in terms o f the experimental setup as shown in Figs. 2.5 and 2.6. The traveling coherent state
|a) is a microwave frequency pulse w ith an average photon number n = |a |2. This pulse is
incident on the weakly-coupled port of the cavity, for the case of measurement in transmission
(Fig. 2.5A), or the strongly-coupled port for the case of measurement in reflection (Fig. 2.6A).
When measured in transmission, the cavity has a Lorentzian line shape with a bandwidth k and
a qubit-state dependent center frequency. The cavity resonance frequency is shifted by x to the
left o f fc for every excitation in the transmon. Thus, an incident coherent state w ill acquire a
phase and am plitude response dependent on the state of the cavity, and hence the qubit. As
5The exact form o f the measurement operator for the dispersive readout described here is derived in Refs. [51,
131]. As another example, the measurement operators for a single photon detector are described in Ch. 5.8.
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shown in Fig. 2.6B, a readout pulse at (fc + /«?) /2 , for example, w ill acquire a phase shift of
± $ /2

for the qubit being in |g) or |e) respectively, encoding the qubit state onto the phase o f the

o u tp u t coherent state. This strategy is used for the single qubit measurements discussed in Ch. 3
where k ~ X- An alternative method for readout where the qubit state is encoded purely in the
am plitude is also discussed in th a t chapter. In the case o f measurement in reflection on the other
hand, as shown in Fig. 2.6B, there is no amplitude response since the cavity is over-coupled;
instead there is only a phase response.

Reflections measurements o f qubits and some o f the

advantages they offer are further discussed in Ch. 4. Since our transmon has higher levels, this
measurement can learn some inform ation about the qubit in those states; for the analysis below,
we restrict ourselves to a measurement distinguishing only between |g) and |e), and reserve the
discussion for the effects of the higher order states to the end o f the section.
Once entangled w ith Alice (shown by the color of the pulse changing to purple in Figs. 2.5A
and

2 .6 A),

they enter the signal port of the JPC and are amplified in reflection.

Microwave

circulators between the qubit-cavity and the JPC separate the incoming and outgoing signals
while also providing reverse isolation to prevent the amplified reflected signal from reaching the
qubit-cavity (although only one or two circulators are shown in the figures, up to three may be
used in an experiment for adequate reverse isolation). The amplified coherent state then travels
to higher tem perature stages and is further amplified by a low-noise commercial FIEMT amplifier.
It is then further amplified at room tem perature before it is down-converted and demodulated
using a reference signal to measure the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q ) components of the pulse.
This results in a measurement outcome v = ( / m , Q m) th a t informs the observer about the state
o f the qubit.
To see how the final qubit state is inferred from the measurement outcome, we return to the
measurement operator picture. This formalism is crucial to understanding th a t the measurement
is not ju s t a textbook projective measurement of the qubit, but actually a general quantum
operation. The measurement operator for this dispersive readout process of a single qubit w ith
a phase preserving am plifier where the other input is the vacuum state is AT/m Qm (derived in
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Figure 2.5 | Transmission M easurem ent in c irc u it-Q E D . A) Schematic o f dispersive qubit
readout in transmission. To measure the state o f a 3D transmon qubit, a microwave pulse (a
flying coherent state) is sent into the weakly coupled port o f the cavity. Inside the cavity, the state
o f the qubit is entangled w ith the flying pulse as a result o f the dispersive qubit-cavity interaction.
The pulse leaves the cavity through the strongly coupled port and travels to a JPC where it is
amplified before being directed by a circulator to further am plification at higher temperatures.
Dem odulating this signal and measuring its phase and amplitude completes the measurement
process, thus allowing an observer to measure the state o f the qubit. B) Am plitude and phase
response o f a dispersively coupled qubit-cavity system in transmission. As a result o f the dispersive
interaction between the qubit and cavity, the cavity acquires a qubit-state dependent frequency
shift. The cavity resonance frequency, centered at fc w ith linewidth k, shifts by the dispersive
shift x for every excitation in the qubit mode. C) I Q -space representation o f the pointer variable.
The state o f the qubit is encoded in the color o f the pointer variable (blue for |g) and red for |e)).
The measurement outcome v = (Jm , Q m ) informs the observer about the state o f the qubit.
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H EM T

Frequency

Figure 2.6 | Reflection M easurem ent in c irc u it-Q E D . A ) Schematic o f dispersive qubit readout
in reflection. The measurement o f a qubit-cavity system in reflection is identical to the process
described in Fig. 2.5 except th a t in this case, the microwave pulse is incident on the strongly
coupled port o f the cavity instead. B) Phase response o f a dispersively coupled qubit-cavity
system in reflection. Unlike the case o f measurement in transmission, when a cavity, specifically
an over-coupled cavity, is measured in reflection, there is only a phase response and no am plitude
response. This, the o u tp u t coherent state acquires a qubit-state dependent phase shift th a t is
measured to determine the state o f the qubit. C) I Q -space representation o f the pointer variable.
The state o f the q u bit is encoded in the color o f the pointer variable (blue for |g) and red for |e)).
The measurement outcome v = ( / m , Q m ) informs the observer about the state o f the qubit.

Refs. [51, 131]6):

1

-

(Qm—
Qm

/ e -L*
-Im)'

-ilmQm

(2.15)

2cr?n

Here cr^ = 1/2. Assuming a q ubit th a t starts pointed along the + Y -a x is o f the Bloch sphere,
= | + y ) , and a perfect measurement process where no inform ation is lost, the distribution
6A discussion o f th is measurement process fo r phase sensitive am plification can be found in Ref. [131].
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o f possible measurement outcomes is:

1

exp

S lT C r^

\

( Q m - Q m f

I

2cr£,

{ jm ~ I m) 1
j
exp < — -------- ~— — > + exp
2a2
~ H

ijm + Im)
2^2

(2.17)

We find th a t P ( I m , Q m ) is an equal superposition of two Guassian distributions, one centered
around ( —I m , Qm) and the other around ( / m, Q m ). This corresponds to the equal probability of
measuring the qubit in |g) or |e); indeed, if the qubit is prepared in some arbitrary superposition
state, the weights o f the two Gaussian distributions will change accordingly.
distributions have a variance a ^

=

1 /2

Moreover, these

th a t is twice the variance of a coherent state a ] =

a 2Q = 1 /4 corresponding to the added half-photon of noise from phase preserving am plification
[20, 51].

Paralleling the discussion in Ch. 1.2, we see th a t a discrete state o f a qubit can be

recovered from a continuous variable measurement outcome by thresholding the outcomes, here
at I m = 0; outcomes to the left (rig h t) correspond to measuring the qubit in |g) (|e)) as shown
in Fig. 2.5C and Fig. 2.6C.
Furthermore, we can also calculate the final state of the qubit for a measurement outcome
using

Mj

n P iM t r

P f ( I m , Q m ) = ----- ,

------- m.

T p M , QmP, M

^

(2.18)

Ir>

The final qubit state in the two-level Bloch vector basis as a function o f the measurement outcome
is:

X ; {Im , Q m ) =

sech (

W m | •

sm

<J

y, {Im,

Qm) =

/

sech ( i p ? ) cos

-/ { I , n , Q m ) = C tllh (

( Q m lm

----- —

\

\

/o inN

(2-19)

(7

(2.20)

(2.21)

From this, we can see th a t the I m component o f the measurement outcome informs the observers
about the Z component, i.e. the polarization, of the qubit state. On the other hand, the Q m
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Indeed, when I m is very large, for

example, the final qubit state has x j — y j = 0, realizing a projective measurement. In general,
the back-action o f such a perfect measurement is to kick the qubit to an unpredictable location
on the Bloch sphere; however, from the measurement outcome v =

an observer has

perfect knowledge o f the final state o f the qubit. Moreover, this happens despite the added half
photon of noise from the JPC; this is because the added noise only changes the back-action of
the measurement but, as long as no inform ation is lost, the qubit state remains pure7.
So far we have dealt w ith the case o f a perfect measurement of a two-level system where no
inform ation is lost. However, in practice, not only does our measurement suffer from a loss of
inform ation due to imperfections in the o utput am plification chain, our transmon qubit has more
than two levels. We address each o f these problems in the next two sections.

2 .4 .1

F in ite E ffic ie n c y - T h e co s t o f in fo rm a tio n loss

The coherent state pulse we use as a pointer variable suffers from photon loss as it travels
from the qubit-cavity system to the measurement apparatus at room temperature. As a result,
the observer only gains a fraction of the inform ation about the qubit state, losing the rest to
unmonitored inform ation channels. The fraction of the total inform ation gained by the observer
is characterized by the measurement efficiency

77;

it can be understood as the addition of extra

noise to the measurement inflating the measured Gaussian distributions to an observed variance
a. Thus,

77

= cr^j/cr2 is the ratio o f the ideal to the measured variance.

In the presence o f this inform ation loss, a measurement leaves the qubit in the final state in
7For a discussion of the back action o f a phase sensitive am plifier and how it differs from the phase preserving
case, see Ref. [131].
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the Bloch vector basis:

X f ( I m ,Q ,n ) =

sech (

sin ( 9 ^ 1

JI f ( I m , Q m ) = sech ( A W ) cos ( 9

^■/ (-^mi Q m ) — tanli (

^

+

(2 .22)

9 ^ 1

(2.23)

+ 9 ^ 1

Imlm

(2.24)

From these equations, we can see th a t an inefficient measurement reduces the Bloch vector
am plitude

(.R ) 2
c = (X)2
C + (Y ) \ + <Z ) \ = 1 - sech y y y

(^1 - exp

{

-

^

l

<

2-25)

Unlike an efficient measurement where the state o f the qubit remained pure, the loss o f infor
mation during an inefficient measurement results in the dephasing o f the qubit.

Hence, the

qubit Bloch vector am plitude shrinks to R 2 < 1 depending on the am ount of information lost.
However, from the unchanged form o f z j , we can see that, in the lim it where the argument of
the ta n h becomes very large, the qubit ends up in Zf = ± 1 w ith X f = y j = 0. The lim it of
a projective measurement where the outcome is an eigenstate o f the measurement is recovered;
w hat is more, in this lim it, even a finite efficiency measurement can yield a final qubit state th a t
is pure.
A useful parameter to characterize these measurements is the measurement strength

—
a

= yJ'lnrjKTm sin

$ /2

(2-26)

where n is the average photon number in the pulse, Trn is the pulse length and -d = 2 a r c ta n x /^ When the value o f I m/ a is small, the measurement is considered to be weak and the resulting
q ubit state suffers from dephasing. It is only when the strength o f the measurement increases
and Im/<J is large th a t the Bloch vector amplitude recovers. In fact, is the projectiveness o f the
measurement th a t ends up purifying the final qubit state.
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Inefficient
Measurement

Efficient
Measurement

z

z

Figure 2.7 | C o n tra s tin g E ffic ie n t and In e ffic ie n t M e a su re m e n ts. Left: An inefficient mea
surement process causes the qubit state to firs t decohere driving it from a superposition state |y)
to the origin before projecting it to an eigenstate corresponding to the measurement outcome.
Right: In contrast, an efficient measurement causes the state of the qubit to always remain on
the surface o f the Bloch sphere as it is projected to an eigenstate. Because no inform ation about
the state o f the qubit is lost during the measurement, the qubit always remains in a pure state
characterized by a unit Bloch vector.

The effect o f measurement efficiency is represented as a trajectory in the Bloch sphere in
Fig. 2.7. Shown on the left is a trajectory for an inefficient measurement; when a qubit is measured
inefficiently, it initially dephases since inform ation about its state is lost to the observer. As the
strength of the measurement increases, the observer slowly learns about the state of the qubit
and, in the lim it o f a projective measurement, the measurement actually purifies the qubit state
until it ends up in an eigenstate o f the measurement. On the other hand, when the measurement
is efficient, the qubit always stays in a pure state and does not experience any dephasing (right
in Fig. 2.7) as it is eventually projected to an eigenstate o f the measurement.
Since inform ation about the is first lost during an inefficient measurement, and then only
slowly learned, this process is slow, unlike an efficient measurement. It is for this reason th a t
efficiency is intricately linked to the speed o f a measurement. Moreover, this information picture
also illustrates why efficient measurements are crucial when they are the basis for generating
entanglement; any dephasing due to inform ation loss would reduce the fidelity o f the entangled
state, and in the worst case scenario, result in separable state instead o f an entangled one.
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H ig h e r Q u b it Levels

A further source o f complexity is th a t our transmon is not a true qubit, but instead a multi-level
system. As shown in Figs. 2.5 and 2.6, the qubit being in a state like |/ ) or higher results in
the coherent state acquiring a different phase and am plitude shift. In principle, this dispersive
readout could be used to gain inform ation about the qubit state beyond ju s t the |g) and \e)
manifold of state; for example, instead o f using a readout tone at (
at

/ 2, a readout tone

would result in a phase shift o f + t ? / 2 for |g), 0 for |e), and Jr t ) / 2 for | / ) . This could enable

readout th a t distinguishes between three states. However, for qubit states of excitations higher
than | / ) , the output phase and am plitude response would be d ifficu lt to distinguish. Thus, in
practice, the readout would actually inform an observer of the outcome |g), \e) or neither.
In fact, this is true w ith all measurements in this regime o f dispersive cQED readout. Higher
order qubit states th a t result in cavity resonance frequencies far from the readout frequency
will be d iffic u lt to distinguish because o f the phase and amplitude responses they cause will be
indiscernible. Thus, we tailor the readout to maximize the information gained about the lowest
two levels o f the transmon. To learn about higher order states, we instead use qubit pulses th a t
maps populations between the various states o f interest to measure the transmon in a m ulti
state basis. Even when treated this way, it is always im portant to realize what inform ation the
measurement actually yields, which depends on the readout frequency in relation to x and ft as
well as the thresholding used. We outline the cases o f interest to this thesis below:

• x > > ft - In this regime (for experimental data, see Ch. 5.2), the separation between the
lorentzian cavity responses x 's much larger than the linewidth ft. This favors transmis
sion readout on resonance w ith one o f the cavity response frequencies, fc for example,
encoding the qubit state entirely in the amplitude and not the phase.

Since the cavity

phase response is thus indistinguishable for the states \e) and higher, the readout actu
ally distinguishes between the outcomes o f measuring the ground state \G) and not the
ground state, expressed as |G). By moving the readout frequency to the cavity resonance
frequency corresponding to the state |z) o f the transmon at f c
l , the readout informs the
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observer about |i) vs. |i).

• X ~ K ~ l n this case (experimental data in Ch. 3.8), the readout is more susceptible to
learning a little inform ation about nearby higher order states like |/ ) .

For example, the

histograms in Fig. 1.6 show outcomes where the qubit was measured in |/ ) or higher.
Fiowever, by using a line threshold equidistant between the outcome distributions corre
sponding to |g) and |e), these higher order states will also be recorded as \e). This reduces
the measurement to one whose outcomes are again either the ground state, |G), or not,
|G>.

Since many applications use only the lowest two levels o f the qubit as the com putational states
(and even some operations th a t depend on higher order states only use them as an intermediary
w ith o u t encoding inform ation in them ), this effective readout th a t only discriminates between
them and provides a single bit of information is sufficient. Even the jo in t readout techniques of
Ch. 4.3 and Ch. 5.2 which provide more than a bit o f inform ation still only gain a single bit of
inform ation about each individual qubit.

E f f ic ie n t S in g le Q u b i t
M easurem ents

Fast, fun, and fficient.
Alex the Grimm

3.1

O verview

Having established our choice o f the superconducting quantum circuit toolbox in Ch. 2 and
summarized the results for measurement fidelities and efficiencies in Ch. 1.5, in this chapter,
we explore in further the techniques used to achieve these results.

We begin in Ch. 3.2 by

establishing an experimental checklist th a t outlines the requirements for high-fidelity and highefficiency readout in the regime o f dispersive cQED. Then, in Ch 3.3, we outline how to build
experimental systems for high qubit coherence and readout performance. Next we expound upon
how to enhance qubit lifetimes in fast cavities w ith Purcell filte r in Ch. 3.1, shaping drives to
minimize readout tim e w ith overdrive pulses in Ch. 3.6, and using a shaped demodulation window
to minimize inform ation loss in Ch. 3.7. W ith these tools, we take a more detailed look first
at achieving high-fidelity QND readout of qubit-cavity systems in different regimes o f x and k
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in Ch. 3.4 and second at measurement efficiency in Ch. 3.9. Finally, we explore an alternative
method to characterizing the measurement efficiency in a continuous-wave experiment using the
quantum Zeno effect in Ch. 3.10.

3.2

O p tim iz in g Q u b it-C a v ity Systems for Readout

From the results outlined in the discussion of QND dispersive readout of superconducting qubits
in Ch. 2.4, we can translate the desires of high fidelity and efficiency readout into a set of
requirements to be experimentally realized and optimized. Starting with Eq.2.26 for the apparent
measurement strength, which is effectively a voltage signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), we define a
power SNR:
SNR

=

= 2nrjKJTm sin2

= 2 n ^ T m- ^ - ^

(3.1)

Since the measurement or readout fidelity is the faithfulness w ith which the outcome corresponds
to the state o f the qubit after it has been measured, maximizing the fidelity necessitates max
im izing the SNR. Moreover, since the qubit relaxes at a rate T \ = 1 / T \ , the readout must be
performed in a tim e much shorter than this relaxation time. To arrive at a SNR rate, we can
divide the expression for the SNR above by the product /CTm , which is the number o f cavity
lifetimes th a t the measurement takes:

S N R per cavity life tim e = S N R rate = 2 77,77—^

v2

+

(3-2)

^
K

Therefore, the number o f bits o f inform ation about the qubit th a t can be acquired in T\ is

num ber of bits per 7 \ =

Thus, not only do we want to achieve T\ »

1m

log2 (1 + KTmS N R rate)

(3-3)

Trn to minimize errors from qubit relaxation during

the measurement, we also want to maximize the number o f bits of inform ation acquired during
each measurement by maxim izing /CTm S N R r at e. However, this optim ization must be done under
constraints imposed by properties of the following JPC am plifier and the cQED Hamiltonian:
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• Lim itations to n - Ideally, the S N R rate can be increased by using a larger average photon
number n in the readout pulse. However, n is experimentally limited to n ~ 1 to 10 by
a combination o f three factors:

(1) the compression power of the JPC, usually on the

order of a few photons in the am plifier bandwidth [123, 131]; (2) the breakdown of the
dispersive regime o f cQED; (3) the non-QNDness o f the readout resulting from increased
q ubit relaxation rates when the cavity is populated w ith photons [13, 14], colloquially
referred to as T\ versus n.
• Lim itations to x - Q ubit-cavity systems w ith large x suffer from cavities w ith undesirably
large non-linearities, which can be detrim ental to readout. In the extreme case o f readout
cavity th a t is too non-linear, the addition of a single photon in the cavity will prevent any
furth e r photons at th a t frequency from entering the cavity (thus making the cavity behave
like a qubit).

Moreover, large dispersive shifts can also result in lower qubit relaxation

times because o f the Purcell effect [57].

Thus, in practice, the dispersive shift is often

chosen such th a t x / ^ 71 < 10 MHz.
• Lim itations to k - The cavity bandwidth must necessarily be smaller than the instan
taneous bandwidth o f the following amplifier, about 10 MHz for a JPC operated at
G = 20 dB, so th a t the inform ation content o f the readout pulse is amplified uniformly
w ith o u t distortion or loss.

Under these constraints, the design choices made to achieve high-fidelity and efficiency QND
readout can be summarized as follows:

• M axim ize inform ation per m easurem ent KTmS N R rat e - The cavity linewidth is maxi
mized and designed to be k / 2 tt ~ 1 to 5 MHz. W hile k ~ x 's preferred for large readout
contrast, sometimes systems need to be engineered w ith x > > ^ t ° enable cavity-stateselective operations on the qubit (like the qubit-cavity systems used in Ch. 5). High fidelity
measurement data for systems in both regimes are discussed in Ch. 3.8.

• M axim ize num ber of possible measurements T \ / T m - To minimize the measurement
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infidelity due to qubit relaxation 3~mSmt = eS~r]m-/ril\ the systems are designed to maximize
T i (w ith the Purcell filters described in Ch. 3.1, for example) and minimize T m (for example,
w ith the shaped measurement pulses detailed in Ch. 3.6). W hile Eq. 3.3 would suggest
choosing T m —> 0, the lower lim it on Tm is ultim ately bounded by the bandwidth of the
o u tp u t measurement chain.

• M in im ize inform ation loss to m axim ize

77

- In addition to being crucial for using mea

surements as quantum operations, to generate remote entanglement for example, maxi
mizing the measurement efficiency directly increases the SNR. One method for maximizing
77

for pulsed measurement is using the shaped demodulation described in Ch. 3.7.

W ith these constraints and design choices, we have a path towards achieving high-fidelity,
QND readout o f our transmon qubits using the dispersive interaction.

Before proceeding to

discuss the measurement fidelity in Ch. 3.8, we first discuss the microwave and cryogenic hygiene
required for superconducting quantum circuit experiments, especially in the 3D cQED regime,
to maximize qubit lifetimes and optim ize for other system parameters th a t directly determine
performance.

3.3

Engineering E xperim ental Systems - Cryogenic, M icro w ave
and Q u a n tu m Hygiene

Superconducting quantum circuit experiments are performed at millikelvin temperatures for two
reasons: ( 1 ) the circuits need to be cooled to below the superconducting critical temperature,
which for aluminum is T c ~ 1 K; (2) they also need to be cooled to a tem perature where the
system is in the quantum ground state and thermal fluctuations are much smaller than the qubit
or cavity transition frequency. For typical mode frequencies of

u

/ 2 t t = 5 to 10 GHz, this requires

cooling the circuits to below Tiuo/kB ~ 200 mK. Moreover, once cold, the transmon qubit would
ideally only be coupled to the few modes to which it is designed to be coupled and are specified
in the Ham iltonian (Eq. 2.3, for example). In the case of the experiments in this chapter and
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thesis, the qubit should only be coupled to the T E 101 mode o f the rectangular cavity th a t it is
placed in.
O f course, as is the nature o f experimental physics, would th a t it were so simple. Cryogenic
technology has advanced significantly in the past few decades, making commercially available
dilution refrigerators th a t used to border on art form at the forefront of experimental physics.
However, ensuring th a t all parts of the experiment are cooled to the base tem perature o f a
dilution cryostat, around 20 mK, is still challenging. For example, a number of components used
in superconducting quantum circuits experiments were not meant for cryogenic applications,
consisting o f dielectrics and other materials th a t are hard to cool down. This problem is further
exacerbated by the need to get microwave signals in and out o f the cryostat; design considerations
for these input and output lines are discussed in the following subsections.
Furthermore, the environment seen by our qubit is not as simple as the Hamiltonian we use to
describe it. Unfortunately, not only are the cavities themselves m ulti-m ode objects, but the qubit
is also coupled a plethora of other systems and environments. For example, there are defects in the
substrate or the Josephson junction insulator th a t can couple to the qubit mode. Stray photons,
ranging from radio-frequency to optical frequencies and beyond, can also be a problem. These
unmonitored couplings will result in these systems extracting energy or inform ation from the
qubit, causing relaxation (characterized by T j) and dephasing (characterized by T^) respectively.
Addressing these various considerations is critical when designing and engineering a supercon
ducting quantum circuit experiment. As the first step towards a successful experiment, we outline
below the design choices made in the experiments of this thesis. The methods and practices were
chosen to balance between com peting considerations of cryogenic, microwave and quantum hy
giene and experimental ease of assembly and use. Over the course o f many experiments, there is
empirical evidence th a t these choices have improved system performance, like qubit coherences.

3 .3 .1

T h e r m a liz a t io n

Ensuring th a t all the experimental mounted to the base stage o f the dilution cryostat are cooled to
the base tem perature o f 20 mK begins by using, wherever possible (which is ideally everywhere),
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materials w ith high thermal conductivity at low temperatures [108]. The material of choice in
our experiments is oxygen-free high-conductivity (OFHC) copper, from which all the hardware to
m ount and thermalize samples is made. Once machined, the surfaces of the parts are sanded, in
stages with increasingly fine (higher g rit) sandpaper, to achieve a smooth surface w ith minimal
residual tool marks. The parts are then cleaned by sonication in baths o f detergent (Alconox),
acetone and isopropanol to remove grease and other surface contaminants.

Parts may also

be plated w ith a 2 to 5 (irr\ thick gold layer (by electroplating w ith no nickel strike layer) for
improved surface quality. When mounted in the cryostat, the quality o f the therm al jo in t made
between the part and the fridge is primarily determined by the point of contact, and especially
the contact pressure. Parts are bolted to the fridge w ith stainless screws and nuts to maximize
the fastening force th a t can be applied; furtherm ore, molybdenum washers are used at all joints
because their low contraction w ith tem perature [108] ensures th a t jo in ts become tig h te r as the
system cools. The number o f thermal jo in ts is also minimized where possible, especially between
crucial components like cavities and the cold head of the dilution stage.
One o f the main challenges encountered in therm alizing the various experimental components
is materials whose cryogenic performance is questionable.

Commercially used components in

the experiments, as well as 3D superconducting quantum circuits, commonly contain metals
w ith low thermal conductivity, like stainless steel, or dielectrics, like polytetrafluoroethylene and
sapphire. Moreover, the very superconductors at the heart of our experiments have poor thermal
conductivities below their critical tem perature [2], How these materials thermalize and behave at
cryogenic temperatures and what, if any, effects they have remains an open question th a t needs
to be investigated to ensure th a t they are not lim iting experimental performance.

3 .3 .2

M a g n e t ic S h ie ld in g

Magnetic fields can be detrim ental to the behavior o f superconductors; in the worst case scenario,
if the applied magnetic field exceeds the critical field of the superconductor, the field can disrupt
the superconducting state entirely [2], To protect against external magnetic fields, like the Earth's
field or ones arising from ferrite based components like circulators, the samples are housed inside
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shields of Am m um etal 4K, a high magnetic permeability material. Additionally, shields made of
aluminum can also be used to provide further screening of magnetic fields. Inside the shields, no
magnetic components are used, where ever possible [144]. Microwave components like coaxial
cables and SM A connectors as well as m ounting hardware is carefully chosen to avoid magnetic
materials like stainless steel. O f course, this introduces a conflict w ith the desire to thermalize
components well, which favors using stainless steel fasteners.

Compromises may be found in

using brass or aluminum fasteners instead although this remains the topic of some debate.

3 .3 .3

F ilte r in g a g a in s t R a d ia tio n

Undesired stray electromagnetic radiation can be a large problem for the large frequency, and
hence energy, range th a t it can span.

W hile low energy radio-frequency radiation could be a

source of noise in the experiment th a t induces qubit relaxation or dephasing, high energy infrared
and optical radiation can generate quasiparticles and heat up experimental components [2, 144],
The cavities th a t our transmons are housed in form the first stage o f radiation-tight shielding;
seals made of indium wire are used minimize the amount o f radiation th a t can leak in through
any seams. Indeed, there is empirical evidence th a t qubit coherence suffers when the cavities are
poorly designed and leaky to radiation. However, there remains room for improvement in cavity
design by, for example, im plem enting radiation baffles composed o f knife-edge seals along the
cavity seams.
The samples are further shielded by wrapping them in layers o f aluminized mylar and housing
them in shields whose insides were coated in radiation absorptive material. This coating is made
o f epoxy (Stycast 2850) loaded w ith carbon black. W hile the cavities could be better shielded
by p o ttin g the entire sample in this loaded epoxy material [5, 115], th a t has the undesirable
consequences o f making the cavity non-reusable. Alternatively, some samples are mounted in
shields th a t are themselves hermetically sealed to make them radiation-tight. However, no dif
ference in coherence and relaxation times has been observed for qubits in the two different types
o f shielding.
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F a b ric a tio n a n d S a m p le D e s ig n

Perhaps inarguably the most opaque and challenging aspect of the field and the experimental
process is sample fabrication. Often described as a dark art, the fabrication o f Josephson ju n c
tions and other microwave frequency circuit elements involves m ultiple steps, like electron-beam
lithography and electron-beam evaporation deposition, to name the two most common tools
used for the samples in this thesis. Understanding how the vast number o f fabrication parame
ters affect q ubit coherence is an area of active research. We pursue an alternative strategy of
carefully designing systems to minimize sensitivity to sources o f loss; for example, embedding
qubits in 3D cavities [103] or appropriate design of transmon antenna geometry [145] can reduce
the participation ratio o f lossy dielectrics suspected to lim it relaxation times. However, further
improving coherence properties may require revisiting some of the fabrication techniques. A sus
pected candidate for loss is the polymer based electron-beam resist used for lithography which
may be hard to entirely remove before and after the deposition o f aluminum.

3 .3 .5

In p u t Lines

The next challenge arises from the need to connect this carefully engineered experimental system
at 20 mK w ith room tem perature control and measurement hardware at 300 K. Signals travel
to the experiment down w hat are called input lines, stages o f coaxial cable anchored to the
all tem perature stages of the dilution cryostat (40 K, 3 K, 700 mK, 100 mK, and 20 m K) for
therm alization.

These inner and outer conductors of these cables are typically made o f low

therm al conductivity metals like stainless steel inner or niobium -titanium , a superconductor. The
cables are designed w ith U-shaped bends to provide strain relief between cryostat temperature
stages as well as increase the overall cable length, and thus decrease the thermal load between
states.
To prevent these input lines from carrying radiation to the experiment, a number of filters are
used. First, a microwave low-pass filte r (K & L 6L250 -1 2 0 0 0 /T 2 6 0 0 0 -O P /0 ) is used to attenuate
microwave frequency signals above 12 GHz. Ideally, a bandpass filte r th a t w ith a lower cu to ff
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frequency around 4 GHz would be used to also filte r low-frequency radiation but these filters are
not readily available commercially in cyrogenically compatible designs in low-profile packages.
Additionally, homemade Eccosorb filters are used to attenuate infrared and optical frequency
radiation; these filters are small section of coaxial cable w ith copper as the inner and outer
conductor and Eccosorb CR-110 as the dielectric.
Additionally, the experiment must also be protected from microwave frequency noise incident
on the experiment from the high-tem perature stages. This is accomplished by adding broadband
attenuators to the input lines to ensure th a t all the circuits see signals whose noise temperature
is dominated by quantum, instead o f thermal, fluctuations. The noise seen by the experiment is
expressed in terms of a therm al photon number n th■ An attenuator will decrease power at its
o u tp u t by the its attenuation A while adding thermal noise photons corresponding to its physical
tem perature n ( T ) = (exp [ h f / k s T ] — I ) - 1. Here h is the Planck constant, / is the operating
frequency, k s is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the physical tem perature of the attenuator.
Thus, the total number o f therm al photons incident at the 20 mK stage is

n ir K =

(3.4)
i

where i is the index o f the cryostat tem perature stages, each at tem perature

A-t is the

attenuation between the i th and base stage, and n(TQ is the therm al photon number o f th a t
stage. Since therm al photons in the cavity coupled to a qubit can result in measurement induced
dephasing, lim iting the qubit dephasing tim e to

= l / n ^ K , where k is the cavity bandwidth.

Thus, we want to choose the attenuation at the various tem perature stages to ensure th a t the
therm al-photon-induced dephasing tim e is as long as possible. In practice, we design the lines so
th a t the number of therm al photons is limited to around 1 0 " 3 at most.
For most input lines, this is achieved w ith a 20 dB attenuator at the 3 K stage, a 10 dB
attenuator at the 700 mK stage and a variable amount at the 20 mK base stage. The attenuation
used at the base stage depends on the function o f the input line; for input lines connected to
the weakly coupled input port o f a qubit-cavity, the attenuation is typically 20 dB since the weak
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input coupling acts as furth er attenuation. On the other hand, for input lines connected to the
strongly coupled port o f the qubit-cavity (for diagnostics or measuring in reflection for example),
the attenuation is typically 50 dB.
Two further im portant considerations th a t can drastically alter the amount o f attenuation
needed are the physical tem perature of each attenuator as well as the noise tem perature of
the room tem perature microwave signals. Since the commercial attenuators used have stainless
steel housings, it is feared th a t they do not thermalize to the tem perature stage th a t they are
anchored. Similarly, as applications demand increased microwave signal power at the base stage
(for example, to generate single photons w ith sideband transitions as discussed in Ch. 5.3),
amplifiers used at room tem perature can increase the signal noise tem perature by many orders
o f magnitude. Careful filte rin g can be used to ensure th a t this large signal noise tem perature is
limited to a small bandwidth. In general, balancing the need to deliver adequate power w ith low
therm al noise w ith o u t heating up the fridge, while tractable, needs to be considered, especially
as demands for experiments change with advances in system complexity.

3 .3 .6

O u t p u t Lines

Signals from the experiment travel back to room tem perature for measurement and processing
via o utp ut lines; these o utp ut lines need to satisfy the same requirements th a t the input lines do:
therm alization, filtering, and minimal radiation and heat loads to the cryostat and experiment. O f
course, this needs to be accomplished while am plifying small quantum signals into large classical
ones w ith ultra-low added noise.

Consequently, unlike the input lines w ith attenuators, the

o utpu t lines rely on directional elements, like circulators and isolators. W hile the reverse isolation
provided by these directional components attenuates thermal noise incident on the base stage
from higher tem perature stages of the cryostat, the low-insertion loss experienced by forward
traveling signals does not degrade the signal to noise ratio (SNR). The loss encountered by
signals as they traverse the output lines is also crucial in determining the system measurement
efficiency; since any insertion loss of attenuation is a channel to which we lose inform ation,
m itigating these losses is crucial to achieving high measurement efficiency.
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Examples of typical ou tpu t lines can be seen in Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 5.1. A fter exiting the qubitcavity system, signals are directed to the Josephson Parametric Converter (JPC) via a bank of
two to three circulators (chosen so th a t the signals lie w ithing their operating bandwidth). The
o u tp u t signal is amplified in reflection by the JPC and directed to a microwave low-pass filte r and
homemade Eccosorb filters (like those used on the input lines). Next, the signals pass through two
broadband isolators (Q uinstar CW J1019-K414) which together provide about 36 dB of reverse
isolation (hence providing a similar amount o f attenuation to signals from higher tem perature
stages as th a t on the input lines). The signals travel from the 20 mK to the 3 K stage of the
cryostat on superconducting coaxial cables (Coax Co. S C -219/50 -N b T i-N b T i). A t the 3 K stage,
they are amplified by commercial high-electron m obility transistor (H E M T ) amplifiers (from Low
Noise Factory or Caltech).

A fter the H EM T, the output signals are carried by stainless steel

coaxial cables, like those used on the input lines, to room tem perature for further am plification
and demodulation.
To understand why the o utput lines were constructed this way, we look at the noise power
Pout at the o utpu t o f the H E M T am plifier as a function o f the parameters o f the output line.
Consider a simplified model of the o utput consisting o f the JPC, followed by some attenuation
and then the H EM T; for now, we ignore any attenuation before the JPC for simplicity. The JPC
and H E M T amplifiers have gains of G jp c and G h e m t respectively w ith noise temperatures of
T q and T/v respectively.

Here we are assuming th a t the JPC is quantum limited, adding only

the minimal half-photon of noise for phase-preserving am plification [20], T q = Tiuj/2kB-

The

attenuator has an attenuation A and has a physical tem perature o f T \ . Finally, we assume th a t
the noise incident on the JPC has a tem perature 7 jn . Thus, the output noise power after the
second am plifier is

P o u t

—

ksBGnEMTGjPC

Tin + T q + ~

(T a + T n )

(3.5)

W PC

where k s is the Boltzmann constant and B is the bandwidth o f the am plification chain [109, 131].
To sim plify this expression, we can define the system noise tem perature T r = a

A

^ +T^-
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Thus we see th a t any attenuation before the H E M T worsens the system noise tem perature and
we rely on the gain o f the JPC to counteract this. Since, in practice, the JPC can be operated
w ith G jp c ~ 20 dB, making this attenuation as low as possible is imperative to ensuring SNR
integrity. Consequently, the filters and other components between the JPC and H E M T are chosen
to have the lowest possible insertion loss. For example, the Eccosorb filters used on the output
lines have lower attenuations than the ones used on input lines. Moreover, each coaxial cable
used on the ou tpu t lines is carefully chosen to have the lowest possible insertion and reflection
loss. Using superconducting coaxial cables w ith negligible attenuation, instead o f stainless steel
cables w ith about 10 dB of loss, keeps the system noise tem perature close to the H E M T noise
tem perature T ^ ys ~ T/v ~ 3 K. A useful proxy for the noise tem perature is the noise visibility
ratio (N V R ), the ratio o f the noise power measured at room tem perature on a spectrum analyzer
when the JPC is on to when it is off [96, 131]. For example, when the N V R = 10 dB, then the
amplified signals from the JPC th a t a factor o fte n larger than the added noise o f the HEM T.
A second key takeaway from Eq. 3.5 is th a t w ith o u t the JPC, signals would not be protected
against losses before the H EM T. Similarly, although ignored in this calculation, signals are not
protected against any losses encountered before the JPC. Since these losses also reduce mea
surement efficiency, m inim izing these losses is crucial to achieving high measurement fidelity and
efficiency. To this end, all filters are placed after the JPC. The number of jo in ts between mi
crowave components is kept to a minimum by directly attaching circulators to each other as well
as using only two coaxial cables, one from the cavity to the circulator bank and the other from the
circulator bank to the JPC. The lengths o f these cables are kept as short as possible by efficient
cable routing at the base stage as well as careful relative placement of the qubit-cavity and the
JPC. Using superconducting cables instead o f a copper ones also offers some improvement in
insertion loss.
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System P aram eters

The data presented in this chapter comes from two different experimental systems: the first,
called System 1, was used for the coherent state based remote entanglement experiment of
Ch. 4; the second, called System 2, was used for the single photon based remote entanglement
experiment o f Ch. 5. Detailed experimental setups for these systems are shown in Fig. 4.1 and
described in Ch. 4.2 for System 1 and Fig. 5.1 and Ch. 5.2 for System 2 respectively. Instead of
repeating discussions of the setup (which are also outlined in the previous section), we instead
ju s t summarize the relevant system parameters:
P aram eter
Cavity frequency loc / 2 tt (GHz)
Cavity bandwidth k / 2 i t (M H z)
Readout frequency u r / 2tt (GHz)
Q ubit frequency Lug e / 2 i i (GHz)
Anharm onicity Xqq/^Ti (M H z)
Dispersive shift
T i (/is)
T 2 R (M S)
T 2 E (M s )

x / ^ 71

(M H z)

System 1

System 2

7.4813
4.9
7.4794

7.6222

5.0038
220
3.8
70-90
10
25

0.9
7.6222
4.7664
240
3
90
25
30

Table 3.1 | H igh-fidelity m easurem ents - qubit and cavity parameters

W ith these two qubit-cavity system, we explore the realization o f high-fidelity readout in the
two different regimes o f x ~ ft for System 1 and x > > K f ° r System 2.

3.5

Purcell Filters - Long Lived Qubits in Fast Cavities

Designing qubit-cavity systems th a t simultaneously have long qubit relaxation times T \ and strong
coupling to a fast cavity x ~ K ~ 1 to 5 MFIz for high-fidelity readout requires overcoming
the Purcell effect [110]. When a system w ith quantized levels, like a qubit, is coupled to an
environm ent w ith a continuum of modes, through a cavity, the relaxation rate of the qubit can
be enhanced or suppressed [57, 114]; based on the frequencies of the qubit and cavity and their
detuning, the density o f states seen by the qubit is modified, thus affecting the relaxation rate
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o f the qubit. Since the cavity th a t our qubit is coupled to has many modes, the analysis of the
Purcell limited qubit relaxation rate requires a m ulti-m ode analysis [57]. This can be calculated
using the circuit model of Ref. [57] where the qubit Tj depends on the qubit capacitance C and
the adm ittance of the environment it is coupled to Y ( u ) :

T ’ P u rce ll _
1

"

n

( o ft)

W
Re [ y M

]

( 3 ' 6)

A strategy to minimize Re [ Y (cu)] is to build a Purcell filte r which suppresses qubit relaxation
by reducing the density o f states in the environm ent at the qubit frequency w ith o u t changing the
environment at the cavity frequency to preserve k [114]. Realizations of such Purcell filters have
ranged from band-reject filters centered around the qubit frequency [114] to a bandpass filte r
centered near the cavity frequency [3, 63]. To implement a filte r compatible w ith the 3D cQED
architecture o f our qubit-cavity systems th a t minimizes the number of added (lossy) components
w ith o u t introducing other microwave environments like printed-circuit boards, 2D resonators or
2D transmission lines, we use 3D rectangular waveguides, as shown in Fig. 3.1A. Since rectangular
waveguides have a c u to ff frequency below which microwave modes cannot propagate [109], they
behave like a high-pass filter. Above this c u to ff frequency, they are a very-loss transmission line.
Thus, a Purcell filte r can be realized by choosing the cu to ff frequency to be above the qubit
frequency but below the cavity frequency.
For our systems w ith cavity frequencies around 7.5 GHz and qubit frequencies around 5 GHz,
we use a section o f straight W R-102 (1.02 in wide by 0.51 in tall) rectangular waveguide since
it has a cu to ff frequency of / cutoff = 5.8 GHz and single-mode propagation frequency range o f 7
to 11 GHz. The waveguides were made o f either 6061 alloy Al or oxygen-free high-conductivity
copper. The T E io i mode of the cavity is over-coupled to the waveguide by an aperture located
at the anti-node of the mode. The aperture size determines Kout and hence the cavity bandwidth
k.

Using fin ite element electromagnetics simulations in HFSS, the aperture was designed to

realize k / 2 t t ~ 5 MHz for the cavity shown in Fig. 3.11. The other end o f the waveguide is
1Purceli filtered devices w ith
experim ent of Ch. 5

k / 2 it

~ 1 M Hz were used for the single-photon based remote entanglement
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Figure 3.1 | W aveguide Based Purcell Filters for 3 D Transmon Q ubits.

A ) Pictures o f

waveguide Purcell-filtered 3D transmon devices. A Purcell filte r for a 3D transmon is realized
by a section o f rectangular waveguide (W R102) on the o u tp u t port o f the qubit-cavity system.
Signals enter the system from the weakly coupled input port and then interact w ith the qubitcavity system. The microwave field in the cavity leaks into the waveguide through the output
aperture (see right) whose size determines the o u tp u t coupling novlt. A fte r passing through a
length o f waveguide, a waveguide-SMA adapter is used to return the o u tp u t to coaxial cable.
B) Spectroscopy o f a waveguide and cavity in transmission and example T \ measurement for a
Purcell-filtered qubit. The waveguide is chosen so th a t its cu to ff frequency (/cutoff — 5-8 GHz)
is above the qubit frequency ( f ge ~ 5 GHz) and below the cavity frequency ( f c ~ 7.5 GHz) (see
left). Thus, whereas the qubit is isolated from from the 50

microwave environment, the cavity

remains unaffected. This preserves the qubit lifetim e while m aintaining its coupling to a fast
cavity. An example o f a measured T L for such a Purcell-filtered system is plotted on the right.
The measured q u bit relaxation tim e o f Ty — 90 /is is about three orders o f magnitude slower
than the cavity decay rate o f 1 / k — 160 ns.

connected to a waveguide to SM A adapter to return signals to coaxial cables th a t are connected
a JPC and then the o u tp u t line chain via circulators (for a full experimental setup, see Fig. 4.1).
Microwave signals enter the qubit-cavity system through a weakly coupled coaxial coupler as
shown in Fig. 3.1A.
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Measuring the transmission between the input and output ports o f the system at room
tem perature on a vector network analyzer (V N A ), we confirm th a t below the cu to ff frequency
of 5.8 GHz, the waveguide does not transm it signals and they are attenuated to below the noise
floor o f the measurement shown in Fig. 3.IB . On the other hand, around the cavity frequency,
the waveguide behaves like a 50 Q transmission line. The measured cavity bandwidth o f k,/ 2 tt ~
4.9 MHz agreed closely w ith simulations. Other systems with different aperture sizes and hence
different cavity bandwidths are used in the experiments described in Ch. 5. A qubit w ith a ge
transition frequency o f ujgej 2ix = 5.1038 GHz and dispersive shift

= 3.8 MHz to the

cavity was measured with this Purcell filte r (detailed experimental system shown in Fig. 4.1)
and measured to have a T\ = 90 gs (as shown in Fig. 3 .IB ). Thus, we realize kT \ ~ 2800 an
almost 10-fold increase over k T\ ~ 300 for measured for systems w ith o u t Purcell filters. In this
system, high-fidelity measurements could be performed in T m ~ 400 ns (see Ch. 1.5 and Ch. 3.8)
realizing T \ / T m ~ 200. Beyond the data shown here, these waveguide Purcell filters have been
used for a variety o f qubit-cavity systems in this thesis and have consistently realized T\ ~ 70 to
140 gs for systems with bandwidths th a t ranged from k / 2 tt = 1 to 5 MHz.
W hile the increase in qubit T\ realized by these Purcell filters and their simple implementation
makes them attractive in the experiments discussed here, these waveguide Purcell filters are not
w ith o u t their disadvantages.

First, all the Purcell filtered qubits were measured to have very

high therm al populations around 10 to 20%. Although it is not well understood and required
furthe r investigation, it is suspected th a t the qubits are hot because they are now isolated from
the cold microwave environment they would have been coupled to in the absence of the Purcell
filte r and are instead now thermalized to some other environment at a higher tem perature. W hile
the increased qubit temperatures did not adversely affect the experiments in this thesis, they can
be detrim ental in other systems, for example high-Q cavities coupled to qubits [101]. Secondly,
our im plem entation of the Purcell filte r w ith a single aperture only controls the coupling o f the
T E io i mode. Since higher frequency modes of the cavity will also couple to the waveguide and
thus lim it the qubit T\ , ideally a Purcell filte r should also strongly suppress these couplings, for
example using a bandpass filte r [3]. However, finite-elem ent electromagnetics simulations using
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a m ulti-m ode Purcell analysis estimate T\ ~ 1 ms, suggesting th a t the relaxation times of the
measured qubits are not currently limited by the Purcell effect.

3.6

O verdrive Pulses

A second strategy to increasing the ratio T \ / T m is to reduce the measurement tim e T m ; albeit,
this has to be done w ith o u t reducing the SNR, since SN R oc Tm (see Eq. 3.1).

Decreasing

the tim e needed to perform a measurement is especially im portant in applications th a t depend
on feedback, like some forms o f quantum error correction th a t use measurements to detect and
correct for errors [30, 43, 63, 101, 117]. One of the main factors th a t lim its Tm is the amount
o f tim e it takes for a cavity starting in vacuum to ring-up to a steady state and to ring-down to
vacuum again. Moreover, the cavity ring-down also lim its the am ount o f tim e required between
measurements as the observer has to w ait for photons to leak out of the cavity before performing
a second measurement. Typically, cavities are excited with square pulses; the exponential ringup and ring-down o f a cavity under this drive have a tim e scale o f 1 / k , where k is the cavity
bandwidth. Along with the lim it to h in the measurement imposed by the JPC, measurement
pulses are usually lim ited to nTm ~ 5 to 10.
One strategy to reducing Tm is to change the shape o f the drive applied to the cavity to force
it to reach steady state in a tim e scale faster than it natural response rate of 1 / k . Similar pulses
could also be used to speed up the ring-down of a cavity and return it to vacuum, enabling a
higher measurement cadence by reducing the amount of tim e required between measurements
[86], We refer to these types of drives as overdrive pulses. The exact form of the overdrive pulses
depends on the intended outcome, and system parameters like the drive frequency f r , the cavity
bandwidth k and the qubit-cavity dispersive shift X- F °r example, the pulse needed to rapidly
empty a cavity independent o f the qubit state when x ~ K 's different from th a t required for
rapidly ringing up and down a cavity w ith the qubit in |g) th a t has x > > k . However, all these
cases involve applying large impulses o f varying phase to coax the cavity to respond faster than
its natural tim e scale.
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Figure 3.2 | O verdrive Pulses for Q u b it Readout. A) Simulated cavity drive (to p ) and response
(b o tto m ). Unlike the square pulses (blue) typically used to interrogate a cavity to measure the
state o f a qubit, an overdrive pulse (red) has a drive shape modified to reduce the tim e taken to
ring-up and ring-down the cavity (top). The o u tp u t field o f a cavity w ith k / 2 t t = 1 MHz driven in
transmission by these pulses is plotted in the bottom graph. B) Ramsey dephasing amplitude as
a function o f delay after a measurement. To characterize how quickly a subsequent measurement
can be performed, a Ramsey experiment is performed where two 7r/2 pulses separated by 1 /is are
performed a variable tim e XJjejay after the end o f the overdrive pulse. The phase o f the second
7r/2 pulse is swept from —27r to

resulting in a sinusoidal o u tp u t signal whose amplitude is

sensitive to measurement induced dephasing from photons in the cavity. W ith the overdrive
pulse, the delay between the subsequent measurements can be reduced to 400 ns, much shorter
than the 1 /is delay required for a square pulse, while incurring less than a 1% loss in contrast.
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For this discussion, we consider the specific case of System 2 (see Ch. 3.4) where k / 2 tt =
1 MHz and x / 2 t t = 2 MHz to illustrate the operation o f the overdrive pulses. The intended
goal is to reduce the to ta l measurement tim e T m as well as increase the measurement cadence.
To this end, we apply an overdrive pulse th a t starts at tim e C and ends at tim e t f w ith the
functional form

A ( t ) = Co

(1 + C i e - K° VDt) — H [ t — ( t f — t i ) - n TK o lV D] ( l +
(3.7)

Here H [ t \ is the Heaviside step function, Co is the steady state pulse amplitude, C\ is the
overdrive pulse amplitude, k o v d = t o v d ^ 's the tim e constant o f the overdrive pulse, and n T
is the number o f tim e constants for which the overdrive exponential is applied. A plot o f this
pulse (red) in relation to a square pulse (blue) o f the same steady state amplitude and total pulse
tim e is shown in the top plot o f Fig. 3.2A. Here Co = 1, C \ = 10, k o v d =

5 .5 k ,

and n T = 1.

Both pulses had a to ta l duration o f 1 /is, starting at t i = 0 and ending at t j — 1 /is. Shown in
the bottom plot o f Fig. 3.2A is the simulated output field o f the cavity when these pulses were
applied to a cavity in transmission at f r = f c , the cavity frequency when the qubit is in |g). For
the case o f the square pulse (blue), the cavity barely reaches steady state; instead, it spend the
first microsecond ringing up and the second microsecond ringing down back to vacuum. On the
other hand, w ith the overdrive pulse (red), the cavity ring-up and ring-down last about 100 ns.
The cavity spends most of its tim e at steady state when the overdrive pulse is applied and quickly
returns to vacuum once it is turned off. Consequently, the state o f the qubit is entangled with
a pointer variable o f larger photon number for the same measurement time, and measurements
can be repeated more quickly since the cavity is rapidly reset to vacuum.
A version overdrive pulse, w ith C i = 13Co, t o v d = 20 ns ( k o v d =

8 k ),

and n T = 5, was

applied to the qubit-cavity o f System 2, used as the detector qubit in the single-photon remote
entanglement experiment o f Ch. 5. The pulse parameters were chosen to yield an experimentally
measured cavity response th a t had the most rapid ring-up and ring-down. Differences between
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the experimental pulse parameters from those used from simulation are attributed to system
imperfections like saturation effects o f am plifier and mixer components, uncertainty in the values
o f k and X- W ith this overdrive pulse, a readout fidelity o f T^et ~ 0.99 achieved w ith a 1 /is
square pulse could now be achieved w ith a 700 ns overdrive pulse.
Furthermore, since the cavity also rings-down faster than for a square pulse, two tim e between
two successive measurements o f the system could be reduced to 400 ns from about 1 f i s. To
quantify this, we perform the experiment outlined in Fig. 3.2B. The number o f residual photons
in the cavity at a tim e T^eiay after the overdrive pulse was characterized by the measurementinduced dephasing th a t they caused. To measure the dephasing resulting from residual photons,
a Rye ( tt/2 ) pulse and a R 9
^

( 7 t / 2 )

pulse separated by

1

/j s

were applied to the qubit in the cavity;

the phase of the second pulse was varied from —27r to 27t.
was performed.

Finally a projective measurement

Each experiment results in Ramsey oscillations o f the qubit whose amplitude

informs us about the am ount o f dephasing experienced by the qubit due to inform ation learned
by unmonitored photons. This experiment was then repeated for different values of Tdeiay and
the Ramsey oscillation am plitude was plotted as a function o f the delay as shown in the plot in
Fig. 3.2B. Measurements performed w ith square pulses required Tdeiay = 1 Ms; however, w ith
the overdrive pulses, the delay could be reduced to 400 ns w ith only a 1% hit to the Ramsey
contrast.
The com bination o f reduced measurement tim e and increased measurement cadence were
crucial to increasing the fidelity o f the entangled state generated in the experiment discussed in
Ch. 5. O f course, these overdrive pulses can be applied to other systems; they were also used
in the experiments of Ch. 3.8 and Ch. 4 to achieve the similar improvements although we do
not present data for those systems. It is worth noting th a t overdrive pulses need to be carefully
tailored for the system. Simulations are an im portant tool in understanding the cavity response
and are a first step to a candidate overdrive pulse. Special care must be taken for certain situation,
for example when the overdrive pulse needs to reset a cavity to the vacuum independent o f the
state o f the qubit, an essential tool for high-cadence measurements. Moreover, since these pulses
necessarily result in large powers, care must be taken not to saturate amplifiers, especially the
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JPC for example.

3.7

Shaped D e m o d u la tio n

Another im portant consideration when performing pulsed dispersive readout o f a qubit is the
filte ring used to perform demodulation. The signal measured at room temperature during the
measurement process is a voltage as a function of tim e, V ( t ) , It is down-converted from the
cavity readout frequency, f r , by mixing it w ith a slightly detuned room temperature reference
signal, f r + 50 MHz, to produce a radio-frequency signal, at 50 MHz for the experiments in
this thesis (see Fig. 4.1 or Fig. 5.1 for example). To convert this 50 MHz voltage signal into a
measurement outcome u = (I m , Q m ), it is demodulated and integrated

Im = [

V { t ) cos (ujLOt ) d t

(3.8)

V ( t ) sin { u LOt ) d t

(3.9)

Jo
rT m

Qm= /
Jo

Here T m is the measurement time, set by how long the signal is integrated for, and culo/27t =
50 MHz. The measurement outcome is then thresholded to determine the measurement outcome
of the qubit observable being interrogated.
However, asdiscussed

in

Ch. 3.6, when the cavity is driven with

pulses, it hastransient

ring-up andring-down responses as it changes between the vacuum state and the
under the drive and back.
integration window.

steady

state

This raises the question o f how best to choose the bounds o f the

Retaining only the part o f the signal record when the cavity is in steady

state would excise out the ring-up and ring-down periods which contain some inform ation about
the state o f the qubit. On the other hand, expanding the integration window to the entire cavity
response would treat equally the steady state and transient parts of the response, which have
different amounts o f inform ation about the qubit as the number o f average photons in the cavity
n is different.
A better strategy to the boxcar integration window o f Eq. 3.9 is to use a shaped window
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function W ( t ) for the demodulation, thus m odifying the integration being performed to
r Tm
Irn=

W , ( t ) V ( t ) cos ( u Lo t ) d t

(3.10)

/ W Q( t ) V ( t ) sin (coLOt ) d t

(3-11)

JO

rTm
Q m =

Jo

where W i ( t ) and Wq{€) are the I and Q components of the window function respectively. O f
course, the new question is what the shape of W { t ) should be. Here we choose th a t window
function to be the difference between the cavity response when is in |g) and when it is in |e) [44]

W ( t ) = a l£ t (t) - a ^ t {i )

(3.12)

Here a ^ t (t) (<4nL(^)) is the cavity output field as a function of tim e when the qubit is in |g) (|e)).
To understand this

choice o f the window

process (outlined in Ch.1.2 and Ch.

function, we step back to consider the

measurement

2.4). Consider the case of performing ameasurement of Z

o f a qubit; the possible measurement outcomes o f Z = +1 and Z —

correspond to finding

the qubit in |e) and \g) respectively. During the measurement of a transmon, the state o f the
qubit is mapped onto the coherent states \ag) and |a e) for |g) and [e) respectively.

As the

coherent state pointer variable is amplified, it is turned into a classically distinguishable signal
as the distance in phase-space between the two different pointer variables increases. Thus, the
inform ation about the state o f the qubit is captured by the difference between the two pointer
variable states. When the distance in phase-space between \ag) and |a e) is small, during the
ring-up and ring-down for example, so is the am ount o f inform ation acquired by the observer.
A nother way to understand this is the measurement formalism o f Ch. 2.4 where the distance
between the Gaussian distributions corresponding to the outcomes |g) and |e) is the strength of
a measurement I m/<J.
A crucial sim plification made in this choice of W ( t ) is assuming infinite qubit relaxation
and decoherence times; for qubits with finite T\, the increased probability o f the qubit having
relaxed for later times and longer measurements affects the shape of the demodulation window
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Figure 3.3 | C a v ity Response and D e m o d u la tio n W a ve fo rm s. A) Measured cavity response
and demodulation envelopes. The measured I and Q components of the cavity output field
& o u t{t) as a function o f tim e are shown for the qubit being prepared in |g ) (top graph) or \e)

(middle graph). The demodulation envelope W ( t ) (bottom graph) is constructed by calculating
the difference a j^ t (t) — a |e)
[^ t (t). The envelope, excised to the area between the dotted lines in
i
the bottom plot, is then used as the demodulation window function. B) IQ-plane representation
o f cavity response and demodulation envelopes. The data shown in the three plots in A is now
plotted on the IQ-plane.

function [44, 130]. However, incorporating these effects makes calculating the window function
more challenging, especially in the presence of non-QND effects like the reduction in T\ during
readout due to the presence of photons in the cavity [14].
An example of this demodulation window function is shown in Fig. 3.3 for the qubit-cavity
o f System

1

(see Table. 3.1). To construct W ( t ) , the qubit was prepared in the state |g) (or

|e)) by scrambling and post-selection (see Ch. 1.5) and a 500 ns readout pulse was applied at
o;r /27T = (ujc — x /2 ) /2 7 t = 7.4794 GHz, halfway between the cavity frequency when the qubit
was in |g) and \e). The cavity output signal was demodulated in 20 ns intervals using a boxcar
filte r for each interval. The experiment was repeated to accumulate at least 105 successful signal
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records for each qubit state. The records were averaged to produce the averaged cavity output
when the qubit was in |g), a ^ t (t) (blue traces), and when it was in |e), a^ut(t) (red traces).
Plots o f the I and Q components o f the cavity response as a function o f tim e are shown in the
top and middle plots o f Fig. 3.3A; the same traces are also plotted on the IQ-plane in Fig. 3.3B.
From these two averaged signal records, the demodulation window function was constructed;
the difference o f the I and Q components between the |g) and \e) records was calculated pointby-point. The resulting window function is shown in the bottom plot o f Fig. 3.3A and as the
black trace in Fig. 3.3B. Since the difference between the |g) and |e) response lies mostly along
the l-axis, W q ( t ) is close to zero and W ( t ) lies mostly along the l-axis. Finally, the calculated
difference is excised, keeping only the part between the black dotted black lines as the final W ( t ) .
This envelope is then used as the demodulation window function for measurements in subsequent
experiments w ith this the qubit-cavity system.
The idea o f constructing the demodulation waveform from the difference between the cav
ity response for different states o f the qubit is generally applicable beyond the specific system
discussed here. For example, the same procedure was also used for System 2 to generate the
demodulation envelopes used for the measurements discussed in Ch. 3.8 and Ch. 5. Moreover, a
modified version of this envelope was used for the jo in t tw o-qubit readout performed in Ch. 4.3
and Ch. 5.2.

In these cases, the I and Q axis encode inform ation about two different qubits,

Alice and Bob, respectively; hence, the Q-com ponent o f the window function was calculated
from the difference in the jo in t cavity response for the qubits prepared in |gg) and > to contain
inform ation only about the state o f Bob. On the other hand, the l-com ponent was constructed
from the difference in the jo in t cavity response for |gg) and |eg) to be sensitive to the state of
Alice.

3 .8

Single Q u b it M e a s u re m e n t Fidelity

We now turn our discussion to how to wield the tools presented above w ithin the constraints
discussed in Ch. 3.2 to tune up high-fidelity dispersive readout of transmon qubits.

Once the
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q ubit-cavity system has been fabricated, assembled and cooled to 20 mK, the only part of the
experimental system th a t can be varied is the pulse used to interrogate the cavity and perform
readout. Specifically, an experimenter has control over the average photon number n in the pulse,
the length o f the pulse T m , and the pulse shape. To begin, a square pulse with Tm ~ 1 0 / k ,
where k is the cavity bandwidth, is chosen as a starting candidate measurement pulse; a 500 ns
and 2 /is long readout pulse was used for System 1 and System 2 respectively.

The average

photon number in this candidate pulse is chosen to be on the order of 1 to 5 photons; one way
to choose the pulse am plitude would be to calibrate the amplitude in terms o f photon number
using a version of the Ramsey measurement-induced dephasing experiment described in Ch. 3.6.
In practice, a more commonly used method is to perform single-tone spectroscopy on the cavity
w ith different pulse amplitudes to find the largest amplitude th a t can be used before the cavity
line-shape deviates from a linear Lorentzian response [114].
For the experiments in this section, the cavity readout pulses were applied to the weakly
coupled input port to measure the systems in transmission. Flowever, the optim ization outlined
below is equally valid for perform ing measurements in reflection. The choice between transmission
versus reflection measurements is a somewhat open choice to the experimenter, dependent on
other factors in the experiment, for example, avoiding am plifier saturation (see Ch. 4.3) or power
availability due to attenuation on input lines.
The frequency at which the readout pulse is applied depends on the ratio o f k and the qubitcavity dispersive shift x- For System

1

where x ~ ft- the pulses were applied at u r = co9
c —x / 2 ,

halfway between the cavity frequency for the qubit in |g) and |e).

In this case, as outlined in

Ch. 2.4, the state o f the qubit is mapped onto only the phase o f the coherent state pointer
variable, and not the amplitude. This results in two Gaussian outcome distributions for |g) and
|e) equidistant from the Q m axis, as shown in Fig. 1.5; this choice is made to ensure th a t any
saturation effects in the output am plification and demodulation chain treats the two outcome
distributions equally, w ith o u t introducing bias.

On the other hand, for the case of System 2

where x > > ft- applying the readout tone at ujr = to/ — x / 2 would necessitate using very large
pulse amplitudes at room tem perature since very few photons would enter the cavity at this
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frequency. Thus, the readout pulse is instead applied at cur = uj9
c . Now, the state o f the qubit
is encoded entirely in the am plitude o f the measured coherent state; when the qubit is in |g),
the cavity is energized w ith photons and the o u tp u t is a coherent state offset from the origin of
the IQ-plane. On the other hand, when the qubit is in |e), few ( if any) photons enter the cavity
and hence the o utput coherent state is close to the vacuum state. It is im portant to note th a t
especially in the latter case o f System

2

, as a result o f measuring at cor = cog, the two Gaussian

distributions actually correspond to the outcomes |G) and |G) (for a more detailed discussion,
see Ch. 2.4).
W ith this candidate measurement readout pulse, the experiment outlined by the pulse se
quence in Fig. 3.4A is performed.

A t the beginning of the protocol, the state of the qubit is

scrambled w ith a measurement pulse (not shown) followed by a R f ( t t / 2 ) to initialize the qubit
in an equal superposition state o f \g) and |e).

Since this erases the history o f the qubit, it

allows for the experiment to be repeated at T rep = 20 /is w ith o u t needing for the qubits to
relax to the ground state naturally. Subsequently, a measurement is performed to post-select on
outcomes where the qubit was measured to be in \g). The selection was performed by using a
circular threshold centered around the Gaussian distribution associated w ith the outcome |G).
The radius o f the circular threshold was chosen to be about the measured standard deviation of
the Gaussian distribution. Ideally, since the qubit starts in |g) half the tim e due to scrambling,
this post-selection should retain half the data; in practice, the choice o f the threshold results in
only about 30% to 40% o f the data being retained. Next, one of three single qubit rotations,
I d, Rye ( tt /2) or R ge (tt), was applied to prepare the qubit in the states |g), l / \ / 2 ( | g) + |e)),
or |e). Then a second measurement is performed to verify the state th a t was prepared. The de
modulated measurement outcome v = (I 7n, Q m ) is converted into binary measurement outcome
o f |G) or |E ) based on a threshold halfway between the two measurement outcome Gaussian
distributions (depicted by the dashed white lines in Fig. 3.4).

The experiment is repeated to

accumulate successful shots for each qubit preparation pulse and binned as counts, C g and C e.
A t the end o f the experiment, the expectation value of the observable being measured, in
this case Z , was calculated (Z ) = ( C e — Cg) / ( Ce + Cg).

Here, we use the convention th a t
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( Z) — —1 ( ( Z ) = + 1 ) corresponds to |g) (|e)). From the measured Z expectation value when
the qubit was prepared in |g), called ( Z ) ^ and in \e), (Z)^Ey the fidelity o f the measurement
can be calculated using ^ ~

2

{(Z)\e)

{ Z ) \ G)) ■ This fidelity is otherwise known as the blind

measurement fidelity (or assignment fidelity) which is ju s t the fraction of times the measurement
outcome, |G) or |E ) , agreed w ith the prepared qubit state, |g) and |e). Thus another way to
calculate this blind fidelity is X = 1 — P ( \ G ) \ \e)) — P ( \ E ) \ \g)) where X (|(T ) | |e)) ( P ( \ E ) \ \g)))
is the probability o f measuring the outcome |G) ( |X ) ) when the qubit was prepared in the state
\e) (|5»In the absence o f finite qubit lifetimes X j and decoherence times T 2 , as well as any other
imperfections like state preparation errors, the measurement fidelity would then be entirely de
termined by the separation of the two Gaussian distributions. Given two Gaussian distributions
centered at I m = ± / m/cr each w ith standard deviation a, the fidelity would be limited by their
separation 2I m/ a to X = e rf

where e rf(x ) is the error function. Thus, a higher measure

ment fidelity could be simply achieved by increasing I m/ a by using a longer measurement pulse
or one w ith a higher average photon number.
Flowever, when X j is finite, a longer measurement suffers from an increased probability o f the
qubit relaxation. The error due to qubit relaxation scales according to exp [—Xm / X i].

On the

other hand, the separation-limited fidelity scales as e rf [%/Xm] (since I m/ a oc y/Tm according to
Eq. 2.26). The to ta l fidelity in the presence o f T \ w ill be a product o f the two contributions. As
the T m increases from zero, so too will the fidelity since the growing separation of the Gaussian
distributions w ill increase the observer’s ability to accurately assign outcomes. Flowever, as the
separation continues to increase w ith T m , the infidelity due to T\ dominates and the measurement
fidelity decreases again.

Thus, by finding the maximum in this product as a function o f the

measurement tim e Xm , the optim al pulse length can be calculated. Using this, we chose square
pulses w ith Tm — 500 ns for System

1

and T m =

1

/rs for System 2. O f course, the pulse lengths

can be made shorter still by using the overdrive pulse shapes discussed in Ch. 3.6.
The next available degree o f freedom is the photon number used in the pulse, n. W hile the
separation-limited fidelity scales as e rf [ \ / n ] (since I m / a oc y/n according to Eq. 2.26), this must
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Figure 3.4 | Single Q u b it S ta te Preparation and M easurem ent. A ) Pulse sequence to prepare
and confirm the state o f a single qubit. A fte r a Rye (tt/2 ) pulse to scramble the history o f the
q u b it and rotate it to l / \ / 2 (|g) + |e)), a measurement is performed to initialize the qubit in
|g) by post-selection. The q ub it is then prepared in the desired state by a second qubit rotation
pulse, in this case either I d or R ^ e ( 7r) for |g) or \e) respectively. Finally, state preparation is
confirmed by a second measurement pulse. B) Single-shot histograms (on a logarithm ic scale) o f
the measurement o f a qubit state after it was prepared in |g) (top row), l / \ / 2 (|g) + |e)) (middle
row), and \e) (bo tto m row) fo r the case o f x ~ K (lef t column) and x > K (rig h t column). In
both cases, the qubit could be prepared and measured w ith T ~ 9 9 %.
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be balanced against effects o f am plifier saturation and reduction in T\ during readout. Although
both these can be measured experimentally, the more common experimental practice is to choose
n based on the resulting measurement fidelity. Specifically, the smallest pulse amplitude required
for a desired measurement fidelity is chosen.
The result o f applying this procedure to System 1 and 2 are shown in Fig. 3.4.
System

1

is shown on the left and for System

2

Data for

on the right. The histograms are the measured

distributions on a logarithm ic scale for preparing the qubit in |g) (top row), l / \ / 2 (|g) + |e))
(middle row), and |e) (b o tto m row).

The values o f ( Z) for each of these measurement is

summarized in Table. 3.2. We calculate a measurement fidelity of T = 0.992 ± 0.001 for System
1 and J = 0.989 ± 0.002 for System 2 respectively. The error bars in the measurement fidelity
were dom inantly due to statistical error from the finite number o f successful outcomes.
Prepared S tate

System 1

System 2

\g)
7 ^ ( 1 g) + le))

-0.997
0.020

-0.993
0.012

le)

0.986

0.985

Table 3.2 | H igh-fidelity measurements - measured ( Z)

From the data in Fig. 3.4 and Table. 3.2, we can see th a t the fidelity is dom inantly limited by
our ability to accurately measure the qubit when it was prepared in |e). The asymmetry in the
measured expectation values | ( Z ) ^ | < | ( Z ) ^ | suggests th a t our measurement is primarily
limited by errors due to T \ during the readout; as a consequence, the qubit relaxes during the
readout and an outcome of \G) is recorded although the system was prepared in |e). This is
despite T \ / T m = 140 to 160 for System
filters and shaped readout pulses.

1

and X i/ T m = 130 w ith our efforts w ith Purcell

Errors due to qubit relaxation are further exacerbated by

the observation th a t the presence of photons in the cavity can result in non-QNDness in the
dispersive readout process, evidenced by a reduction in T\ [14]. Rectifying this cavity photonnumber dependent qubit relaxation tim e and increasing qubit T f w ill be essential to further
improving measurement fidelity.
A second source of error in this system is the initial state preparation - the fidelity w ith which
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the system was measured to be in |g) and then prepared in the initial state w ith a qubit rotation
w ill affect the measured blind fidelity.

To estimate the former, i.e the fidelity o f initializing

the qubit to |g), we look at the data when no rotation was performed and the observed value
of (Z ) in th a t case2. The threshold used to select outcomes th a t were recorded as |g) and
retained was changed from the circular threshold to a linear separatrix between the two Gaussian
distributions. Starting from a separatrix halfway between the distributions for |G ) and |E ) , the
location o f the separatrix was swept towards the distribution for |G) to set a more stringent
threshold th a t excluded more and more counts. The observed value o f ( Z) was calculated as
a function o f the threshold and was found not to change, indicating th a t the fidelity of the
firs t measurement is not lim iting the overall blind fidelity.
separate experiment (performed on System

1 ),

As further evidence o f this, in a

a measurement tone th a t much longer than many

cavity lifetimes, Tm ~ 2 / i s, was applied w ith no qubit pulses; when two 500 ns intervals of
the record were integrated and thresholded, then the outcome o f the second measurement was
( Z) ~ 0.999 when the first measurement resulted in |g).

However, when the delay between

the two measurements was increased to 300 ns to be similar to th a t o f the pulse sequence th a t
yielded the data in Fig. 3.4, the result o f the second measurement fell to ( Z) ~ 0.997; this
indicates th a t error in the measurement o f |g) is dom inantly limited by X j, specifically the rate
at which the qubit jum ps to \e) from |g).
To estimate the lim itation to the measurement fidelity arising from the single-qubit pulses used
to prepare the qubit com putational states, we compared the observed value of (Z ) when the qubit
was prepared in |g) w ith and w ith o u t a scrambling R f f ( n / 2 ) pulse before the first measurement.
From that, we estimate an error o f about 10 “

3

to the overall fidelity from the single qubit

rotations. This is despite the use o f tuneup protocols to correct for various sources of error in the
pulses [ 1 1 2 , 141]. Since tuning up high-fidelity pulses requires high-fidelity measurements and
vice-versa, this presents a problem th a t needs to be approached with bootstrapping techniques
th a t incrementally improve both the measurements and pulses. Especially as the fidelity improves,
independently measuring the various sources of error also grows more challenging and requires
2The data for this measurement are not presented in this thesis and were only performed for System 1
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alternate protocols than the ones described above. Techniques based on the readout correction
discussed in Ch. 5.6 could be one potential way to separate the effects of im perfect measurement
and state preparation and better quantitatively understand their individual contributions to the
error budget.

Moreover, techniques like randomized benchmarking [73] can also provide an

independent measure o f the state preparation fidelity.

However, with measurements currently

limited by qubit relaxation, these techniques are not yet as essential.

3.9

M e a s u re m e n t as a Q u a n tu m O p eratio n

Next we address the last requirement o f measurements for quantum inform ation, as outlined in
Ch. 1.3: they need to be efficient. The measurement efficiency

77

is the fraction o f information

about a system th a t is learned by the experimenter instead o f being lost to unmonitored infor
mation channels. Q uantifying this fraction requires measuring the am ount of loss experienced by
a signal as it travels from the plane of the qubit-cavity system through the o utput am plification
chain to the room tem perature demodulation and measurement apparatus. This can be accom
plished with a calibrated power source th a t emits signals of known power at the plane of the
qubit-cavity system and measuring the power observed at room temperature. Am ong the options
for calibrated cryogenic-compatible microwave frequency noise or power sources [84, 133], the
most straightforward to the use w ith our experimental system is the qubit. The coherent states
th a t are entangled w ith our qubits have a standard deviation of a =

1 /2

corresponding to a

half-photon o f noise T q = h u u / 2 k B at frequency 10 . Thus analyzing the loss experience by this
signal and the increase in the noise offers a method for measuring

77.

Indeed, as discussed in Ch. 2.4, the apparent measurement strength I m/<J, obtained from the
separation o f the observed Gaussian distributions, depends on the measurement efficiency (see
Eq. 2.26) and offers one method for extracting

77.

However, this method requires independently

measuring other parameters like the average number o f photons n used in the measurement
which lasts Tm . W hile this can be obtained using measurement-induced dephasing experiments
to calibrate the photon number, the errors in this experiment can easily exceed ~

10%

because
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o f the systematic and random error involved.
Instead, analyzing the back-action o f a variable-strength measurement offers a self-calibrating
method for measuring ?/ [51, 131]. In this method, the observer can extract ?y by quantifying the
am ount o f dephasing experienced by a qubit undergoing a measurement. Since the observer can
simultaneously also extract the measurement strength from this observation o f the back-action,
no other calibration is required, offering a more precise value o f

77.

The back-action on the

qubit o f a variable-strength measurement w ith phase-preserving am plification is summarized by
Eq. 2.243; upon measuring an outcome v = (I r m Q m ). the final state of the qubit as Bloch
vector coordinates is (X f , y f , Z f ).
To measure this experimentally, the pulse sequence shown in Fig. 3.5A was used. Here we
show data for the specific case of System
qubit-cavity systems as well.

1,

although the method could be applied to other

Like the protocol to quantify single qubit measurement fidelity,

it begins by initializing the qubit to |g) by scrambling and post-selection. A fter initializing the
qubit to Y = + 1 w ith a R x9e ( 7t / 2 ) pulse, a variable-strength measurement is performed; this is
realized by applying a measurement pulse at the readout frequency on the cavity and sweeping
the pulse am plitude to vary the average photon number n in the pulse. Finally, the back-action
o f this measurement is determined by performing full single-qubit tomography. This consists of
applying one o f three rotations on the qubit, I d , R f ( 7r / 2 ) or R 9e ( —7r /2 ), to measure the Z,
X , and Y components respectively of the qubit state in the Bloch vector basis. Like discussed
above in Ch. 3.8, the result o f this measurement was converted into a binary outcome o f + 1
or

—1

for each trial; by repeating these measurements on an ensemble of identically prepared

states, the counts were converted into expectation values of the observable being measured. The
experiments were repeated to accumulate at least

103

successful shots o f each trial.

The resulting data is shown in Fig. 3.5B. Histograms of the outcome of the variable-strength
measurement, v — ( I m , Q m ), are shown in the left-m ost column of the figure for three different
measurement strengths, I m/ a = 0, I m / a =

1.0, and I m/ a = 2.6.

The strengths o f the

variable-strength measurements were calculated from the separation of the observed Gaussian
3T his method o f extracting the measurement efficiency can also be used when the measurement is performed
w ith phase-preserving am plification. A derivation o f the back-action in th a t case can be found in Ref. [131].
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Figure 3.5 | V ariable S trength M easurem ent Back-action Histogram s and Tom ogram s.
A ) Pulse sequence to measure the measurement efFiciency 77 using the back-action o f a variablestrength measurement. The q ubit is prepared in the state Y = + 1 ( l / \ / 2 ( | g) + i |e))) with
a R xge ( 7r / 2 ) pulse after scrambling the q u b it state and post-selecting on outcomes where the
qubit is found in |g) after the firs t measurement, using the same method described in Fig. 3.4A.
Subsequently, a variable-strength measurement is performed; the back-action o f this measurement
is determined by perform ing full single-qubit state tom ography using one o f three rotations,
R%e ( 7t / 2 ), R ge ( —7t / 2 ) or I d to measure the X , Y , and Z components respectively o f the qubit
Bloch vector. B) Histograms (first colum n) and conditional tom ograms ( X ) c (second column),
( Y ) c (th ird colum n), and ( Z ) c (fourth column) for increasing measurement strength / m /a . The
measured average final qubit state is plotted for each measurement outcome ( / m/cr, Qm/ &) -
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The measurement outcomes were sorted into a 201 x 201 bin

For each measurement outcome, the final qubit state was calculated in the Bloch

vector basis by averaging the single-shot tomography measurement outcomes.

Since the final

q ubit state depends on the measurement outcome, they are referred to as conditional Bloch
vector components and are plotted in the tomograms for ( X ) c (second colum n), ( Y ) c (third
column) and ( Z)

(last colum n).

In the case of a very weak measurement I m/ a = 0, the

measurement does not perturb the qubit and leaves it in the initially prepared state o f Y — + 1.
A slight rotation towards X = —1 (indicated by the light blue in the tomogram for ( X ) c) is
attributed to a detuning in the qubit pulse resulting in rotation o f the qubit along the equator
o f the Bloch sphere.
As the measurement strength is increased to I m/ a = 1.0, we observe the behavior described
in Ch. 1.5. For measurement outcomes where I m «

0 ( I m > > 0) were observed, the qubit

is projected towards Z = —1 ( Z = + 1 ), this leaving it in |g) (|e)); at the same time, the
equatorial Bloch vector components vanish ( X ) c = ( Y )

= 0. This shows th a t the measurement

is projective along the I m axis which encodes the Z parity o f the single qubit. On the other hand,
for measurement outcomes near I m =

0

, the back-action of the measurement is very different.

Now, the qubit experiences a stochastic impulse th a t rotates it along the equator of the Bloch
sphere, as shown by the oscillations in ( X )

and ( Y)

w ith the outcome Q m . However, this back-

action does not project, and hence purify, the qubit state; instead, the Q m outcome encodes the
phase o f the qubit state along X and Y . This is revealed by reduction in the amplitude of ( X ) c
and ( Y ) c arising from the qubit dephasing as a result of inform ation loss.
Finally, for strong measurements, here with I m / a = 2.6, the projective measurement lim it is
recovered. The histograms reveal two well separated Gaussian distributions w ith the one on the
left (rig h t) corresponding to the qubit being projected to Z = —1 ( Z = + 1 ) corresponding to a
final qubit state o f |g) (|e)). Since the qubit is driven to the poles of the Bloch sphere in this
case, the equatorial components vanish entirely ( X ) c = ( Y ) c = 0. Indeed, this is identical to
what was observed in Fig. 3.4 when the qubit was prepared in 1/ y/2 (|g) + |e)); the measurement
results in two symmetric distributions of equal probability since the qubit is projected to |g) and
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|e) half the time.
One significant imperfection visible in the data is th a t the separatrix along the Q m axis th a t
is halfway between the two Gaussian distributions is not a straight line as would be expected.
This can also be seen in the histogram in the middle row where the Gaussian distribution on
the right appears to be larger than the one on the right. This is suspected to be a result o f the
follow ing Josephson Parametric Converter (JPC) used to perform phase-preserving am plification
having different gain for when the qubit was in |g) and in |e). Although it remains to be verified,
simulations o f the system incorporating this effect resulted in the same observed behavior. This
effect appears to be a result o f insufficient reverse isolation between the JPC and the qubit-cavity
system resulting in what is effectively entanglement between the gain of the am plifier and the
q ubit state.
To extract the measurement efficiency from this general operation, we use two methods. The
firs t is to measure the am ount of dephasing experienced by a qubit for a interm ediate-strength
measurement th a t results in stochastic oscillations around the equator o f the Bloch sphere (the
case of the middle row in Fig. 3.5). Specifically, we look at the case of outcomes near I ma = 0
resulting in the data shown in Fig. 1.8A. The amplitude o f these oscillations can be derived from
Eq. 2.24 by setting I m = 0. Furthermore, since the decoherence tim e of the qubit T 2 R w ill also
contribute to dephasing, and hence a reduction in the Bloch vector amplitude, we incorporate its
effects into the equation for the amplitudes of ( X ) c and ( Y ) c, resulting in Eq. 1.3. By separating
the effects o f fin ite T 2 R, we extract a more accurate measure o f

77.

From the form of Eq. 1.3,

we also find another method to measure I m /cr: the frequency of the oscillations. We find good
quantitative agreement between the values of I m/ a extracted from the oscillation frequency and
separation of the observed Gaussian distributions.
A second method for extracting the measurement efficiency is to ignore the variable-strength
measurement. The now unrecorded measurement is a source o f measurement-induced dephasing;
thus analyzing the qubit Bloch vector amplitude as a function of the strength of the ignored
variable-strength measurement provides another measure of

77.

The result o f this unrecorded

measurement is to dephase the qubit by the amount exp [—T m] where T m =

2 n/TTm

sin 2 ( $ / 2 ) —
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( l m / cr)2 / r]. Here T m is the measurement-induced dephasing rate, n is the average number of
photons in the unrecorded measurement, Tm is the length o f the measurement pulse, and $
is the dispersive phase shift during the readout.

We instead express r m as a function of the

measurement strength and the efficiency; since the latter has already been measured in two
different ways for the experiment, rj is the only remaining fit parameter. Thus, the Bloch vector
am plitude ( R ) c was fit to A. exp [ —( I m/ a ) 2/ T]] as shown in Fig.

1 .8 B.

W hile this protocol has the advantages o f being self-calibrating and offering two different ways
o f extracting I m/ a and rj each from the same data set, it also suffers from some imperfections.
Since it is a pulsed protocol, it is sensitive to all the imperfections resulting from transient
responses. First, although a shaped demodulation window is employed, some inform ation in the
readout pulse may still be lost. Additionally, the bandwidth of the following am plification chain,
set primarily by the instantaneous bandwidth o f the JPC at its operating gain of 20 dB can
also lim it the efficiency.

As in the case of this experiment, the JPC bandwidth,

6

MHz, was

not much larger than the cavity bandwidth, 4.7 MHz, introducing errors resulting from different
frequency components o f the pulse experiencing different am ount o f gain.

Band-lim iting the

spectral content of the measurement pulse by slowing it down could alleviate these errors but
would involve using slower measurements more susceptible to relaxation and dephasing errors.

3 .1 0

E x trac tin g M e a s u re m e n t Efficiency from Observation o f
th e Q u a n tu m Zeno Effect

An alternative method for characterizing the measurement efficiency of a system is to use a
continuous-wave (C W ) protocol. Unlike the pulsed-protocol described above, a CW -protocol is
insensitive to imperfections arising from effects like shaped demodulation or the finite bandwidth
o f the follow ing amplifier. In this CW -protocol, a qubit is simultaneously and continuously driven
and measured resulting in the quantum Zeno effect. The quantum Zeno effect is the com petition
between the unitary evolution of a qubit due to a continuous Rabi drive and the stochastic backaction o f a continuous, finite-strength measurement [62, 90].

Whereas the drive on a qubit
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will cause it to coherently evolve and undergo Rabi oscillations, the measurement w ill inhibit
this evolution by driving the qubit to an eigenstate o f the measurement operator. Under these
com peting effects, a measure of the efficiency can be obtained by analyzing the back action on
a qubit and characterizing the am ount o f inform ation about the system gained by the observer.

3 .1 0 .1

T h e o ry

Our system consists o f a qubit th a t is subjected to a continuous drive, resulting in Rabi oscillations
w ith frequency Q r , and a variable-strength measurement, characterized by a measurement rate

r m. The power spectrum observed from such a system is derived in Ref. [75, 76]4 The measured
power spectrum 5'[u;] is

SM = i ,
So

where,

77

+

4V r

m Q R

( c u - O r ) 2

+

T > 2

(o

V-

i oA

is the measurement efficiency and So is the power spectrum when no drive or measure

ment is applied.
To understand the behavior of this system as the measurement strength T m is varied, we plot
this expression for a Rabi drive of strength Q r / 2 tt = 1 MHz and assuming a perfect measurement
efficiency rj —

1

(shown in Fig. 3.6A). The measurement strength, expressed in terms o f the Rabi

drive strength Q r is varied from the lim it o f no measurement being performed T m =

0

to a

strong measurement T m = 4.3 Q r .
When the measurement is off, T m = 0 (red trace), no inform ation about the qubit is learned
by the observer and we measure only quantum noise. Thus, the output power spectrum is a flat
line, indicated by the noise floor in Fig. 3.6A. As the measurement strength increases and becomes
fin ite but still weak compared to the Rabi drive, T m < < Q r (orange and yellow traces), the
cavity output, in the tim e domain, continues to look at first like pure quantum noise. However,
its power spectral density reveals a sharp peak centered at the Rabi frequency. This is indicative
o f the qubit undergoing Rabi oscillations while only being weakly perturbed by the measurement
drive. The peak of these curves is called the fixed point.
4A lthough in the reference the specific system being considered is an electron in quantum dots, the treatm e nt
can also be applied to a superconducting q u b it like the transm on.
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As the measurement strength increases further, Ym ~ Q r (green and light blue traces), we
observe th a t the measurement begins to perturb the Rabi oscillations.

This is demonstrated

by the peak in the power spectrum moving to lower frequency as the coherent oscillations are
inhibited by the measurement.

In the lim it o f a measurement rate much stronger than the

Rabi drive, T m > > Q r (blue and purple traces), the curves become Lorentzians centered at
cu = 0; the qubit no longer evolves coherently. Instead, it is now pinned to an eigenstate by the

measurement and only stochastically jum ps because o f the Rabi drive. In other words, the qubit
undergoes quantum jum ps between the eigenstates o f the measurement.
We can furthe r see how this experiment informs us about the measurement efficiency by
looking at the behavior o f the peak in the power spectrum at the Rabi frequency.
Eq. 3.13 for cu = Q r , we find th a t 5'[Q/?]/S'o = 1 +
efficient measurement, 7/ =

1,

477 .

Evaluating

Consequently, for the case o f a perfectly

shown in Fig. 3.6A, the ratio of the height o f the fixed point to the

height of the noise floor is 5. However, in the case o f an inefficient measurement, this contrast
is reduced and the height of the fixed point decreases. Consequently, the ratio S,[F 2 r]/6 ’o serves
as a good experimental calibration o f the system’s measurement efficiency.
So far, we have ignored the effects o f the finite lifetimes and coherence times of the qubit. The
decay and decoherence th a t the qubit undergoes as it is being driven and measured will further
change the measured spectrum. The expression for the o utput power spectrum, incorporating
the effects o f the qubit lifetim e T\ and the decoherence tim e T 2 r , is obtained from Ref. [104]:

1

So

7 ( l — z st)

___________ 47?rm_____________

+

7 2 + ( u Q - Qef f ) 2 7 2 + (wQ + Qe f f Y
(1 — Zst Y

7 2 + o l f f + (w Q ) ‘

r

2

-T ]

0 2 ~2

Ast
72 + ^ ef f ~ i^Q )2

(3.14)
Here 7 = ( r x + T 2) / 2 , Q e f f = J Q

2

- ( T 2 - T Q 2 /4 , and zat = - 1 / ( l + r x + Q 2T 2R] wi th

T 1 = l / T j , r 2 — 1 / T 2r + r m , and T 2r = 1 / T 2 r . As before, T m is the measurement rate, Q R

is the Rabi oscillation frequency, and

77

is the measurement efficiency.

First, we verify th a t by sim plifying this expression under the lim it th a t T j = T 2r =

00

,
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Figure 3.6 | T h e o re tic a l Q u a n tu m Zeno B e h a vio r o f a D riven M o n ito re d Q u b it. A) Theory
w ith o u t qubit lifetimes. The output power spectrum for a qubit th a t is simultaneously driven
by a continuous Rabi drive and measured by a readout drive for a perfect measurement chain,
i.e. 77 = 1. When the measurement strength, r m , is much smaller than the Rabi drive,Q r ,
the spectrum is a sharp peak at the Rabi frequency rising to the fixed point above the noise
floor. This corresponds to the qubit undergoing coherent Rabi oscillations. In the lim it th a t the
measurement is much stronger than the Rabi drive, the qubit is pinned to an eigenstate by the
measurement. It now stochastically jum ps between the two eigenstates leading to Lorentzian
shaped curves centered at uo — 0 B) Theory w ith fin ite qubit lifetimes. When the finite lifetim e
T\ and coherence X 2 times o f the qubit are included in the theory, all the curves no longer
pass through the fixed point. Although, the location of the fixed point remains unchanged. For
weak measurement strengths, the Rabi signal only slowly grows out of the noise floor since the
measurement is not strong enough to discern the Rabi oscillations from the noise before the qubit
decoheres. The behavior for strong measurement, however, remains unchanged.

Eq. 3.14 reduces to Eq. 3.13. Next, to understand the effects of the finite qubit relaxation and
coherence times, we plot the new expression, as shown in Fig. 3.6B. Once again we choose
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= 1. The values of T \ = 20 //s and

T 2 R = 7 /is were chosen to match experimentally measured qubit parameters.
Comparing this to Fig. 3.6A, we find th a t the effects of T \ and T 2 R are to smear out the fixed
point and broaden the peaks for T m «

O r . Moreover, we find th a t instead of the the peaks

at Q r always rising to the fixed point for any F m as in Fig. 3.6A, the signal now only slowly
grows out o f the noise floor. This is because, for very small measurement strengths, the Rabi
oscillations decay and dephase before they can be resolved.

However, once the measurement

strength increases a little further, these oscillations can be observed and the peak eventually rises
to the fixed point. The behavior for the lim it o f very strong measurement T m > > Q r remains
unchanged; the qubit still undergoes stochastic jumps.
A noteworthy feature o f this equation is th a t the effects of finite qubit lifetimes and imperfect
measurement efficiency manifest differently; while the former results in not all the power spectrum
curves passing through the fixed point, the latter actually changes the height o f the fixed. As a
result, this technique is somewhat robust to qubit decoherence as long as the peak at the Rabi
frequency can be resolved. In fact, since all the other quantities in Eq. 3.14 can be independently
measured and calibrated, the only free parameter is the measurement efficiency
fittin g the measured spectrum to Eq. 3.14,

3 .1 0 .2

77

77.

Thus, by

can be extracted.

E x p e r im e n ta l R e su lts

To implement this protocol, a slightly different system was used than the ones used in the rest
o f the experiments o f this chapter (and thesis) - a qubit measured by a phase-sensitive amplifier
(instead o f the phase-preserving am plifier used in all the other experiment).
The system, cooled to 20 mK at the base stage o f a dilution fridge, consisted o f a transmon
qubit, w ith frequency cdge/27T = 4.416 GHz, in a 3D rectangular cavity, w ith frequency uJc/2ti =
7.431 GHz and bandwidth

k / 2 ix

= 4.7 MHz.

The qubit-cavity dispersive shift was x / 2 tt =

3.3 MHz. A variable-strength measurement tone was applied to the weakly coupled input port
( Q i n ~ 105) o f the cavity at (cog
c — x / 2 ) / 2tt — 7.429 GHz, halfway between the cavity frequency

for the qubit in |g ) and |e). The measurement tone exited the cavity through the strongly coupled
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o u tp u t port ( Qout = 1700).
The ou tpu t was routed via circulators to a double-pumped Josephson bifurcation am plifier
(D P -JB A ) operated as a reflection phase-sensitive amplifier.

Unlike a phase-preserving ampli

fier, a phase-sensitive am plifier w ith gain G amplifies only a single quadrature o f the incident
microwave signal, ideally adding no noise to th a t quadrature of the amplified o u tp u t [20]. The
other quadrature is de-amplified, i.e.

squeezed, by the same gain factor G.

The experimen

tal setup was otherwise identical to th a t used for the measurements described earlier in this
chapter. Detailed theory and experiments about the operation o f this am plifier can be found in
Refs. [67, 131]. Measuring a qubit w ith a phase-sensitive am plifier results in different back-action
than when the qubit is measured w ith a phase-preserving amplifier [131]. As a result o f the un
equal treatm ent o f the two quadratures, the qubit now experiences back action th a t restricts its
motion to a great circle of the Bloch sphere; the orientation of this great circle depends on the
phase o f the amplified quadrature relative to the phase of the readout. In this experiment, the
phases are chosen to perform a measurement o f the Z component o f the qubit thereby restricting
the back-action to a great circle passing through the poles o f the Bloch sphere.
The am plifier was operated at a gain o f G = 20 dB where it had a bandwidth of 20 MHz and
noise visibility ratio (N V R ) of > 10 dB. A fte r the DP-JBA, the output signals were routed to a
commercial cryogenic high electron m obility (H E M T ) amplifier at 3 K for additional am plification
before subsequent room -tem perature am plification and demodulation.

The input lines, room-

tem perature electronics, and shielding for this experimental system were sim ilar to th a t used in
other experiments in this thesis.
To implement this CW protocol, first the strengths of the Rabi drive and the measure
ment tone were calibrated.

The amplitude of the tone applied at u ge was chosen to achieve

Q r/2 7 r = 1 MHz. On the other hand, the measurement strength was calibrated using the ex
pression for the measurement induced dephasing rate under phase-sensitive am plification T m =
n t t x 2/ ( x 2 + ^ 2)- ^ ' s expressed in terms of the average photon number in the readout tone, n.
The protocol, shown at the top of Fig. 3.7, consisted of concurrently imposing the 1 MHz Rabi
drive on the qubit and a variable-strength cavity drive and recording the amplified cavity output
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for a period o f 1 ms. The experiment was repeated to acquire 103 records and the measured
power spectrum was averaged over all the trials.
The measured average power spectrum scaled by the average power spectrum for T m = 0
is shown in Fig. 3.7; the inset shows a close-up o f the region around u = Q #. Solid lines are
data w ith the color representing the strength o f the measurement, which is varied from ft =
(black) to

n — 1.36

0

(purple). The dashed lines are plot o f Eq. 3.14 using the experimentally

measured qubit parameters o f Ty = 20 fjts, T - ^ = 7 /is and T m = u k x 2/ ( x 2 + K<2)- The only
free parameter in the equations was rj.
1 MHz
.Rabi drive

Qubit

variable n

Cavity
Tm=

1 ms

8

s

6

S 4

0 .9 0

1 .0 0

2

0

0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

Frequency (MFIz)
(M H z)
Figure 3.7 | E xtracting Q u an tu m M easurem ent Efficiency from the Q u antum Zeno EfFect.
A) Pulse sequence for the observation o f the quantum Zeno effect. A 1 MHz Rabi drive is applied
to the q ubit while a variable-strength measurement tone is concurrently applied to the cavity,
whose ou tpu t is recorded over a period o f 1 ms. B) Power spectral density o f Rabi oscillations
in the presence o f measurement versus cavity drive strength ft from weak (red curve) to strong
(purple), along w ith theoretical f it (dashed lines) from which we extract rj = 0.37 ± 0.03. Inset:
Detail o f region about u / 2 n = 1 M Hz showing the expected fixed-point behavior.

We find good quantitative and qualitative agreement between the experimentally measured
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power spectra and theoretical results. For small measurement strengths (n = 0 to n — 0.14),
we obtain the expected narrow peak centered at the Rabi frequency, corresponding to the qubit
undergoing weakly perturbed Rabi oscillation. As the measurement strength increases, the peak
broadens and shifts left until it becomes a broad Lorentzian centered around cu = 0.
To extract

77,

we fit 5[cu]/S'o w ith the measurement efficiency

77

as the only free parameter.

These fits (shown as black superimposed lines in Fig. 3.7) show good agreement to the exper
imental data and correspond to

77

= 0.37 ± 0.03.

Independently, the measurement efficiency

was also extracted by performing a version o f the pulsed measurement back action protocol of
Ch. 3.9 which yielded

77

= 0.32 ± 0.02, in reasonable agreement w ith the CW quantum Zeno

effect based protocol. Discrepancies in the two measurement efficiencies are suspected to be a
result o f imperfections in the shaped demodulation used in the pulsed protocol as well as ignored
effects o f amplified bandwidth and saturation in the CW protocol.

Imperfections aside, this

CW protocol offers a robust, alternative method for measuring the measurement efficiency of a
q ubit-cavity system.

C o h e r e n t S ta te Based R e m o te
E n t a n g le m e n t M e d ia te d by a J P C

Coherent states die many times before
their death. Fock states taste of death
but once.
Michael the Bard

4.1

O verview

Building upon the single qubit measurements with a JPC discussed in Ch. 3, we now use the
coherent state pointer variable and the JPC to generate remote entanglement between two 3D
transmon systems. We begin, in Ch. 4.2, by describing the experimental setup, parameters for
the qubits and cavities, and a general overview o f the entanglement generation protocol. Next, in
Ch. 4.3, we discuss the two types of measurements performed in this system: a jo in t tomography
measurement and an entangling measurement. In Ch. 4.4, we present the experimental results,
expanding upon the discussion o f Ch. 1.6. Finally, in Ch. 4.5, we discuss the future prospects of
this specific remote entanglement protocol as well as other continuous variable based schemes.
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E xperim ental Setup

The experiment, cooled to below 20 mK on the base stage o f a dilution refrigerator, consists o f two
different superconducting transmon qubits in separate 3D cavities, referred to as Alice and Bob.
A detailed experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4.1. The transmon qubits consist o f A I/A IO ^ /A I
Josephson-junctions fabricated using a bridge-free electron-beam lithography technique[79]; they
were fabricated on double-side-polished chips o f c-plane sapphire th a t were 3 mm by 7 mm for
Alice and 3 mm by 10 mm for Bob. The junctions are connected via 1 /im leads to two rectangular
pads (540 [im x 500 /im for Alice and 1100 /im x 250 /im for Bob) separated by 100 /im . The
qubit chips are placed in their respective rectangular cavities, made o f copper for Alice and
aluminum for Bob.

The transmon parameters and couplings to the T E io i cavity mode were

designed using using finite-elem ent simulations and black-box quantization[100]. Experimentally
measured device parameters are listed in Table 4.1.
Alice (Signal)

Bob (Idler)

Cavity frequency uj9/ 2 tt (GHz)
Cavity bandwidth k / 2 tt (M H z)

Param eter

9.1632
3.4

Readout frequency cjr /27r (GHz)
Q ubit frequency u ge/27r (GHz)

9.1624
5.3800

7.4818
4.7
7.4798
5.0252

200

220

1 .6

3.8
70

Anharm onicity Xqq/27f (M H z)
Dispersive shift x /27 t (M H z )

60

T\ (/us)
2 ~2 R

(As)

^ 2 E (As)

8

10

40

20

Table 4.1 | Coherent state based rem ote entanglem ent - Alice and Bob qubit and cavity
param eters

The two cavities (17.78 mm x 5.08 mm x 36.65 mm for Alice and 21.34 mm x 7.62 mm
x 43.18 mm for Bob) had resonance frequencies uj9
a / 2 i t = 9.1632 GHz, uj9
b / 2 t t = 7.4818 GHz,
and bandwidths k a / 2 t t = 3.4 MHz, k,b/2tc = 4.7 MHz.

For both Alice and Bob, a coaxial

coupler was used as the input port w ith the length of pin determ ining the input coupling quality
factors QiUy a ~ 105 and
chosen to realize Q out,

A

b ~ 5 x 105. The output port for Alice was also a coaxial coupler
~ 2400; on the other hand, the output port for Bob was an aperture
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Figure 4.1 | D etailed Experim ental Setup.

J

The experiment (b o tto m ) was cooled down to

below 20 mK on the base-stage o f a dilution refrigerator. Input lines carrying signals to the
systems were attenuated and filtered using commercial low-pass filters and homemade lossy
Eccosorb filters. The room tem perature electronics used to produce and shape the input signals
are shown at the top o f the figure. The basic setup to produce shaped signals was a microwave
generator driving an IQ mixer followed by an am plifier and a switch to gate the signal (box in
top right corner). The signals were shaped by channels from two A rbitrary Waveform Generators
(AWGs) (n o t shown) which also provided the digital markers for all the switches. Copies o f this
setup (denoted by the shorthand notation o f a circle w ith a shaped pulse) were used to generate
the drive signals (color-coded) fo r Alice (red) and Bob (blue).

The Alice and Bob modules

had 2 inputs each, the cavity readout tone and the qubit signals. The Alice and Bob systems
were connected to the signal and idler ports respectively o f a JPC am plifier which was used to
perform both the entanglement generation as well as high-fidelity jo in t single-shot readout o f
both systems. The o u tp u t signals were down-converted and then digitized and demodulated
along w ith a room -tem perature reference copy.
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in the cavity wall at the anti-node of the T E 101 mode to couple to a 76.2 mm long section of
aluminum W R-102 waveguide Purcell filte r (see Ch. 3.5). The size o f the aperture was chosen so
th a t Qout,

b

~ 1500. A waveguide to coaxial cable adapter (W R-102 to SM A) was connected to

the other end o f the straight waveguide section, serving as the o utput port. The output ports of
the Alice and Bob cavities were connected to the signal and idler ports of a Josephson Parametric
Converter (JPC) using N b-Ti superconducting coaxial cables to reduce photon loss. Operated
as a phase-preserving amplifier, the JPC was used to perform high-fidelity single shot readout
o f the two qubit cavity systems for qubit state tomography, and to generate entanglement by
measurement between Alice and Bob. Microwave circulators were used to enforce directionality,
separating between incoming and outgoing signals from the JPC.
The resonance frequencies o f Alice and Bob were designed and then precisely tuned so th a t
the JPC could simultaneously provide gain centered at the Alice and Bob readout frequencies
(u 9
a — x / 2 ) / 2 t t = 9.1624 GHz, and Bob,(lu9
b — x /2 )/2 7 t = 7.4798 GHz respectively. A pump
tone was applied at the sum frequency,

ujp

/2

tt

= 16.6422 GHz, to the JPC; the pump tone

power and the magnetic flux bias o f the JPC were tuned so th a t it provided 20 dB o f gain with
5.7 MHz o f bandwidth on the signal centered at 9.1619 GHz and 20 dB of gain with 5.8 MHz
on the signal centered at 7.4798 GHz. The measured noise visibility ratio (NVR) was 5.5 dB on
the signal and 8 dB on the idler.
This frequency tuning o f the cavities was achieved by placing an aluminum tuning screw
( # 4 — 40) at the anti-node of the T E io i; by increasing the am ount th a t screw penetrated into
the cavity, the frequency of the mode could be lowered. W ith this, the frequency o f the T E io i
mode could be lowered by around 200 MHz w ith no measured change to the internal or coupling
quality factors at room tem perature. To tune a cavity to a desired frequency w ithin its tunable
range o f 200 MHz, the cavity frequency (when containing the qubit being used) was at 20 mK.
Calculating the detuning from the desired frequency, the cavity frequency is then screw-tuned
at room temperature; the screw is adjusted to move the measured resonance frequency by the
calculated detuning. Then, the system is cooled down to 20 mK; this procedure can repeatedly
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enable tuning the cavity resonance frequency to w ithin about

0 .2

x k o f the desired frequency1.

0.5
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Figure 4.2 | S ignal and Id le r Q u a n tu m M e a s u re m e n t E fficiencies. The ( X ) c and ( Y ) c as
a result o f a weak measurement (7m/cr ~ 1) on the signal, or Alice, (b o tto m ) and idler, or
Bob, (to p ) qubit are shown for weak measurement outcomes near I m/ a ~ 0. From a fit to
these stochastic Ramsey oscillations (data in points, fit in solid lines), we extract a quantum
measurement efficiency o f 7/Alice — 0.53 db 0.01 and 7/Bob — 0.60 ± 0.01.

As shown in Fig. 4.1, the qubits were housed inside the same //-m etal (Am um etal A 4K ) can to
shield them from magnetic fields. The input and output lines connected to the experiment were
filtered with home-made lossy Eccosorb filters, commercial low-pass microwave filters, attenuators
and isolators to attenuate radiation incident on the experiment.

The signal and idler outputs

from the JPCs were each connected to a commercial cryogenic high electron m obility (H E M T )
am plifier at 3 K to additionally amplify the o utput signals before subsequent room -temperature
1A sim ilar tu n in g procedure was used to adjust the frequencies o f the q u b it cavity systems used in single
photon based remote entanglem ent experiment o f Ch. 5.
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am plification and demodulation. Although both the signal and idler outputs contain identical
inform ation in the high-gain lim it (see Ch. 2.4), we choose to only use the idler o u tp u t chain
because the measured NVR

(8

dB) was higher than on the signal side (5.5 dB) for the same

gain (20 dB). This is due to the lower noise tem perature o f the H E M T am plifier used on the
idler o u tp u t line (LN F -L N C 4_ 8 C ) compared to the one used on the signal output line (LNFLN C 7_10C ). Also, the insertion loss o f the components between the JPC and the HEMTs is lower
at 7.5 GHz than at 9 GHz. Consequently, the lower added noise of the idler o utput line results
in an increased overall quantum efficiency than the signal output line. For all the experimental
data discussed hereafter, only the idler o u tp u t line was used; thus the Bob system was measured
using the reflection gain of the JPC whereas the Alice system was measuring using transmission
gain.
The room tem perature microwave hardware shown in Fig. 4.1 offered independent amplitude
and phase control over the qubit control pulses and the cavity readout pulses for the Alice and
Bob system. Two arbitrary waveform generators (AWGs) were used to provide the envelopes for
the qubit and cavity control pulses. Separate IQ-mixers were used for each of the four (one each
for the Alice and Bob qubits and cavities) microwave tones.

The local oscillators for the IQ-

mixers for all but the Alice cavity tone were independent microwave signal generators; the local
oscillator input for the Alice cavity tone was generated by mixing the signal from a microwave
generator for the JPC pump tone and the Bob cavity readout tone (for more details see Ch. 4.3).
The generated readout and control pulses were then amplified and gated by room tem perature
microwave switches before being sent to the input lines connected to the strongly-coupled ports
o f the Alice and Bob cavities via circulators. The power o f the JPC pump tone was controlled
by a combination o f a constant-gain linear am plifier and a voltage-variable attenuator to achieve
20 dB o f gain. The pump tone was also gated by a microwave switch to enable pulsed operation
of the JPC.
A crucial determ inant o f whether remote entanglement can be generated is the measurement
efficiency (as discussed in Ch. 1.6). The measurement efficiency of the Alice and Bob systems
were independently measured using the stochastic Ramsey fringes observed during the back-
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Both qubit cavity systems

were measured in reflection, i.e. the readout tones entered and left the cavity through the strongly
coupled o utp ut port. The cavities were driven w ith 500 ns square pulses and demodulated w ith
700 ns long shaped |g) — \e) waveforms (discussed in Ch. 3.7). The measured stochastic Ramsey
oscillations for a measurement strength around I m / a ~ 1 are shown in Fig. 4.2 w ith the data
Alice (the signal side) on the bottom and Bob (the idler side) on the top.
oscillations, we measured

//A lic e

= 0.53 ± 0.01 and rjBob — 0.60 ± 0.01.

From fits to the
Like the data for

single qubit measurement efficiency in Ch. 3.9, here too, the reduction in the stochastic Ramsey
oscillation contrast from qubit dephasing was included to provide a more accurate estimate of
the measurement efficiency. The lower measurement efficiency o f the signal side is suspected to
be due to the increased insertion loss o f the components between the qubit-cavity system and
the JPC than the idler side. Although even higher efficiencies are desirable, the measured values
are ju s t beyond the threshold o f 7/ > 0.5 required for generating remote entanglement [122, 130].

4.3

Joint and Entangling M easu rem ents

A t its core, this experiment depends on how the JPC processes its signal and idler inputs,
which are flying coherent states pointer variables entangled w ith the Alice and Bob qubits.
Indeed, by choosing, on the fly, how this processing is done, we use the JPC to first generate
remote entanglement between Alice and Bob and then characterize the final tw o-qubit state using
single-shot high-fidelity jo in t readout. The first step towards realizing this jo in t microwave signal
processing is technical: the phases of the Alice and Bob readout tones and the JPC pump tone
must be locked to each other. When the JPC converts microwave signals between the signal
and idler frequencies, it also imparts the phase of the pump, (f)p as described by Eq. 2.10. Since
the Alice system is measured in transmission gain, the readout pulse at the signal frequency will
acquire this phase shift when it is converted to the idler frequency. To ensure th a t the phase
of readout signal does not d rift w ith time, this pump phase must be subtracted out before the
readout signal is demodulated w ith a reference signal near the idler frequency (see Fig. 4.1). This
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is accomplished by mixing the pump tone (phase 0p) with the Bob readout signal (phase 0 b) to
generate the Alice readout signal, as shown in Fig. 4.1; moreover, the phase shift th a t the Alice
signal acquires from this mixing ( 0 a =

0

B~4>p) is chosen such th a t the phase shift acquired from

the JPC is canceled out. W ith this, not only are the readout phases o f Alice and Bob locked and
stable w ith time, but a relative phase

0

rei could be set on the two readout signals on demand.

Next, the amplitudes o f the readout pulses applied at room tem perature were tuned so th a t
they resulted in the same observed measurement strength I m /(J for the Alice and Bob modules.
Furthermore, due to the differences in signal path lengths on the Alice and Bob sides of the
system, the overall phase o f the readout signals will be different as well.

The offset phase

between the two was also experimentally measured to calibrate the system.
Both the cavities were driven with 500 ns long readout pulses at

- x / 2 , halfway between

the cavity resonance frequency for the q ubit in |g) and |e). The state o f qubit was mapped onto
the phase o f the incident coherent state, the pointer variable. As discussed in Ch. 2.4, the jo in t
stationary-qubit flying-coherent state can be w ritten as a \g) \ag) + P \e) |a e) w ith |cr|2 + |/3 |2 — 1 .
Representations in /Q -space of the pointer variables after they are entangled w ith the Alice and
Bob qubits are shown in the center and left columns respectively of Fig. 4.3A. These coherent
states are then incident on the JPC; operated as a phase-preserving amplifier, the output o f the
JPC is the amplified sum o f its signal and idler inputs (see Eq. 2.10). The JPC output is shown
in the right column of Fig. 4.3A. By changing the relative phase between the signal and idler
inputs to the JPC, the operation performed by the JPC also changes and is used to realize either
an entangling measurement (top row of Fig. 4.3A) or a jo in t measurement (bottom row).

4 .3 .1

W h ic h - P a t h E ra s in g M e a s u re m e n ts fo r E n ta n g le m e n t G e n e ra tio n

When the relative phase between the Alice and Bob readout tones is chosen to be 0 rei = 0, both
the signal and idler inputs to the JPC lies along the same axis, the I m axis for example in Fig. 4.3A
and the JPC generated entanglement between the Alice and Bob qubits for certain measurement
outcomes. In the IQ -p la n e representation, the output o f the JPC is ju s t the vector sum of its
signal and idler inputs. Thus, when both input are \ag) (|cte)) corresponding to Alice and Bob
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Figure 4.3 | Tw o Q u b it Joint and Entangling Readout w ith a JP C . A ) /Q -p la n e repre
sentation o f the coherent state pointer variables incident on the JPC (le ft for Bob and center
fo r Alice) and after the JPC (rig h t) for an entangling (to p ) and jo in t (b o tto m ) measurement.
The states o f the Alice and Bob qubits are entangled w ith the phases o f the coherent state
pointer variables. A fte r being em itted by each qubit-cavity system, these flying coherent states
are incident on the signal and idler ports o f the JPC where they are coherently summed and
m ultiplied. When the relative phase between the two inputs is zero (i.e both input lie along the
I m axis), the JPC performs an entangling measurement because the output does not distinguish
between |ge) and |eg), instead performing a half-parity measurement and projecting the qubits
into the manifold o f odd Bell states. On the other hand, when the two input have a relative
phase o f ix/2 (i.e one input lies along the I m axis and the other along the Q m axis), the JPC
implements a jo in t measurement where the four tw o-qubit com putational states (\gg), |ge), \eg),
and |ee)) are mapped onto distinguishable outcomes. B) Measured histograms for a jo in t (le ft)
and entangling (rig h t) readout. The experimentally realized jo in t and entangling measurements
produce histograms th a t resemble those shown in A. The distortion o f the o u tp u t coherent states
for the jo in t readout are a result o f saturation effects o f the JPC.
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both in |g) (|e)), the o u tp u t is a coherent state o f increased negative (positive) displacement
shown in red (blue), corresponding to the tw o-qubit com putation state \gg) (|ee)). On the other
hand, when one of the qubits is in |g) and the other in \e), the inputs are \ag) and |a e), and the
o u tp u t is a coherent state (in purple) near the origin of IQ -plane. Moreover, the output state
is the same regardless o f which qubit is in |g) and |e). In the lim it th a t no inform ation is lost,
i.e. perfect measurement efficiency, when an outcome ( I m ,Q m ) is from the center distribution
(purple), no inform ation about the individual qubits is learned. Instead, the observer only learns
th a t the two qubits are in an odd Z Z parity state. Consequently, the measurement leaves Alice
and Bob in an eigenstate associated w ith th a t outcome w ith is an odd Bell state. Since the three
possible outcomes, one each for |gg), |ee), and an odd Bell state o f arbitrary phase, | O ^ ) , are
separated along the I rn axis, this corresponds to a measurement of Z I + I Z of the two qubits.
On the other hand, the Q m axis encodes the phase of the resulting odd Bell state; this can
be understood as the two qubit extension to the measurement o f a single qubit where the Q rn
outcome encodes the phase (see Eq. 2.21) o f the final qubit state informing the observer about
the back-action along the X and Y components o f the Bloch sphere.

In the tw o-qubit case,

for outcomes inside the distribution corresponding to an odd Bell state (purple distribution in
Fig. 4.3A), the phase o f the generated odd Bell state oscillates w ith Q m . Moreover, like the single
qubit case, the frequency o f the oscillations of this phase increase w ith the measurement strength.
Consequently this non-projective stochastic phase kick is sensitive to inform ation loss, which will
appear as dephasing of the Bell state.

If sufficient information is lost, i.e.

the measurement

efficiency is low, this dephasing reduces the Bell state to a separable state. It is for this reason
th a t the measurement efficiency is one of the crucial determinants of the success o f this protocol.
As discussed in Ch. 1.6, the other vital requirement for this experiment is to erase the which
path inform ation contained in the traveling coherent states so th a t the o utput from the JPC
associated with the state |ge) and |eg) are indistinguishable. So far, in the description of the
measurement outcomes and back action presented above, we have assumed th a t this requirement
has been satisfied.

To realize this which path erasure experimentally requires matching the

amplitudes and aligning the phases o f the Alice and Bob coherent state pointer variables. Their
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amplitudes were matched by adjusting the room tem perature voltages used for the Alice and Bob
readout pulses until the observed measurement strength I m. / o was found to be the same. The
I m Ic? was measured by finding the separation o f the Gaussian distributions obtained when the
q ubit was prepared in |g) and \e) followed by a 500 ns readout pulse in transmission. For this
experiment, the measurement strength was chosen to be I m/<J = 2.00; moreover, the observed
measurement strength for Alice and Bob differed by only about a 1%. This measurement strength
was chosen to minimize saturation effects from the JPC while providing sufficient separation
for high fidelity tomography. W hile performing readout in reflection would have alleviated these
saturation effects, the requirement for overdrive pulses (discussed below) necessitated performing
the measurements in transmission.
The results of this amplitude matching are shown in the top plot o f Fig. 4.4; after preparing
the Alice (Bob) qubit in |g) or |e), a 500 ns readout pulse was applied to the Alice (Bob) cavity
w ith the Bob (Alice) cavity not energized. The cavity output field was demodulated in 20 ns
intervals and plotted on the I Q - plane. As expected for performing readout in transmission at
u r = Uc — x / 2 , we find th a t the amplitudes o f the coherent states for |g) and \e) are identical
and differ only in phase; moreover, the coherent state amplitudes, as well as their separation, are
identical for Alice and Bob.
Next, the phases were aligned by calibrating the angle of the vector pointing from the Gaussian
distribution for \g) to the one for |e); from that, a relative offset angle between Alice and Bob
was calculated and the phase o f the readout tone applied to the Alice system was rotated by th a t
am ount to align the ou tp u t phases. Together, this amplitude and phase calibration resulted in the
entangling readout histogram shown on the right o f Fig. 4.3B; as expected, when the Alice and
Bob qubits were each prepared in the state Y — + 1 , we observed three different distributions,
one each for the states \gg) and |ee) at negative and positive /m /cr respectively and one for the
manifold o f odd Bell states near the origin.
However, this am plitude and phase matching only ensure th a t the which-path inform ation is
erased in steady state, i.e the states |ge) and |eg) look identical once the Alice and Bob cavities
are rung up. Since the readout is performed w ith a 500 ns pulse, the ring-up and ring-down,
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Figure 4.4 | E rasing W h ic h -P a th In fo rm a tio n by T u n in g C a v ity O u tp u t Fields. A) Individual
cavity response plotted as a trajectory in I Q - space. The response for the Alice and Bob cavity
when individually energized w ith the qubit prepared in either |g) (blue for Bob, cyan for Alice)
or \e) (red for Bob, orange for Alice) is demodulated in 20 ns intervals, averaged and plotted in
I Q - space. The drive amplitudes for Alice and Bob were chosen to match the resulting separation
between |g) and \e) in I Q - space; the relative phase o f the drives was chosen so th a t the output
states lie parallel to the I m / a axis. B) M atching the measured trajectories for \ge) and |eg) in
I Q - space. The relative am plitude and phase o f the entangling readout was chosen to maximize
the overlap of the \ge) and |eg) trajectories. This minimizes the ability o f the JPC to resolve
single q ubit inform ation when an outcome associated with a state o f odd-parity is measured.

around 5 / k ~

200

ns are not negligible, constituting a fair fraction of the total demodulated

pulse. As a result, not only do the steady state responses o f the cavities need to be matched
but so do their transient behavior to ensure th a t which-path inform ation is obscured at all times.
This was achieved by using overdrive pulses (see Ch. 3.6) to effectively speed up the o utput field
o f the slower Alice cavity and make it look identical to the faster Bob cavity. In addition, the
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relative am plitude and phase between the Alice and Bob readout pulses were also adjusted. To
quantify the sim ilarity o f the system response for the states |ge) and |eg), the Alice and Bob
systems were prepared in the com putational states (|gg), \ge), |eg), and |ee)) and the output
field was measured by dem odulating it in 20 ns intervals. The efficacy o f the which-path erasure
was quantified by the ratio o f the magnitude o f the vector separating the states |ge) and |eg)
integrated over the duration of the readout pulse, called Z^lst, to the magnitude of the vector
separating the states |ge) and |gg), called 1 ^ . By m inimizing the ratio, the entangling readout
was experimentally tuned to learn the least am ount of information th a t could distinguish between
|ge) and |eg); as shown in the bottom o f Fig.4.4, this tuning makes the trajectories associated
w ith |ge) and |eg) overlap although some residual distinguishability remains. In the experiment,
a ratio o f Z^lst/ I ^

~

0 .1

was achieved; this indicates th a t the distinguishability of the states

will lim it the fidelity o f the generated odd Bell state to T ~ 0.9.

4.3.2

Joint Measurements for Two-Qubit Tomography

Choosing a relative phase o f 0 rei =

7t / 2

between the Alice and Bob readout drives results in the

jo in t readout shown in the bottom row of Fig. 4.3A. The readout maps the com putational states,
|gg), |ge), \eg) and |ee), to four different o u tp u t distributions; thus the observer gains a bit each
o f inform ation about the state o f Alice and Bob as well as correlations between the states o f the
two, making this measurement ideal for tw o-qubit tomography. As shown in Fig. 4.3A, the I m
axis encodes inform ation about the parity of Bob and the Q m axis encodes inform ation about
the parity o f Alice.

W hile the orthogonal quadrature ( Q m for Bob and I m for Alice) should

encode inform ation o f the phase of each qubit, according to measurement back action discussed
in Ch. 2.4, here we lim it ourselves to the case o f projective measurements where the measurement
strength is large and phase inform ation is destroyed. An experimentally measured jo in t histogram
when both qubits are prepared in the state Y = + 1 is shown on the left o f Fig. 4.3B; th a t the
four distributions do not lie in a perfect square (as we would expect for identical measurement
strengths on Alice and Bob) and the distortion o f the distributions is a result of saturation from
the JPC. The number o f photons being processed by the JPC for this type o f readout exceeds
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its 1 dB compression power and distributions w ith larger displacements from the center, |gg) for
example, are affected worse than ones w ith smaller displacements, |ee) for example.
To perform qubit state tomography, the pulses I d , R y (tt/2 ) and R x ( tt/2 ) were performed
on the Alice or Bob qubits to measure the Z, X and Y components respectively of each qubit
Bloch vector.

Furthermore, by applying all 9 possible combinations of those pre-rotations on

Alice and Bob, as well as 3 each where one o f Alice or Bob was not measured, all combinations
o f correlations between the I , Z, X , and Y components were measured. Two separatrices, the
first along the Q m axis and the second along the I m axis, were used to threshold the output
voltage o f the Alice and Bob qubits respectively to an outcome of + 1 or —1 . In addition, the
tw o-qubit correlation was calculated on a shot-by-shot basis. By performing measurements on
an ensemble of identically prepared states, these counts were converted into expectation values
o f the observable being measured. W ith this, the tw o-qubit density m atrix was measured in the
Pauli basis.

4 .4

E xperim ental Results and Analysis

The pulse sequence to generate remote entanglement (shown in Fig. 4.5A) is very similar to
th a t used to examine the back action o f a variable-strength measurement on a single qubit;
the protocol consists of three steps: ( 1 ) qubit state preparation; ( 2 ) entanglement generation
by measurement; (3) tw o-qubit tomography.

A t the beginning for the remote entanglement

protocol, the Alice and Bob qubits were initialized in |g) by post selection using a method similar
to th a t used for the single qubit protocols discussed in Ch. 1.5 and Ch. 3.8. First, after performing
a jo in t projective measurement o f Alice and Bob, a R xe (z r/ 2 ) pulse was applied to each qubit
to rotate the qubit to Y = + 1 . Together, this scrambles the state o f the two qubits, erasing
inform ation about the past state o f the qubit. Then, another jo in t measurement was performed
to post-select on experiments where both qubits were found to be in |g ) . This state initialization
by post-selection had a success probability of 19%, slightly lower than the expected 25%, and
allowed the experiment to be repeated at Trep =

10

/j s ,

much faster than the relaxation tim e of
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any qubit.
Next, single qubit pulses were applied to the Alice and Bob qubits to prepare them in the
desired initial state. For entanglement generation, a

( t t / 2 ) pulse was applied to each qubit

to prepare them in Y = + 1 ; in addition, for control experiments, single qubit pulses were used
to also prepare the two in the com putational states, |gg), |ge), \eg), and |ee). Subsequently, an
entangling measurement of varying amplitude was performed by applying a 500 ns long pulse to
each o f the Alice and Bob cavities, and the measurement outcome ( I m , Q m ) was recorded; the
am plitude o f the entangling measurement was varied linearly from / m /cr = 0.3 to 4.0, where,
as before, I m/<J is the distance o f the |gg) distribution along the I m axis from the origin scaled
by the variance o f the distribution. The relative phase and amplitude of the drives on Alice and
Bob were chosen to erase the which-path inform ation about the qubits, as discussed above in
Ch. 4.3.
Next, a R g
xe ( 7r) pulse was applied to each o f the Alice and Bob qubits to act as a spin echo
refocusing pulse; the pulse was located at the m idpoint of the protocol, halfway between the single
qubit pulses used prepare the qubit state and the pre-rotation pulse before jo in t tomography. To
ensure th a t the pulse was at the protocol m idpoint, a delay was introduced after this pulse,
resulting in an overall tim e o f Tseq = 1.65 (is. Since the echo decoherence tim e of the two qubits
exceeded the Ramsey dephasing tim e (see Table. 4.1), using the echo pulses reduces the infidelity
o f the final Bell state due to qubit decoherence.
Finally, tw o-qubit tom ography was performed by applying one o f 15 combinations of single
q u bit pulses on Alice and Bob followed by a jo in t projective measurement.

The outcome of

the tom ography was thresholded using two separatrices, one for Alice and one for Bob, to
obtain a tom ography measurement outcome for Alice, Bob, and the correlation between the two.
Furthermore, the tom ography outcomes were binned by the entangling measurement outcome.
The experiments were repeated to accumulate at least 3 x 105 successful shots o f each sequence,
i.e each initial state, entangling measurement strength and tomography outcome.
The outcomes o f the variable-strength entangling measurement were sorted into a 201 x 201
bin histogram for each measurement strength. Measured histograms are shown in the left column
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Figure 4.5 | Histogram s and Tom ogram s o f Select Pauli Com ponents. A) Pulse sequence
for generating remote entanglement by measurement w ith a JPC. Using a protocol similar to th a t
outlined in Fig. 1.5, the two qubits were each prepared in \ / y / 2 { \ g ) + i \ e ) ) . Next, a variablestrength entangling measurement was performed whose outcome ( / m/cr, Q m/cr) was recorded.
Finally, full tw o-qubit state tom ography was performed by a com bination o f 15 pre-rotation pulses
and a jo in t measurement o f the two qubits to construct the final density m atrix obtained fo r each
entangling measurement outcome. B) Flistograms (le ft column) show the probability o f a partic
ular measurement outcome ( I m/cr, Q m / c r ) o f the variable-strength entangling measurement. For
each measurement outcome, the tw o-qubit density in the Pauli basis was calculated from jo in t
tom ography o f the two qubits. The measured ( X X ) c (second colum n), ( Y Y ) C (third column),
and ( Z Z ) C (rig h t colum n) components are shown for each measurement outcome.
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of Fig. 4.5B for measurement strengths o f I m / a = 0.3 (top row), 1.3 (middle row), and 4.0
(bottom row). For each measurement outcome bin, the resulting tw o-qubit density m atrix was
measured in the Pauli basis by calculating the average values of the tom ography outcomes.
Shown in the other three columns o f Fig. 4.5B are selected conditional tom ograms for ( Z Z )
(second colum n),

( X X )

c (third column), and

( Y Y )

c (right column).

As the strength of the measurement is increased, we find th a t projectiveness of the half
parity measurement, encoded by I m , also increases. This is the expected tw o-qubit analog of the
single qubit measurement back action, where increasing the measurement strength increases the
projectiveness of the Z measurement (see Ch. 2.4. Not only is this illustrated by the observed
increase in separation between the |gg) and |ee) from the odd state manifold, but also by the
change in the ( Z Z ) C tomograms.

For weak measurements, the final state has no parity and

( Z Z ) C ~ 0 for all measurement outcomes; on the other hand, as the measurement strength
increases outcomes near I m ~

0

are projected to a state of negative (odd) parity and ones with

\ I m \ > 0 are projected to positive (even) parity.

between the ( Z Z )

Moreover, as demonstrated by the difference

tomograms in the middle and bottom rows, the resulting Z Z parity increases

w ith measurements, approaching Z Z — ± 1 for I m/ a = 4.0.
On the other hand, the

Q m

axis encodes the phase of the generated odd Bell state and is

sensitive to the measurement efficiency, once again paralleling the single qubit case.
case o f a very weak measurement strength o f I m/<j = 0.3 (top row), we find th a t
and

( Y Y ) C

along 4- Y .

For the

( X X )

= 0

~ 0.7 corresponding to the initial separable state o f the two qubits both pointing
The reduction in

( Y Y ) c

is attributed to dephasing and im perfect state preparation

and tom ography although a more detailed quantitative analysis is needed to provide an accurate
error budges which was not possible from the data acquired for this system.
the measurement strength is increased to I m, / a =
and

( Y Y ) C

as a function o f

Q m

1.3 (middle row), oscillations in

are observed for outcomes near I m ~ 0.

oscillations decrease in am plitude for outcomes w ith \I m \ >
( X X ) C

—

( Y Y ) C

= 0.

From the As

0

( X X ) C

Crucially, these

since the states |gg) and |ee) have

However, increasing the measurement strength further to I m /cr = 4.0

(b o tto m row), these oscillations disappear because their frequency increases and the measurement
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inefficiency o f the Alice and Bob side of the system causes the Bell state to dephase, destroying
the coherence of the state.

•

YY

Figure 4.6 | H is to g ra m s and T o m o g ra m s o f S elect P auli C o m p o n e n ts . Select two qubit
density m atrix components in the Pauli basis for a weak entangling measurement o f strength
I m / & ~ 1 (middle row of Fig. 4.5) for measurement outcomes corresponding to I m/ a = 0.
The resulting states have odd parity indicated by negative Z Z and the components of the Pauli
vector oscillate w ith Q m / c r as expected. From the amplitude of the oscillations, we extract a
raw fidelity o f T = 0.46 to an odd Bell state.

For an arbitrary Bell state, the only non-zero density m atrix components in the Pauli basis
are

{Z Z),

{X X ) ,

{Y Y ),

{X Y ),

and

(Y Z ).

To quantify the quality of the entangled state

th a t is generated w ith this protocol, we examine these Pauli components for outcomes along
Im — 0 for I m/(7 — 1.3. Shown in Fig. 4.6 are the measured values o f ( Z

Z ) c , { X X ) C, ( Y Y ) C,

{ X Y ^ ) a n d (4 Z ) ^ as a function o f the Qm measurement outcome. We find th a t { Z Z ) c <
indicating a state o f odd parity, as expected. The deviation o f

{ Z Z ) C

1

from —1 is attributed to the

finite projectiveness o f the measurement, i.e. some poising from states o f even parity, as well as
im perfect tom ography and the the finite X i ’s o f the two qubits. The other four Pauli components
follow the expected sinusoidal behavior, oscillating w ith Q m as the phase o f the Bell state changes.
From these Pauli components, we can estimate the fidelity T = T r (pmeas |O arb) ( O arb|) to an
odd Bell state of arbitrary phase (f), |O arb) =

^

(|#e) + e1^ \eg)).

We measure a fidelity

5F = 0.45 ± 0.02 lower than the threshold o f X = 0.5 for provable entanglement.
An alternative m etric to characterize whether the final state has quantifiable entanglement
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Figure 4.7 j M u tu a l In fo rm a tio n fro m an E n ta n g lin g M e a su re m e n t. The mutual inform ation
I (p a b ) Oeft) and von Neumann entropy S (p b |a ) generated for an entangling measurement as
a function o f the entangling measurement strength I m/ a for measurement outcomes at the
center o f the odd Bell state distribution. Provably entangled states necessarily have a mutual
inform ation I ( p a b ) > 1 and S (p b |a ) < Oj this threshold is not exceeded for any strength of
the entangling measurement.

beyond classical correlations is the mutual inform ation

I (p a b ) = S ( p a ) + S (pb ) - S (p a b )

(4.1)

Here, S (p) = —T r [p lo g ( p ) ] is the von Neumann entropy, pab 's the tw o-qubit density m atrix
o f the Alice and Bob qubits, and

pa

= TrePAB ( pb = T f a Pa b ) is density m atrix for the Alice

(Bob) subsystem obtained by taking the partial trace over Bob (Alice) [99]. For a pure, tw o-qubit
entangled state S ( p a ) = S ( p b ) = 1 and S ( p a b ) — 0; in general, a tw o-qubit state is entangled
if and only if the quantity S ( p b |a ) = S ( p a b ) ~ S ( p a ) is negative, w ith an extremal value of

—1

for a pure entangled state [99], This threshold can be recast in terms of the mutual inform ation
as I ( p a b ) > 1- This entanglement metric is attractive because it is agnostic to the type of
entangled state but offers a threshold for provable entanglement.
Shown in Fig. 4.7 is the mutual inform ation I ( p a b ) > 1 Oeft) and the quantity S ( p b |a )
as a function of the strength o f the entangling measurement / m/cr for measurement outcomes
at the center o f the odd Bell state distribution. We find th a t at no measurement strength does
the resulting tw o-qubit state cross either threshold, confirm ing th a t we do not generate provable
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entanglement.
As discussed in Ch. 1.6, this fidelity is a result o f a number of different imperfections but is
primarily dominated by the finite measurement efficiency o f the system. From the data, only an
estimate of the infidelity due to the various sources of error is possible, not a detailed analysis
o f the error channels using a quantum circuit model like th a t discussed in Ch. 5.8. Moreover,
since this system involves continuous variable coherent states as pointer variables, a quantitative
analysis would require using master equation simulations to fully analyze the sources of error
[130].

Instead, here we only present an outline o f the various sources o f error and how they

im pact the fidelity.
The first contribution to the infidelity o f the final Bell state is the decoherence of the two
qubits. From the individual qubit echo dephasing times, T ^ llce ~ 40 fis and T ^ h ~ 20 /vs, we
calculate a Bell state coherence tim e o f T^Beii ~ 15 fis. From this, the maximum Bell state fidelity
limited by qubit decoherence is T r 2Bell = 0.95. The contribution to the infidelity from the finite
distinguishability o f the states |ge) and |ge) can be estimated from the ratio o f I ^ / I ^

~

0 .1 .

This is a measure o f the am ount by which the outputs |ge) and |eg) differ compared to the
difference between |ge) and |gg); thus, the state distinguishability limited fidelity is Tdist — 0.9.
A nother imperfection in the system is the state preparation and tomography; unfortunately,
from the data collected for this system, it is not possible to extract a quantitative value of
the measurement fidelity. This also precludes correcting for systematic errors in tom ography as
described in Ch. 5.6.

Instead, we can only estimate th a t the jo in t measurement fidelity was

Ojjoint < 90%.
None of these sources o f error are enough, on their own or even combined, to account for
the measured Bell state fidelity.

Indeed, the dom inant source of error is the inform ation loss

suffered by the coherent states as they travel from the Alice and Bob modules to the JPC.
As in the case o f a single qubit, this loss of information results in dephasing of the final qubit
state. The measured efficiencies o f ?7Aiice — 0.53 ± 0.01 and ^Bob = 0.60 ± 0.01 ju s t exceed
the minimal viable threshold o f
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> 0.5 needed for achieving entanglement assuming no other

imperfections, like qubit decoherence, and identical losses on the Alice and Bob sides. A better
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m etric for a system like the one used in this experiment is a combined measurement efficiency
Vt = ^ A iic e '^ B o b / (^A iice + ??Bob - ^ A iic e ^ B o b ): provable entanglement generation in the absence
o f qubit decoherence requires th a t r]t > 1 /3 [130] which our system ju s t exceeds r/t = 0.39.
Since there are additional sources o f error, together, the system parameters are still not sufficient
to generate provable remote entanglement.

4 .5

Perspectives and F uture Directions

Although coherent states are a natural choice for a pointer variable, i.e flying qubit, for remote
entanglement generation because they are easy to entangle w ith stationary qubits and process
w ith linear amplifiers, the protocols described here based on them are notoriously susceptible
to photon loss.

More precisely, this is a direct consequence o f the back action o f the phase-

preserving am plification th a t we use, which only encodes the phase on the Q m quadrature but
does not actually measure the phase unlike how it measures the Z Z parity. In other words, while
the measurement o f Z Z is increasingly projective with measurement strength, the measurement
o f X X and Y Y is never projective; instead, it is better to think o f the back action associated
w ith the Q m outcome as a stochastic impulse to the qubit, ultim ately sensitive to dephasing due
to inform ation loss. As a result, this remote entanglement protocol mediated by coherent states
processed by a JPC does not implement the measurement along X of the flying qubit described
in Fig. 1.2.
This is not to say th a t a remote entanglement protocol based on continuous variable states
cannot be made insensitive to loss. For example, suppose it were possible to design a system
where there are four distin ct measurement outcome distributions, one each for the states |0 + ),
10 ~ ) , |E + ), and |E ~ ) \ each Bell state is mapped onto a different coherent state output.

In

this hypothetical system, the I rn axis would encode the parity along Z Z and the Q m axis would
encode the parity along X X . Although each is a continuous variable outcome, the back action of
the measurement would be projective, and hence purifying, along both quadratures. In this case,
the fidelity o f the Bell state would no longer be sensitive to photon loss since the projectiveness
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o f the measurement would purify the state, protecting it against any inform ation loss (just like
the single qubit measurement in the strong projective measurement lim it). Realizing this would
require im plem enting a true CNOT gate between the flying qubits as shown in Fig. 1.2, which
remains an open challenge.
O f course, increasing the measurement efficiency is an alternative strategy to achieving higher
entanglement fidelities. As discussed in Ch. 1.5 and Ch. 3.9, the measurement efficiency is dom
inantly limited by the losses between the qubit-cavity module and the JPC, arising, for example,
from the use o f bulky and lossy commercial circulators. On-chip circulators and direction am
plifiers offer a path to realizing higher system efficiencies by obviating these lossy components
and interconnects [21, 69, 132], However, these devices still do not offer isolation comparable to
commercially available circulators and introduce additional hardware and experimental complex
ity. Another avenue is to use reduce the losses between the qubit-cavity module and the JPC
w ith either commercially available lower insertion-loss interconnects and circulators, or changing
the architecture o f those intermediary elements, to waveguide for example [96], However, no ex
periment has yet demonstrated a significant increase in measurement efficiency beyond
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~

0 .6 ;

moreover, any improvements in fidelity will require further decreasing these losses, requiring the
entire measurement system to be constantly improved. As the complexity of quantum informa
tion systems grows, especially in applications like a modular architecture described in Ch. 1.3,
the losses will necessarily increase as more components are introduced to advance functional
ity.

W hile coherent states are undeniable advantageous for being easily compatible w ith the

superconducting quantum circu it toolbox and the high generation rates possible w ith continuous
variable flying qubits, their sensitivity to inform ation loss makes these protocols ones th a t are
more attractive once systems have been engineered to be extremely low-loss and efficient.

R e m o te E n t a n g le m e n t w i t h S in g le
F ly in g M ic r o w a v e P h o to n s

... we are not experimenting with single
particles any more than we can raise
Ichthyosauria in the zoo.
Erwin Schrodiner

5.1

O verview

In the absence o f continuous-variable based remote entanglement protocols th a t are robust to
photon loss [ 1 2 2 ], protocols th a t instead rely on single photons as the carriers of quantum
inform ation are preferable since their robustness to loss makes them a compelling choice for
use in current quantum inform ation and com putation systems where transmission losses are a
challenge. Moreover, the robustness to loss also makes these protocols conducive to scaling to
larger and more complex systems where losses w ill inevitably increase.

The single microwave

photon based remote entanglement protocol described in Ch. 1.7, based a proposal designed for
nitrogen-vacancy center based systems [6 ], is robust to loss because the detection o f a single
photon in each round o f the experiment is uniquely associated w ith the generation o f a Bell state
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of Alice and Bob o f a definite phase (unlike the coherent state based protocol where the phase
oscillated w ith Q m ).
For the full protocol using two single photon detectors, the maximum success probability is
50%, assuming perfectly efficient detectors and no transmission losses. This can be understood
from the to ta l system state after the beam -splitter in the first round of the protocol |ip)2 =

\ {\99) |00) + | 0 + ) 110) + 10 ~ ) [01) + ^

|ee) (|02) — |2 0 ))^; half of the 4 possible outcomes

for the states o f Alice and Bob are entangled states. It is worth noting th a t the success probability
here is identical to th a t of the coherent state based protocol.
Therefore, by using only a single detector in our experiment, the maximum success probability
is reduced to 25%.

Incorporating the finite efficiency of the detector o f approximately 50%

(justified in Ch.5.4) and the transmission efficiency o f the system 80%, the probability of success
estimated for this experiment is PsUCcess = 0.25 x (0.5)2 x (0 .8 )2 = 0.04.

Here the detector

efficiency and the transmission efficiency appear squared because they affect each of the two
rounds of the protocol.

Although this success probability of 4%) may seem low compared to

the coherent state based protocol, it is worth noting th a t even th a t protocol’s actual success
probability is well below 50% since only a narrow sliver of outcomes centered around I m / a ~ 0
produce a viable Bell state, assuming, of course, a sufficiently high system efficiency.
In this chapter, we delve deeper into the experimental implementation of the single pho
ton based remote entanglement protocol. Starting with describing the experimental system in
Ch. 5.2, we then describe how to generate single photons in Ch. 5.3 and how to detect these
single photons in Ch. 5.4. We then demonstrate in Ch. 5.5 th a t the single photon generation
process is actually the desired CNQT-like operation (discussed in C h.1.7). A fter describing how we
perform tom ography and correct for systematic measurement errors in Ch. 5.6, we present the
experimental results and control data in Ch.5.7 discussing the various sources o f error in Ch. 5.8.
Finally we offer perspectives on improving the fidelity and generation rate in Ch. 5.9.
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E xperim ental Im p le m e n ta tio n

The three transmon qubits in the experiment consist of AI / A10 ^ / AI Josephson-junctions fabri
cated using a bridge-free electron-beam lithography technique[79] on double-side-polished 3 mm
by 13 mm chips of c-plane sapphire. The junctions are connected via 1 /im leads to two rect
angular pads (1900 / im

x 145 / im for Alice and Bob, 1100 f i m x 250 / im for the detector)

separated by 100 / im . The qubit chips are placed in their respective rectangular indium-plated
copper cavities (21.34 mm x 7.62 mm x

43.18 mm). The

transmon parameters andcouplings

to the T E io i cavity mode were designed

using using finite-elem ent simulations and black-box

quantization[100]. Experimentally measured device parameters are listed in Table 5.1.
A coaxial coupler was used as the input port of each cavity w ith the length o f pin determining
the input coupling quality factor Q-m ~ 106. The output port for each cavity was an aperture
in the cavity wall at the anti-node o f the T E io i mode. The size of the aperture was chosen
so th a t Qout = 7.5 x

103

yielding a to ta l

cavity bandwidth

k

~ l / Q out- Waveguide to coaxial

cable adapters (W R-102 to SM A) were used on the output port o f the cavities; since the qubit
frequency is below the cu to ff frequency o f the waveguide while the cavity frequency is inside the
passband, this section of waveguide acts as a Purcell filte r for the qubit.
P aram eter
Cavity frequency uj9 /c2 tt (GHz)
Cavity bandwidth k / 2tx (M H z)
Q ubit frequency cuge/ 2 tt (GHz)
Anharm onicity Xqq/2ir (M H z)
Dispersive shift x / 2 ^ (M H z)
T i ( / is )

T 2 , Echo (M s)

Alice

Bob

D etector

7.6314

7.6316

7.6222

1 .2

0.9
4.7664

0.9
4.6968
197
9
140
9

4.6620
199
9
85
16

240
3
90
30

Table 5.1 | Single photon based rem ote entanglem ent - Alice, Bob, and D etector qubit
and cavity param eters

As shown in Fig. 5.1, the qubits were mounted to the base stage o f a cryogen-free dilution
fridge maintained below 50 mK. The cavities were housed inside //-m etal (Am um etal A4K) cans
to shield them from magnetic fields. The input and o utput lines connected to the experiment were
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Figure 5.1 | D e ta ile d E x p e rim e n ta l S e tu p . The experiment (b o tto m ) was cooled down on the
base-stage ( < 50 m K ) o f a dilution refrigerator. Input lines carrying signals to the systems were
attenuated and filtered using commercial low-pass filters and homemade lossy Eccosorb filters.
The room tem perature electronics used to produce and shape the input signals are shown at
the top o f the figure. The basic setup to produce shaped signals was a microwave generator
driving an IQ mixer followed by an am plifier and finally a switch to gate the signal (box in top
right corner). The signals were shaped by channels from four A rbitrary Waveform Generators
(AWGs) (n o t shown) which also provided the digital markers for the switches. Copies o f this setup
(denoted by the shorthand notation o f a circle w ith a shaped pulse) were used to generate the
drive signals (color-coded) fo r three modules, Alice (red), Bob (blue) and the detector (green).
The Alice and Bob modules had 4 inputs each: the cavity readout tone, the qubit signals and
the pair o f sideband pulses for photon generation. On the other hand, the detector module had
2 inputs: the cavity readout tone and the qubit signals. All the modules were readout using a
single output line th a t had m ultiple stages o f am plification. H igh-fidelity single-shot readout was
enabled by the JPC am plifier. The o u tp u t signals were down-converted and then digitized and
demodulated along w ith a room -tem perature reference copy.
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filtered w ith home-made lossy Eccosorb filters, commercial low-pass microwave filters, attenuators
and isolators to attenuate radiation incident on the experiment. A commercial cryogenic H E M T
am plifier was used at 3 K to additionally am plify the o utput signals before subsequent roomtem perature am plification and demodulation.
A critical requirement for the experiment was matching the frequencies of the Alice and
Bob cavities to render the flying single photons indistinguishable.

In addition, the detector

cavity frequency needs to also be matched to the Alice and Bob cavity frequencies so th a t
incident photons can enter the detector cavity. This was achieved by an aluminum screw inserted
into each cavity at the T E io i anti-node to fine-tune the cavity frequencies until they satisfied
ua

~ u b = w d (see Fig- 5.2A).
A ll three qubit-cavity systems were measured on the same output line using a single Josephson

Parametric Converter (JPC) operated as a nearly-quantum -lim ited phase-preserving amplifier.
The JPC was biased to provide 20 dB o f gain w ith a bandwidth of

8

MHz centered at 7.6314 GHz

to realize high-fidelity single-shot readout of all three qubit-cavity system. A t this operating point,
a noise visibility ratio (N VR )[96] o f

8

dB was measured, indicating th a t

86%

o f the noise measured

at room tem perature was amplified quantum fluctuations from the JPC.
As shown in Fig. 5.1, readout pulses for the three cavities were generated using a single
microwave generator powering an IQ-mixer. The output of the mixer was split and sent to each
cavity on separate input lines w ith the relative room tem perature attenuation on each line adjusted
so th a t an applied readout am plitude at room tem perature resulted in the same measured signalto-noise ratio (SNR) for each qubit-cavity system. Room tem perature microwave switches were
used on each line to gate the pulses generated by the IQ-mixer. The amplified cavity outputs
were mixed down to radio frequencies along w ith a copy o f the generator tone th a t did not
pass through the cryostat to provide a reference. The signal and reference were digitized and
demodulated to yield in-phase and quadrature components

Q ( t )) th a t are insensitive to

d rifts in the generator and other microwave components. W ith this setup, high-fidelity readout
o f all the modules in the fridge was possible w ith minimal hardware and complexity.
experiments described in this chapter, two types o f measurements were performed:

In the

( 1 ) jo in t
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measurement of the Alice and Bob qubits and ( 2 ) single qubit measurement o f the detector.

5 .2 .1

J o in t A lic e a n d B o b m e a s u re m e n t

The Alice and Bob cavities were measured jo in tly by energizing them w ith 2 /is pulses at fm fm t =
o ja

/2

tt =

7.6314 GHz. Using a phase shifter on the Bob cavity arm, the relative phase o f the

pulses on the Alice and Bob cavities (including all system path lengths) was adjusted to 7t / 2 . The
o utpu t signals from each cavity then passed through the hybrid whose output was the sum o f the
two cavity signals but w ith half the power from each signal was lost in the cold 50 12 load. This
jo in t o u tp ut signal reflects o ff the detector cavity (since it is x a above uj9
d ) and was amplified
by the JPC. As a result, the output signal demodulated at 50 MHz contained inform ation about
both qubit states along orthogonal axes (see Fig. 5.2B). Two separatrices (w hite dashed lines),
the first along the Q m axis and the second along I m axis, were used to measure the state of
the Alice and Bob qubits respectively. In addition, the tw o-qubit correlation was calculated on
a shot-by-shot basis. This resulted in an overall fidelity Tjoint > 90%. A primary lim itation in
achieving a higher fidelity was the loss of half the inform ation in the cold-load after the hybrid.
This can be improved in future experiments by the use o f a second detector and o u tp u t line.
W hile these jo in t tom ography imperfections will ultim ately impact the measured entanglement
fidelity, they can be calibrated out (as we discuss later in the Joint Tomography and Calibration
section).

5 .2 .2

D e t e c t o r q u b it m e a s u re m e n t

To measure the state o f the detector qubit, an IF-frequency o f —9.2 MHz was used on the
IQ-mixer to generate 700 ns pulses at uj9
d = 7.6222 GHz. Since this is equal to cuA and coe
B , this
readout is not performed simultaneously w ith the jo in t measurement of Alice and Bob described
above to avoid signal interference. The amplified output from the cavity was demodulated at
59.2 MHz resulting in the histogram shown in Fig. 5.2C. As explained in Ch. 1.7, measuring
the q ubit in |e) corresponds to a click in the detector.

In this case, the measurement fidelity,

ffdet > 99%. The measurement was optimized for maximal fidelity in the shortest possible tim e
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Figure 5.2 | A lice , B o b and D e te c to r Q u b it R eadou t S p e ctra and H is to g ra m s . A) Alice,
Bob and Detector cavity frequency spectra. The Alice and Bob cavities had nearly identical
frequencies ( u A « u 9
B ) and dispersive shifts ( x a ~ X b )- To perform jo in t readout o f Alice and
Bob, microwave pulses were simultaneously applied on each cavity at uj9a w ith a relative phase
o f 7t / 2 between the two pulses. The detector module cavity frequency lj9d was tuned to match
the frequency o f the photons in the experiment, uja . The detector was readout at uj9
d . B) Joint
readout histogram for Alice and Bob. A 2 /js measurement pulse was used to measure the state
o f both qubits. The resulting o u tp u t contained inform ation about the state o f Alice and Bob
along the Q m and I m axes respectively. Thus, the measurement provided single-shot readout
o f both qubit states as well as the correlation between the two qubit states w ith T j0int > 90%.
C) Readout histogram for the detector. The state of the detector qubit was measured with
Tdet > 99% in 700 ns.
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by using a shaped pulse th a t minimized the cavity ring-up and ring-down tim e (as discussed
previously in Ch. 3) [8 6 ], Since the pulse-shape also decreased the tim e taken to depopulate the
cavity, operations on the detector could be performed 400 ns after the readout instead o f having
to w ait for the natural ring-down time.

5.3

G enerating Single Photons

As discussed in Ch. 1.7, the first key technical requirement is generating flying single photons th a t
are entangled w ith the stationary transmon qubits, i.e a CNOT operation between the stationary
and flying qubits. Under the system constraints th a t single photons cannot directly be created
in the cavity (the linear drives at our disposal only provide control of the average position of a
harmonic oscillator, not of populations in specific states [89]) and th a t only the cavity (not the
transm on) is coupled to the external environment, flying single photons can be generated by first
creating an excitation in the qubit, swapping the excitation into the cavity and then allowing leak
out the cavity to become a traveling photon [58, 77]. The exchange o f excitations between the
q ubit and cavity, which are otherwise only dispersively coupled, is achieved by the application
o f two detuned microwave pump tones on the system, which enable four-wave mixing between
the qubit and cavity, to drive sideband transitions [71, 142]; the advantage o f this approach is
all microwave control of the system w ith o u t requiring magnetically tunable qubits w ith fast flux
control [42, 58, 136].
The cQED Ham iltonian of the qubit (designated by mode b with frequency cuq) and cavity
(designated by mode a w ith frequency cuc) system expanded to fourth-order in the cosine potential
o f the ju n ctio n is given by [74, 81]:

# c Q E D /fr = Wca f a + ujqb^b - ^ X q q ^ 2b2 - x a ^ a b ^ b

(5.1)

To this system, we apply two microwave drives, called QSB and CSB (since they are detuned
from the qubit and cavity modes), w ith complex amplitudes £ q s b ar|d £ c s b > 3 t frequencies

c jq s b
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and cjcsb respectively. This adds the term iid riv e to the system Hamiltonian:

fld r iv e /ft = CQSBe,WQSB!6 +

+ {c s b e“ 0SB‘ a + ^ SBe - “ 0SBV

(5.2)

Here, we have assumed th a t the QSB drive couples to the qubit mode b and th a t the CSB
drive couples to the cavity mode a since the QSB and CSB drives are detuned by A ~ 100 MHz
from the qubit and cavity modes respectively. Moving to a displaced frame under these drives

[81]:
a ^ r a - ^ f i e- “ csBt
^ a

(5 3 )

b ^ b -

(5.4)

We now go to the interaction frame w ith
we can identify

respect to H o — ujca ) a + cuqb^b. In

this frame,

terms th a t are resonant based on our choice of the frequencies o f the two drives.

Note that, here for clarity and brevity, we areo m ittin g all the terms corresponding to frequency
shifts o f the modes as a result o f the drives; these Stark shifts are im portant because they need
to be accounted for when tuning up these transitions as we discuss later.
For ujqsb ~ ^QSB =

— toq:

H int =
ZXa

/\ b

( a ftt + b „ t )
v

(5.5)

/

we obtain a conversion-like, also knownas a red sideband, process th a t swaps excitations between
the q u bit and cavity modes.
On the other hand, for uoc — cjcsb —

H i „t =

— wqsb

x ^ ~

~

( ab + ^ b ^

(5.6)

we obtain a gain-like, or a blue sideband, process th a t generates or destroys excitations, in pairs,
one in the qubit and one in the cavity mode.
Thus, in general, the application of two detuned pumps results in a two-photon interaction
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rate between the qubit and cavity modes were the couplings strength is

£c s b £q s b

£2ph = X - c
Aa

,c

T—

(5-7)

w ith the type o f two-photon process, red or blue sideband, depending on the frequency relation
between the pumps and qubit and cavity modes.
From this, the most straightforward way to generate a photon would seem to be to use pumps
th a t drive a blue sideband transition between |g0) «-* |e l).
actually implem ent a CNOT
to map |(/0) —>■

betweenthe qubit

However, this transition does not

and the generatedphoton;although it canbe used

(|<?0) + | e l) ), it does not in general map a \g) + f3\e)

—>•a |g0) + (3 |e l) as

desired to generate qubit-photon entanglement. This can be illustrated concretely by considering
w hat happens when this transition is applied to a Bell state of the Alice and Bob qubits like we
have at the beginning at the second round of the protocol; this transition maps the initial state
| 0 + ) |00) to \ 0 + ) |00) + |ee) |o+ ) not | 0 + ) |o+ ) + 10 ~ ) |o“ ) as a CNOT should.
Instead, to generate flying photons entangled w ith the qubit, we exploit the second excited
state o f the qubit, |/ ) , and the |/0 ) <H>- |e l) red sideband transition. Summarized in Fig. 5.3, the
operation, which is identical for the Alice and Bob systems, starts with the qubit in a \g) + f3 \e)
and the cavity in the vacuum state |0).
a\ g) + ( 3 \ f) .

First a R V
ef M

pulse is applied, taking the qubit to

Then, two pump tones, one called the the QSB pump, detuned by A above

luef and the other called the CSB pump, detuned by A above toe
A / B , are applied to drive the
I/O ) -H- | e l) transition. The choice o f positive detuning for both pumps (the same process could
be driven by using a negative detuning where both pumps are detuned by A below the qubit and
cavity modes) resulted from w anting to maximize the detuning between the pumps and higher
order transitions o f the qubit cavity system which all like at lower frequencies. The amplitudes
and length o f the applied pump tones are tuned (described further below) to im plement a 7im

pulse, thus taking the system to a |r/0) + f3 je l ) , generating an intra-cavity photon. Finally, the
operation is completed w ith the photon state leaking out o f the cavity to become a flying photon
entangled w ith the qubit. This operation is only a CNOT-like operation (not a true CNOT) since it
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Figure 5.3 | S ingle P h o to n G e n e ra tio n w ith S ideband P um ps. A) Frequency spectra o f the
A lice/B ob qubit-cavity systems. The colors denote transitions which are driven to perform the
CNOT-like operation th a t generates entanglement between the stationary transmon qubit and the
flying single microwave photon. B) Energy level diagram for the A lice/B ob qubit-cavity systems.
Beginning with the qubit in an arbitrary superposition state a \ g ) + /3 |e ) and the cavity in the
vacuum state |0), the pulse R*y (ir) at coef transfers the population from |e) to | / ) . Subsequently,
a pair o f sideband pulses are applied at cuqsb. detuned by A from u ef , and cocsb, detuned by
A from w e
A j B . They transfer population from |/0 ) to |e l), generating an intra-cavity photon
and resulting in the jo in t qubit-cavity state a |<?0) + f3 |e l). The intra-cavity photon is converted
into a flying photon by over-coupling the cavity to the environment; the photon leaks out o f the
cavity at a rate k a / b w ith an exponentially decaying temporal waveform.
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takes |e l ) to | / 1 ) (n o t |e0) as CNOT should). T hu s the operation is not a unitary in the manifold

{ \g0) ,

\gl) , |eO) , | e l) };

however, this has no effects on the protocol since th e cavity always starts

in |0) whenever we perform this operation in the remote entanglement generation protocol.
A t the crux o f this CNOT-like operation, then, is performing a 7r-pulse on the |/0 )

|e l)

transition which requires experimentally determ ining two things: (1 ) the frequencies cuqsb and
^ c s b to satisfy cjcsb — ^ q s b = ^ a / b ~ w e / accounting for the Stark shifts t h a t these drives
cause on the qubit and cavity frequency; (2 ) the amplitudes £qsb and £csb and the pulse length
length Tsb to perform a a 7r-pulse. T h e procedure for tuning up this T ^ 0 e \ ( ^ ) pulse is outlined
in Fig. 5.4, with the data shown here for th e Alice system (we o m it data for Bob since it looks
very similar).

Since the frequency m atching condition changes as a function o f the applied

pump powers, the tuneup procedure begins by finding cucsb th a t drives |/0 ) -H- |e l) for a fixed
amplitude £qsb and frequency cuqsb- T h e amplitude £qsb 's chosen to be the m axim um th a t
can be generated by the setup described in Fig. 5.1; consequently, by changing only £csb> <72ph
can be changed, thus reducing the num ber o f control knobs by one.

In this experiment, the

pump tones were detuned by A ^ ~ 700 M H z and A b ~ 500 M H z to strike a balance between
providing adequate power to drive transitions sufficiently quickly (T s b ~ 250 ns) and avoiding
undesirable dephasing and heating effects or higher-order transitions observed when applying the
pumps too close in frequency to the qubit and cavity modes.
To find cjcsb th a t satisfies the required frequency matching condition, the qubit e f -polarization
is measured as a function o f cue SB (b o tto m axis o f Fig. 5 .4 A ) and £csb (left axis o f Fig. 5 .4 A ),
after initializing it in | / ) and turning on both sideband pumps for Tsb = 3 /is, which is much
longer than the cavity decay tim e o f 1 / (2i tka / b ) = 160 ns. W h en cucsb — WQSB = u \ / b “ w e/
is satisfied, the sidebands drive |/0 ) -f-* |e l) repeatedly, while the generated photon also leaks
o ut o f the cavity, eventually leaving the qubit in |e) (blue on graph), i.e satu rating the transition;
otherwise, the qubit remains in | / ) (red on graph). Thus, by identifying the frequency at which
the qubit is left in |e) for each CSB amplitu de £csb> we coarsely determ ine cjcsb- T h e width of
the transition seen in this saturation spectroscopy experiment is a measure of r/2ph-

Next, we proceed to time-domain measurements to determine the pulse length required to
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Figure 5.4 | S p e ctro sco p y and D am p e d Rabi O s c illa tio n s fo r T w o -P h o to n S ideband T ra n 
s itio n s on A lice . A) Spectroscopy o f the |/0 ) —» |e l) transition. Coherent oscillations between
the states |/0 ) and |e l) are driven when the frequency condition ujcsb — cuqsb — we
A — uief
is satisfied. To experimentally determine cucsb for a chosen cuqsb held at fixed amplitude, the
Alice qubit e f polarization was measured as a function of the amplitude and frequency of the
CSB pump (left and bottom axes respectively), after starting w ith Alice in \f ) and applying both
sideband pumps for 3 \ i s . When the frequency condition is satisfied, the qubit is found in |e)
at the end o f the experiment.

B) Tim e domain measurements o f the |/0 ) —>• \el) transition

rates for different amplitudes o f the sideband pump at cucsb- The Alice qubit e f polarization
is measured as a function o f the sideband pulse length Tsb for different amplitudes of the CSB
drive (indicated by the colored arrows in A). For each amplitude, the frequency o f the CSB drive
was chosen to satisfy the frequency condition mentioned above (i.e CSB pump on resonance). As
the am plitude o f the CSB drive was increased (orange to purple trace), the transition rate $ 2 ph
from |/0 ) — | el ) also increases. C) Tim e domain measurement o f the |/0 ) —> |e l) transition
rate versus cucsb- The Alice qubit e f polarization is measured as a function of the sideband
pulse length Tsb (le ft axis) and wcsb f ° r the amplitude of the CSB drive given by the dashed
line in A. The contrast o f the oscillations between |/0 ) —> |e l) is maximized when the CSB drive
is on resonance.
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£csb,

as shown in Fig. 5.4B. For a chosen value of

£csb,

the

qubit e f -polarization is measured after initializing the qubit in \ f ) and applying both sideband
pumps for a varying tim e Tsb (bottom axis o f graphs), with the CSB tone applied at the value
of k-'CSB determined from the saturation spectroscopy experiment of Fig. 5.4A. The pump tones
applied to the system were constant am plitude pulses w ith a ring-up and ring-down defined by
a ta n h function; the tim e constant o f the ring-up and ring-down (in this experiment, 8 ns)
was chosen to be slow compared to the inverse of the detuning o f the drives to constrain the
spectral content o f the pulse from directly driving a qubit or cavity mode (i.e ctsb > > j±) [106].
This resulted in the damped sideband Rabi oscillations shown in the traces in Fig. 5.4B, the
the oscillation frequency increasing w ith /c s b as expected (in the figure, the color o f the trace
indicates the value o f

£csb

at which it was taken, shown by the correspondingly colored arrows

in Fig. 5.4A). For the full remote entanglement experiment, /c s b was chosen so th a t a 7r-pulse
on |/0 )

|e l) was performed in Tsb = 254 ns (green trace).

W ith this choice of £csb and Tsb, a more sensitive tuneup of cuesb is performed in the final
step, as shown in Fig. 5.4C. The tim e-dom ain measurement of Fig. 5.4B (specifically, the green
trace) is performed as a function of c u c s b (b o tto m axis). When the CSB tone is applied away from
resonance, the oscillations between | / 0 ) and |e l) have a reduced contrast but increased apparent
frequency. As the CSB tone is brought on resonance to satisfy cucsb ~ ^ q s b = ^ a / b ~ UJef'
oscillation frequency between |/0 ) and |e l) decreases but the contrast increases. Thus, cucsb 's
chosen to maximize the contrast.
Finally, this tuneup procedure also provides a direct measure o f the coupling rate $ 2ph gener
ated in the experiment from fittin g to the damped sideband Rabi oscillations o f Fig. 5.4B. Under
this coupling between the qubit and cavity, the system o f two modes th a t can exchange energy
while one mode, the cavity, also has a decay rate to the environment, can be modeled by the
coupled differential equations [106]:
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5t b =

- i

[b, H i nt] = - i g 2pha

(5.9)

Under the initial conditions th a t the cavity mode starts in the vacuum state a { t = 0) = 0
and the qubit mode starts in some initial state b(t =

0)

== b( 0 ), the differential equations can

be solved exactly for the qubit and cavity fields as function o f time:

a ( t ) = _ j 4g2Phb( ° ) e-Ko„,t/4 sinh H

/3

= ^ ^ e _Koutt/4 ^ 0 cosh ^

where /3 =

(5.10)

4

+

K out

sinh

(5-11)

«QUt — ( 4 ^ 2 ph)2- Specifically, the tim e traces of Fig. 5.4B are a measure the average

population o f the qubit mode (b^b). Thus, from fittin g the measured traces to the expression
for ( b b ) , we obtain # 2 ph, the only free parameter in these equations since K0 ut. the bandwidth
o f the cavity, can be independently measured. On the other hand, a theoretical value for c/2ph
can becalculated from Eq. 5.7 by calibrating £ c s B /A a = y/ncSB ar,d^q s b / ^
the Stark shifts th a t eachpump individually induces on the qubit frequency

2

•
—

6

—a /^q sb f r ° m

[81,106].
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Figure 5.5 | Calibrating the Tw o-P hoton Coupling Rate.

Vm a x
Comparison o f experimentally

measured (red points) and theoretically calculated # 2ph (blue line). The experimentally measured
values o f $ 2ph are from fits to damped sideband oscillations when the |g 0 ) -H- |e l) is driven as a
function of the CSB am plitude £ q s b - Errors bars for the experimental data were obtained from
the uncertainty in x ° f ~ 15% for the system. The theoretically expected # 2ph was calculated
using the pump amplitudes, independently calibrated using the Stark shifts they induced on the
qubit.
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A comparison of the experimentally measured and theoretically calculated $ 2 ph using this
method are shown in Fig. 5.5 from the \g0) -H- |e l) transition (note th a t this data was taken what
is called the Bob qubit in Fig. 5.1 in a different cooldown o f the experiment when its configuration
was changed for the experiment outlined in Fig. 5.14).

The experimentally measured values

° f ^ 2 ph have error bars o f 15% dominated primarily by the uncertainty in the value of x =
7.5 db 1 MHz.

Moreover, w ith increasing CSB amplitude, the error in the fit also increased as

the measured sideband oscillation curves deviated further from the solutions o f Eq. 5.11. Even
w ith this error, we find th a t the experimentally measured rate is lower than the theoretically
calculated one from the Stark shift calibration of the two pump amplitudes. The source o f this
discrepancy is not entirely understood and is suspected to be related to the pumps driving higher
order transitions and population leakage into other undesired states. In fact, as we discuss later
in Ch. 5.9, this same behavior is suspected to also lim it the fidelity of the CNOT-like operation.
Thus, sideband transitions are a powerful part o f the cQED toolbox enabling the generation
of single excitations in the cavity using the non-linearity of the transmon. However, the fidelity of
these transitions ( ~ 90%), and hence the gates th a t depends upon them, is not as high as th a t
o f single qubit rotations ( ~ 90%) and so require further investigation into their imperfections
and how to rectify them to prevent them from becoming the lim iting factor in the cQED tool
set.

5 .4

D e te c tin g Single Photons

Having established how we generate flying single photons, we now proceed to the second key
technical requirement o f detecting these single photons. Specifically, we need to be able to per
form high-fidelity, single-shot readout o f a photon, in a microwave analog o f the photom ultipliers
used in similar remote entanglement experiments w ith optical photons. As discussed in Ch. 1.7,
our single-photon detector consists o f another qubit-cavity system.

Using a selective 7r-pulse

to excite the qubit only if a single photon is in the cavity, we map the presence or absence of
the flying photon on the |e) or |g) state respectively of the detector qubit.

Subsequently, by
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performing the standard dispersive readout of the detector qubit described in Ch. 5.2, the state
o f the qubit is measured, inform ing the observer of a photon detection event, called a ‘click’, or
not, called a ‘ no-click’ .

5.4.1

Simulations

A cascaded quantum system simulation[17, 40, 45] was performed to understand the operation
o f the detector and how two characteristics, dark counts and detector efficiency, depend on
system parameters.

We simulate a simplified model of the experiment consisting o f a single

em itter cavity, Alice, and the detector qubit-cavity module. The master equation for this system
was solved for various initial states of Alice modeling the inputs seen by the detector in the
experiment. The simulations were performed w ith the experimentally measured parameters (see
Table 1). However, unlike the experiment, the two cavities had identical cavity frequencies.
As shown in Fig. 5.6, the simulation began by initializing the Alice cavity in the |0) (red
trace), |1) (blue trace) or |2) (green trace) Fock state (top panel). The photon leaked out and
excited the detector cavity (second panel). Simultaneously, a selective 7r-pulse, timed to start
at the beginning o f the sim ulation, w ith a =

120

ns was applied at cjge to selectively excite the

detector qubit conditioned on the presence of a intra-cavity photon (third panel). Finally,

P ciic k

was extracted by calculating the probability th a t the detector qubit state was \e) at the end of
the simulation (bo ttom panel). The first detector characteristic, its dark count fraction P^, is
the probability th a t the detector clicks when the input is |0). When no photons were sent to
the detector (red trace),

P clic k <

0 .0 1

at the end o f the simulation. The transient increase in

the probability o f the detector qubit being in |e) observed during the course of the qubit pulse
is a result of the finite selectivity of the 7r-pulse which was confirmed by varying o or x- Thus,
the dark count probability, P j, can be decreased by increasing a at the cost of slowing down the
detection process (and hence the detection probability).
The second detector characteristic is its efficiency,
when the input is |1).

77,

the probability th a t the detector clicks

When one photon was sent to the detector, the qubit was excited by

the selective 7r-pulse resulting in

P ciic k

= 0.4. On the other hand, when two photons were sent
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Figure 5.6 | Single Photon D etector - Sim ulations. Results from solving the master equation
for a cascaded quantum system o f the Alice cavity em itting Fock states into the detector qubitcavity system. The top two panels show the expectation value o f the photon number operators
o f the Alice, ( t i a ), and detector, (njo), cavities. The Alice cavity (top panel) was initialized in
|0) (red trace), |1) (blue trace) or |2 ) (green trace). The third panel shows the amplitude of
a selective 7r-pulse w ith a = 120 ns applied on the detector qubit to excite it conditioned on
the presence of a singe intra-cavity photon. Finally, the probability to find the detector qubit in
|e) was calculated to find

P ciic k

at the end o f process (bottom panel). Simulations confirm th a t

the detector has dark counts ( P ciic k given |0 )) P d < 0 .0 1 and an efficiency ( P ci i ck given ]1 ))
r] ~ 0.4. Since Pciick is the same for | 1 ) (blue trace) and |2) (green trace), the detector is not
number-resolving.

to the detector, on average a single photon entered the detector, also resulting in Pciick = 0.4.
Since Pdick >s similar for | 1 ) and |2), the detector is not photon-num ber resolving. Furthermore,
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the simulations verified th a t the detector efficiency is robust to small imperfections and does not
require precise tuning. When the simulation parameters, such as the mismatch between the Alice
and detector cavity bandwidths and the selective pulse length and tim ing, were varied by
j] changed by <

5 .4 .2

2 0 %,

1 0 %.

D e t e c t o r C h a r a c te r iz a tio n

The performance o f the detector was also characterized experimentally to verify th a t it was
detecting single photons. In these experiments (see Fig. 5.7A), the Alice and Bob modules were
initialized in one o f the two states,

|0 )

or

|1 ) .

Single photons were generated by preparing the

qubit in |e) and then performing the CNOT-like operation to create the state |e l).
the generation process takes

254

Note th a t

ns unlike the assumption of instantaneous generation in the

simulations. Then, detection was performed by applying the selective 7r-pulse (a =
the detector followed by measuring the state of the detector qubit to find

P ciick-

120

ns) on

The frequency of

the detection 7r-pulse was varied to characterize the detector response as a function of frequency.
As shown in Fig. 5.7A, when the state

|0 )

(blue circles) was sent, the

P click

was maximized at

zero detuning where the pulse is selective on zero intra-cavity photons in the detector. Instead,
when the input was |1) (red circles), an increased response at ujge — x was observed. This is a
direct result o f the detector being excited when photon enters the detector. Due to losses and
the detector inefficiency, the response at zero detuning remains but w ith a lower
|0 ) .

P ciic k

than for

Moreover, the similar detector response to inputs from Alice and Bob demonstrates th a t the

detector can detect photons from both systems and th a t the losses on the two arms are similar
on the two paths.
In a second characterization experiment, the delay between the end of the photon generation
and beginning o f the photon detection steps was optimized.

The probability of detecting the

photon, Pciick- is maximized when the peak o f the detection pulse coincides w ith the tim e at which
the photon population inside the detector cavity is maximum. To find this point experimentally,
a photon was generated by Alice or Bob and sent to the detector with a variable delay between
the end o f the photon generation sideband pulse and the beginning of the selective detection
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Figure 5.7 | Single Photon D e tecto r - C haracterization. A) Detector click probability, -Pciick*
as function o f the detuning o f the detection pulse from Uge for different input states from the Alice
(top panel) and Bob (b o tto m panel) modules. The black dashed line indicated the frequency of
the selective 7r-pulse for optim um discrim ination o f the state |1) from the state |0). B) Detector
click probability, Pc]icjc, as a function o f the delay between the end o f the photon generation
pulse and the start o f the selective detection 7r-pulse. In the remote entanglement experiment of
Fig. 1.12, the pulses overlapped by 100 ns (black dashed line).

7r-pulse.

As shown in Fig. 5.7B, Pciick was maximized around a delay o f —100 ns (black dashed

line), i.e when the sideband and detection pulses had 100 ns o f overlap. This operation point
was used in the remote entanglement experiments o f Figs. 3 and 4.
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We a ttrib u te the difference between the simulated detector efficiency,

77

= 0.4, and the

measured Pcijc]f when a photon was generated in experiments to the losses in our system and
dark counts. Due to the the hybrid and the insertion losses o f the microwave components between
the A lice /B o b modules and the detector, photons only reach the detector about 40% o f the time,
corresponding to an efficiency due to the loss o f 7yiog& ~ 0.4. In addition, the detector can also
click when no photon is incident on it, which occurred w ith a probability P^ = 0.01. Together,
they result in the observed Pciick ~

5 .4 .3

0 -2

when a photon was generated.

D e t e c t o r O p t im iz a tio n
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Figure 5.8 | S ingle P h o to n D e te c to r - O p tim iz a tio n .

The probability o f dark counts, P^,

and detector click probability, Pciick, (le ft axis) and their ratio (rig h t axis) for each round of
detection as a function o f the readout threshold I ^ / c r . The detector readout has two probability
distributions (inset), one for click and one for no click. By using a more stringent threshold for
outcomes to be considered a click (w hite dashed line/black dashed line), the ratio P<j/Pdick can
be reduced, therefore improving the fidelity o f the generated Bell state.

This remote entanglement protocol is robust to loss since the generation o f an entangled
state is uniquely heralded by the dual detection o f single photons in the detector. Hence, photon
loss between A lice /B o b and the detector only affect the probability o f th a t outcome. However,
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dark counts in the detector are detrim ental to this experiment (for a quantitative discussion of the
effect, see Ch. 5.8) because they mix the desired Bell state with unwanted states, for example
|gg).

This impacts the measured fidelity.

probabilities proportional to

P ci i ck ( P d ) -

Since the desired (undesired) outcomes occur with

the ratio o f

P d / P c iic k

is the figure o f merit th a t must

be minimized for reducing the infidelity due to dark counts. Thus, it is im portant to minimize
the probability o f dark counts in the detector, P^. In our detector, dark counts occur as a result
o f the fin ite selectivity o f the detection 7r-pulse and im perfect readout of the qubit state. W hile
the detection pulse could be made more selective by increasing its a, this would increase the
overall detection time.

Unfortunately, this has two undesired consequences.

First, the overall

protocol tim e increases, and thus, so does the infidelity due to decoherence. Second, simulations
show th a t the detector efficiency is maximized for a ~ k, and thus increasing a further actually
increases

Therefore, we operated w ith a =

P d / P ciick-

Instead, we decrease the ratio

P d /P d ic k

120

ns.

in post-selection by reducing the probability th a t the

detector clicks when the state |0) is incident on it. As discussed before, readout o f the detector
qubit results in two distributions, one for click and one for no click. As shown in Fig. 5.8, by
moving the threshold closer to the distribution associated w ith a click in the detector, it was
possible to decrease the dark count fraction.

The data for Pcijck (red and yellow circles) and

Pd (black and gray circles) were obtained from the two rounds o f the remote entanglement
experiment and the control experiments (see Ch. 5.7) respectively.
the ratio

P d / P ciic k

From these two numbers,

(blue and purple squares) was calculated for each round. A threshold in the

middle o f the two distributions corresponds to I ^ / u

=

— 1 .8

where

P d / P ciick

=

0 .1

for the

second round. By moving the threshold to 1 % / a = 0.15 (black dashed line), the ratio decreases
to F d /ftiic k = 0.05.

5.5
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We now put the tools of single photon creation and generation together, first showing th a t the
detector can indeed detect the photons generated by the Alice and Bob systems. W ith this, we
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can also tune the photons in frequency and tem poral shape to minimize their distinguishability.
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Figure 5.9 | S ingle P h o to n G en e ra tio n and D e te c tio n . Alice (top) and Bob (b o tto m ) qubit
e f polarization (le ft axis) and detector click probability, Pclick> (rig h t axis) as a function of
sideband pulse length, Tsb, when the qubit is prepared in | / ) . Two sideband drives ( uoqsb ,
^C S b ) were applied, satisfying the frequency condition ujcsb —<^QSB — ^ a / b

" ^ e d r’ves

result in coherent oscillations between | / 0 ) and |e l) w ith the amplitude o f the drives chosen th a t
a 7r-pulse on the transition too k the same tim e for the Alice and Bob qubits, T sb = 254 ns.
The generation of a photon was verified w ith the detector which showed a peak in Pciick when
A lice /B ob were in |e).
As discussed in Ch. 1.7, the CNOT-like operation th a t entangles the stationary qubits with
flying microwave photons is realized by a 7r-pulse on the q ubit e f - transition followed by a 7r-pulse
between |/0 ) -H- |e l) follow ing the method in Ref.
between |/0 ) -H- |e l), two sideband tones at
[u q s b ,b /

27t = 4.9631 and

o j c s b . b / 27t

[71, 142].

u q s b ,a /2 k

To drive coherent transitions

— 5.1987 and

u > c s b , a / 27t

= 8.3325

= 8.1302) were applied to Alice (Bob). As shown in

Fig. 5.9, these drives result in damped sideband Rabi oscillations of the qubit state between | / )
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and |e) (Alice top, Bob bo tto m ). The probability o f detecting a photon w ith the detector,

P ciic k -

shown on the right axes o f the graphs in Fig. 5.9, peaked when the qubit was in |e) confirm ing
th a t a photon is generated.

Thus, a it pulse can be performed by turning on the drives for

half an oscillation, i.e. the tim e taken to transfer the excitation from the qubit to the cavity.
The amplitudes of the CSB and QSB drives on Alice and Bob were chosen so th a t the 7r-pulse
on | / 0 )

|e l) to o k the same time, Tsb = 254 ns, for both modules. W hile the oscillations

would ideally be between

+1

and

— 1,

a deviation from this behavior is observed in the data. We

a ttrib u te this behavior to the QSB tone spuriously exciting the ge and e f transitions and hence
driving the qubit out of |e). W hile increasing the detuning o f the drives would lower the spurious
excitation, this was not possible in our experiment because of power lim itations. Similarly, the
drive amplitudes could have been decreased but this would have increased the photon generation
tim e and degraded the fidelity o f tw o-qubit entangled state because of decoherence. Thus, the
drive amplitudes and detunings were chosen to balance the two effects.

5 .5 .2

D e m o n s tr a tin g Q u b it - P h o t o n E n ta n g le m e n t

As a preliminary step towards the realization o f the full remote entanglement protocol, we demon
strate in Fig. 5.10B and C signatures of entanglement between the Alice qubit and its corre
sponding traveling photon state by showing th a t the CNOT-like operation maps a |g0) + (3 |e0)
to a \g0) + (3 |e l )

(for data on the Bob qubit and simulations, see below).

We first show

th a t the relative weights o f |g) and |e) were correctly mapped by initializing the qubit in
cos (9/ 2) |g) + s in (9/ 2) |e ), followed by a tt pulse on the coQ
A ej and sideband pulses for a varying

tim e Tsb (see Fig. 5.10A, right). The selective 7r-pulse on the detector was a
pulse (a =

120

480

ns Gaussian

ns) and was tim ed such th a t the center of the Gaussian coincides w ith the end of

the sideband pulse. Finally, we measured the probability of detecting a photon in the detector,
-Pciick-

the

aRd the Alice polarization, ( Z t4 ). As shown in Fig. 5.10B (black dashed line), a 7r-pulse on

I/O )

P c iic k

<->- | e l) transition occurs for Tsb =

254

ns when the probability of detecting a photon,

is maximized. On the other hand, for shorter sideband pulse lengths, no photons are gen

erated and Pdick =

0.

Moreover, the observed increase in Pciick w ith 9 confirms th a t the relative
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Figure 5.10 | Signatures o f Alice Q u b it/F ly in g Photon Entanglem ent. A) Frequency spectra
o f the Alice and detector qubit-cavity systems (le ft) and experimental pulse sequence (rig h t). The
colors denote transitions which are driven to perform the CNOT-like operation and flying single
photon detection. The Alice qubit is prepared in an arbitrary initial state by the pulse K ew
at u ge. The CNOT-like operation consists o f a R y (tt) pulse at u ef followed by a pair o f sideband
pulses. The sideband pulses are applied at uj qsb, detuned by A from ujef , and uj csb, detuned
by A from uje
A . To detect flying photons, a frequency selective 7r-pulse is applied to the detector
q ubit at u)ge followed by a measurement o f the qubit state. B) Color plots o f the probability,
Pciick, o f the detector qubit ending in |e)(left) and the Alice qubit polarization, (Z a ) (rig h t), as a
function o f the sideband pulse length Tsb and 6 (for 4> = 7r / 2 ). The dashed line at Tsb = 254 ns
corresponds to a transfer |/0 ) —> |e l), i.e. a CNOT-like operation. C) Detector click probability,
Pciick> ar|d Alice equatorial Bloch vector components, ( X a ) and ( Y a ) , as a function o f <f> for
6 — 7t / 2 when the CNOT-like operation is either performed (b o tto m ) or not (top). Open circles
are experimental data and lines are fits.
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Figure 5.11 | S ig n a tu re s o f Q u b it-P h o to n E n ta n g le m e n t: D a ta vs. T heory. This data is
sim ilar to th a t of Fig. 5.10 but addresses the Bob module o f the experiment and its equivalence to
the Alice module. A) Color plots o f the probability, P ciic k (t°P left)- o f the detector qubit ending
in |e) and the Bob qubit polarization, ( Z b ) (bottom left), as a function of the sideband pulse
length Tsb when Bob was prepared in cos ( 6 / 2) \g) + sin (9/ 2) \e). A theoretical simulation,
plotted on the right, shows good agreement.

B) Detector click probability,

T ciic k .

and Bob

equatorial Bloch vector components, ( X a ) and (Y a). as a function o f when Bob was prepared
in - Y (|g) + e1^ |e)) and the CNOT-like operation was either performed (b o tto m ) or not (top).
Open circles are experimental data and lines are fits.
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w eight o f the superposition state between |g) and |e) is mapped onto |g0) and |e l) (Fig. 5.10B,
left). We also confirm th a t this process does not destroy the qubit state by observing th a t the
final value o f ( Z a ) agrees with the initial preparation angle 9 (Fig. 5.10B, right).
Furthermore, in Fig. 5 .IOC, we show th a t this operation also maps the phase o f a \g) + (3 |e)
onto a |g0) + (3 |e l). D irectly measuring the phase o f |e l) relative to \g0) is not possible in this
experiment since the detector only detects the presence or absence of a photon.
Alice qubit was firs t prepared on the equator o f the Bloch sphere in
like operation was either performed or not and finally both

P ci i ck , a n d

Instead, the

(|g) + e1^ |e)), the CNOTthe qubit equatorial Bloch

vector components, ( X a ) and (Y a ), were measured. When no photon is generated, PCKCk =

0

as

expected and ( X a ) and (Y a ) oscillate w ith the preparation phase 0 (Fig. 5.IOC, top). However,
when the operation is performed, a photon is generated and thus Pcnck is now non-zero. Since,
the preparation phase <fi is now mapped onto the entangled state, the measurement o f the photon,
either by the detector or some other loss in the system, results in the unconditional dephasing of
the qubit, ( X a ) , (Y a ) =

0

(Fig. 5.10B, bottom ).

Sim ilar signatures were observed for the Bob module as shown in Fig. 5.11. The observed
behavior agrees w ith the results of a simplified theoretical model (right panels, Fig. 5.11A). In
this model, the action o f the sideband drives on A lice /B o b was modeled using the theory of
damped vacuum Rabi oscillations described in [50].

We note th a t although our system uses

sideband transitions between a different set o f states, the coupling can still be modeled w ith the
same formalism. Thus, the three states used here were |/0 ) ,

|e l) and |e0). The sidebands drive

coherent transitions between | / 0 ) and |e l) while the cavity linewidth, k, causes |e l) to decay to
|eO). For the detector signal, we made the sim plification o f using the state of the cavity subjected
to two inefficiencies as a proxy. Thus,

P cn ck ( T s b )

— V^ei (^s b ), where

77

accounts for the loss

between the A lice/B o b module and the detector as well as the detector efficiency and

P e1

(t) is

the probability o f the system being in |e l). We find good qualitative agreement between theory
and experiment.

5.6.
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Joint T o m o g ra p h y and Calibration

Next, we address the jo in t tom ography which is used to measure the state o f the Alice and Bob
qubits at the end of the remote entanglement protocol. To calculate the final state o f the Alice
and Bob qubit after a jo in t measurement, the measured in-phase and quadrature signal (/(£ ),
Q ( t ) ) was converted into a digital result using two thresholds, one for Alice and one for Bob (see
Fig. 5.2B). Since the four measured Gaussian distributions had equal standard deviations, these
thresholds were straight lines equidistant from the two distributions. Thus, using the thresholds,
the ou tpu t voltage from each jo in t tom ography measurement was converted into a final outcome
o f \G) or |E ) for each qubit. By performing measurements on an ensemble of identically prepared
states, these counts were converted into expectation values of the observable being measured.
Fully characterizing the state o f the two qubits requires measuring the 16 components o f the
tw o -q ub it density matrix. This was done in the Pauli basis using the single-qubit pre-rotations
I d , R y ( 7t / 2 ) and R x ( tt/2 ) to measure the Z, X and Y components respectively o f each qubit
Bloch vector and the tw o-qubit correlators.
However, the tom ography was not perfect (Tjoint % 100%) and we next discuss how to
understand the im perfect tom ography and calibrate out its effects[87, 118].

The ideal jo in t

measurement o f the tw o-qubit state can be described using the projectors into the com putational
basis:
/ 1 0

0

0 \

0

o o o o

1 0

0
(5.12)
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Here, the capital letters are used to denote a measurement outcome and distinguish it from a
tw o-qubit state. The probability of each of those 4 outcomes is given by p (j ) = T r [II j p \ where
j = { G G , G E , E G , E E } . In the case of the im perfect measurement, the state at the end of the
experiment is not fa ith fu lly converted into a measurement outcome. For example, the state |gg)
could be recorded as EG w ith some probability. This can be described by the 4 x 4 m atrix A ,
where A j i is the probability th a t the state i is recorded as outcome j . Thus, four new projectors,
Y^expt _ Yl i A j l A i , can be calculated th a t model this imperfection. The effects o f this imperfect
measurement were accounted for in the theoretically calculated density m atrix in Fig. 1.12B.
To calculate A for this system, a calibration experiment was performed where the 4 compu
tational states |gg), |ge), \eg) and |ee) were prepared. Then joint-tom ography was performed to
calculate the probability o f each measurement outcome. By measuring p j for each of the input
states, the values of A j i were calculated, yielding:

(

HQ/ii
0.941

n0.047
nA7
n0.031
rm

n nm \
0.001

0.031

0.925

0.001

0.030

0.027

0.001

0.931

0.031

y 0.001

0.027

0.037

0.938 J

(5.14)

A =

W ith this matrix, the tom ography for the actual experiment could be corrected.

For a

given tom ography pre-rotation k, the outcome can be w ritten as a vector of probabilities Bp =
( p ( G G ) k , p ( G E ) k , p ( E G ) k p p { E E ) k).

Thus, the experimental state in the com putational

basis, Pp, th a t resulted in this outcome is given by Pp = A ~ 1B k . This operation was applied to
tom ography outcomes to calculate a corrected density matrix, pcorr, and thus a corrected fidelity,
Tcorr = 57% .

5.7

Experim ental Results

Having established all the tools used in the experiment, we now delve into the full experimen
tal protocol, including control experiments to verify th a t remote entanglement was generated
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intentionally as a result o f the flying photons.

5.7.1

Pulse Sequence

State Preparation

i i
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Figure 5.12 | D e ta ile d P ulse Sequence. The remote entanglement protocol began w ith state
preparation where the three qubit-cavity systems were initialized in the desired state by cooling
and single-qubit rotations. Then, the firs t o f two rounds o f the protocol was performed. The
qubits were entangled w ith flying single photons by a CNOT-like operation which then interfered
on the hybrid and were detected by a selective 7r-pulse on the detector qubit. A 7r-pulse was
performed on both Alice and Bob to remove the unwanted |ee) state and the detector to reset it.
Next, the second round o f the protocol was performed followed by jo in t tom ography to measure
the state o f Alice and Bob. The measurement outcomes from the two rounds o f photon detection,
M \ and M 2, were used to post-select successful trials for the tom ographic analysis. The entire
protocol was repeated w ith Trcp = 21 /is, much faster than the T\ tim e o f any o f qubits.
In the firs t step o f the complete remote entanglement protocol (see Fig. 5.11), the Alice, Bob
and the detector qubits were initialized in |g). They were first cooled to the ground states using a
driven reset protocol [46] and then a measurement was performed to post-select on experiments
where all three qubits were successfully cooled. This state initialization by post-selection had
a success probability o f 57%.
Trep =

21

Moreover, this also allowed the experiment to be repeated at

/is, much faster than the relaxation tim e o f any qubit. Single qubit pulses were then

applied to the Alice and Bob qubits to prepare them in the desired initial state. Then, the first
round o f the remote entanglement protocol consisting o f the CNOT-like operation and the photon
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detection were performed. Before the second round, a 7r-pulse on u ge was applied to both the
Alice and Bob qubits to remove the weight in the \ee) state. In addition, the detector was reset
by an unselective 7r-pulse th a t returned the detector qubit to |g) if it went click in the first
round. Such an unconditional reset can be used since only those trials where the detector went
click were used in the final data analysis. A fter a second round o f the CNOT-like operation and
photon detection, jo in t tom ography o f the Alice and Bob qubit state was performed conditioned
on measuring two clicks in the detector. As shown in Fig. 5.12, the measurement of the detector
qubit in the second round was performed after the jo in t tom ography to reduce the protocol
tim e and hence, the effects o f decoherence.

This can be done because the photon detection

process is completed at the end o f the detection 7r-pulse. The measurement o f the qubit state
is required only for the experimenter to determine the outcome of the detection event. A set
o f control sequences was interleaved into the above protocol to calibrate the jo in t tomography.
These experiments were repeated to accumulate at least 105 successful shots o f each sequence
for adequate statistics.

5 .7 .2

C o n tr o l E x p e rim e n ts

To verify th a t the experimental results observed in the data shown in Fig. 1.12 and Fig. 1.13 are a
result o f the which-path erasure o f the flying photons by the hybrid, two control experiments were
performed. In these experiments, no flying photons were generated but the experimental protocol
was otherwise left unchanged. The jo in t tom ography performed at the end of the protocol is
no longer conditioned on photon detection events. To further rule out systematic error, these
experiments were interleaved with the experiments performed in Fig. 1.13. The results on these
experiments are shown in Fig. 5.13. In the first experiment, a control for the data in Fig. 1.13A,
Bob was initialized in

(\g) + je )) and Alice was prepared in cos (9/2) \g) + sin (0/2) \e).

Since the qubits were not entangled with photons, no entanglement was generated for any
preparation angle 9. This is most directly demonstrated by { Z Z ) = 0, unlike in Fig. 1.13A where
{ Z Z ) < 0.

Since Bob remained in ^

(|g) + |e)) at the end o f the experiment independent

of 6 , the final single-qubit Bloch vector has Pauli components ( Z b )

=

0, ( X b )

=

0 and
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Figure 5.13 | C o n tro l Sequence D a ta . Measured amplitudes o f selected tw o-qubit Pauli vector
components as a function o f qubit preparation. In experiments identical to those in Fig. 1.12,
the two qubit were prepared in the desired initial state but no flying photons were generated.
Joint tom ography of the final tw o-qubit state was performed. A) W ith Bob always initialized in
(\g) -F |e)), Alice was prepared in the variable state cos (0/2) |g )+ s in ( 0/ 2) \e). B) W ith Alice
always initialized in

(|g) + |e)), Bob was prepared in the variable state ^

(|g) + e1^ |e)). In

both cases, data (points) and fits (lines) confirm th a t no tw o-qubit entanglement is observed.
This is most directly indicated by ( Z Z ) — 0 unlike Fig. 1.12.

(Yb) = 1- Consequently, only ( Y Y ) and ( X Y ) vary w ith 0 and are maximized at 0 =

t t / 2

while

( X X ) = ( Y X ) = 0, unlike in Fig. 1.13A.
In the second experiment, a control for the data in Fig. 1.13B, Alice wasnow initialized
in

(\g) + |e)) and Bob was prepared in

(|g) + e1^ |e)).

In the control experiment with

no photons, the final tw o-qubit state should be the superposition of the com putation states
\ (19d) +

\9e) + \ed) + e^ lee))- Tf>us- ( Z Z ) = 0 (see Fig. 5.13B). Moreover, ( X X ) and

( Y Y ) do not have in-phase sinusoidal oscillations characteristic of an odd Bell

state. Ideally,

( X X ) = ( X Y ) = 0 but a small detuning error on the Alice qubit caused oscillations in them
too.

5.8

E n ta n g le m e n t Fidelity

To understand the sources of infidelity in the experiment, various sources of imperfection were
built into a quantum circu it model of the entire system.

The model contained both qubits,

treated as two-level systems, an upper and lower branch o f the experiment th a t could have

0, 1
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or 2 flying photons and two single-photon detectors. Thus, the to ta l system state was described
by a 36 x 36 density matrix.

Sources o f imperfections were individually introduced and their

effects on this density m atrix was calculated. By cascading their effects on the density matrix,
their combined im pact was also calculated. Finally, to compare to experiment, the photon parts
o f the density m atrix were traced out to reduce it to a tw o-qubit density m atrix which was
expressed in the Pauli basis to generate Fig. 1.12B and calculate the expected fidelity.

5 .8 .1

Q u b it D e c o h e re n c e

The effects o f qubit decoherence on the density m atrix were modeled using phase damping. For
a single qubit, this can be represented by the quantum operation S (p) = E o p E + E \ p E \ [99].
q

Here,
// , 1

„ \

\

0

Eq - y o

, E i = v 1 — ex.
0

u

1
1

/

(5.15)

v °

- 1 /

and a = ( l + e “ i//T2E) /2 . The decoherence o f each qubit was treated as an independent
process assuming th a t there was no correlated noise affecting the two systems. Thus, by taking
its Kronecker product w ith a 2 x 2 identity matrix, the single-qubit phase damping operation
was converted into a tw o-qubit operator. Two separate quantum operations, Ea (p) and Eb (p)
for the decoherence o f Alice and Bob, were calculated using T 2e

, a

—

10 /is and T 2 E, b

—

16 /is

respectively. The final density matrix, obtained by cascading the two operation, resulted in a
20%

infidelity due to decoherence, i.e O^Bell - 0 -8-

5 .8 .2

D a r k C o u n ts

This protocol’s robustness to loss is a result o f heralding on single-photon detection events which
are uniquely linked to the generation o f a Bell state.

However dark counts mix the Bell state

w ith other states, |gg) for example, resulting in a lowered fidelity. This infidelity was calculated
by modeling the im pact of an im perfect detector on the tw o-qubit density m atrix. The detector
takes one o f three possible input states, the flying Fock states |0), |1) and 12), and returns one
o f two outputs, click or no-click. In the generalized measurement formalism, this corresponds to

5.8.
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the three measurement operators M q = |0) (0|, M i = |0) (1| and M 2 = |0) (2\ for detecting 0,
1 or 2 photons respectively[50]. To model the imperfections o f dark counts and finite detector
efficiency, we introduce P d, the probability o f a dark count in the detector, and Preai. the
probability th a t the detector goes click when a photon arrives. Since according to simulations,
the detector cannot distinguish between |1 ) and

12 ),

we make the assumption th a t either input

results in a click w ith the same probability Preai- Thus, the probability of the two outcomes,
no-click (NC) and click (C), are:

P

nc

= Tr

(1 - Pd) M qpM q + (1 - P reai)

M i p M [ + M 2p M l

PdM 0p M l + PreaI ( M l PM { + M 2p M \

Pc = T r

(5.16)

(5.17)

Based on the measurement outcome, the input density m atrix is projected to one o f two
o u tp u t density matrices:

(1 - Pd) M 0PM l + (1 - P real) ( m i Pm \ + m 2Pm \
PNC = - ---------------------------------------- 5 ------ - ----------------------------------—

(5.18)

1 NC

PdM oPM 1
0 + Preal ( m i Pm { + M 2Pm \
PC = ^

-------------------------------- —

( 5 - 19)

To model the experiment and calculate the fidelity limited by dark counts, the final density
m atrix after two rounds o f the protocol and successful photon detection was calculated, resulting
in a 36 x 36 density m atrix.

The photon components o f the density m atrix were traced out,

yielding the 4 x 4 density m atrix pnn&\.

From this, the fidelity limited by dark counts,

T r (pfirLai 10+ ) ( 0 + |), was found:

^Pd,lPd,2 ~FPd,lPreal,2

q-

T 4 P r e a l,lP r e a l,2

H P d , l P d , 2 + 8 P d , 2 P r e a l,l + 9 P d ,lP r e a l,2 + 4 P real , l P r eal,2

Here the numeric subscripts on
ment. The values o f

P reai

and

P^

P^

and

P reai

are for the two detections rounds in the experi

for each round were extracted from the measured click proba
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bilities from the remote entanglement and the control experiments. We find P ^ i = 0.006, Pd ,2 =
0.005, P reai,l = 0.21, P reai ,2 = 0.26 and thus 3^ — 0.9. Combining the effects of decoherence

and dark counts results in an expected theoretical fidelity of fFthy — 0.76.
From this model o f the experiment, it also possible to analyze the state created at the end
o f the first round of the protocol which, as described in Ch. 1.7, is p^hck = T f | 0 + ) ( 0 + 1 +
(1 — N ) |ee) (ee|. In the case o f a detector w ith no ability to distinguish between the inputs |1)

and |2) and w ith no losses or dark counts, the normalization constant 3sf = | . However, in the
presence of dark counts in the detector, the mixed state is further contaminated w ith weights in
|g g ) and

\0 ~

). From the values o f Pd,l ar|d Preal,l. we find th a t the mixed state generated by

detecting a click in the first round is:

p chck

= a 6 3 5 |0 +^

</ 0 + 1

+ 0 ^327 |ee) {ee\ + 0.019 |g g ) (g g \ + 0.019 10

~ ) (0 ~ \

(5.21)

W hile lim itin g the experiment to a single round would reduce the effects o f decoherence
and increase the generation rate by decreasing the protocol time, the advantages of performing a
second round o f the protocol are greater. In addition to increasing the overall fidelity by removing
the weight in the |ee), the inclusion o f the R y ( tt) pulse on Alice and Bob stabilizes the phase of
the generated Bell state, protecting it against inevitable drifts in experimental setup, such as the
qubit frequencies or the phase o f the various microwave generators for example.

5 .8 .3

T o m o g ra p h y

To model the imperfections arising from the tomography process, we used the theory described
above (see Ch. 5.6) to calculate the Pauli components in Fig. 1.12. Using the experimentally
measured A matrix, the im perfect projectors U^xpt were calculated.
outcome is Pjk = T r YlexvtR k p R \

where R

Thus the measurement

is one the 9 tom ography pre-rotations. From the

set o f measurement outcomes, the 16 Pauli vector were calculated and plotted in Fig. 1.12B.
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5 .8 .4

E rro r A n a ly s is

The error bars in the quoted fidelity were dominated by statistical error from the finite number
o f tom ography outcomes used to reconstruct the density m atrix in the Pauli basis. Since around
2 x 105 successful shots were used to calculate each Pauli component, the error was limited to
around 1%. To convert the error in the Pauli components to an error in the fidelity and hence
the concurrence, different density matrices were constructed by varying each Pauli component
by their respective error amounts. The fidelity to | 0 + ) and concurrence was then calculated for
each of these density matrices to find the desired error bars.

5.9

Future Directions

We now turn our discussion to how both the remote entanglement fidelity and generation rate
can be further improved, expanding upon the discussion in Ch. 1.7. To be used as a prim itive for
other quantum operations and gates, the operation th a t generates remote entanglement, which
we otherwise call the remote entanglement generation gate, must have high fidelity and a large
generation rate. Crucially for the latter, the generation rate must exceed the decoherence rate
o f the components storing quantum information ( ~ 10 kHz for qubits and ~ 200 Hz for 3D
cavities).
Starting w ith the fidelity o f the remote entanglement generation gate, the primary source of
infidelity, the decoherence times of the Alice and Bob qubits, can be reduced by readily available
qubits w ith an order o f magnitude greater coherence tim e [3].

However, while this improves

Tr^Beii ~ 0-9- t ° really make the decoherence lim ited fidelity much smaller requires qubits with
even longer decoherence times (T 2 Beii > >

100

/is), an ever-present goal for superconducting,

indeed all, qubits. Next, improving the single photon detectors to lower their dark count rate, and
also increase their detection efficiency since Tdet ~ Pd /Pc lick- One proposal for an improved is
discussed below. The remaining source of infidelity is suspected to be from the im perfect CNOTlike operation; signatures of this imperfection can be seen in Fig. 5.9 in the reduced contrast
(ideally 2) sideband oscillations which suggest th a t the final state is not purely |e l). As mentioned
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in Ch. 5.3 and Ch. 1.7, the cause for this is not well understood although it is suspected th a t
at large power, the pumps used to drive the | / 0 )
transitions and also leakages to other states.

|e l) transition also drive other undesired

Given the increasing use th a t these two-photon

processes are seeing in cQED, these non-idealities are an area o f active further investigation.
As for the generation rate, readily available real-time fast feedback techniques can be used
to significantly reduce the protocol repetition tim e which is currently lim ited by the tim e it takes
to initialize all three qubits in the experiment to |g) by cooling and post-selection.

Moreover,

real-time feedback also allows us to im plement an adaptive protocol th a t can reset all the qubits
to |g) if no photon is detected in the first round, instead o f proceeding to the second as we
currently do. Therefore, in addition to the 16-fold increase in generation possible from the use of
two efficient single-photon detectors, these real-time feedback techniques could enable generates
of ~

10 kHz.

However, given the success probability of the protocol, 50%, and the fastest

the protocol repetition time, ~

2

/is, the maximum generation rate possible is on the order of

100 kHz. Consequently, this fu rther emphasizes the need for significantly increased decoherence
times, especially for qubits.

5 .9 .1

Im p ro v in g th e S in g le P h o to n D e te c to r

W hile the entanglement generation rate in the experiment can be increased by a factor of 4 by
using two detectors, a furth e r almost 4-fold increase in the rate can be achieved w ith a higher
efficiency detector. The mode mismatch between the flying photons and the the detector which
currently lim its its efficiency to ~ 50% can be overcome by shaping the traveling photons to be
perfectly absorbed by the detector. Since they leak out o f the Alice of Bob cavities, the traveling
photons have a decaying exponential temporal waveform with the decay constant k a or Kg.
Ideally, to perfectly enter the detector cavity w ith o u t any reflections, the photons would need
to have a rising exponential temporal waveform w ith the decay constant kd-

Whereas tim e-

reversing the photon temporal shape is challenging, an alternative strategy outlined in Fig. 5.14
involves using drives to generate and capture photons with tim e-sym m etric temporal waveforms.
Adapting the ideas for quantum state transfer between trapped ion systems introduced in
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Figure 5.14 | S c h e m a tic fo r E m ittin g and C a p tu rin g S ingle P h o to n s. A) The strongly
coupled ports o f two superconducting 3D transmon qubits are connected via a circulator in an
example schematic for a system to efficiently em it and capture single photons using shaped
sideband drives. Single photons w ith tim e-sym m etric temporal waveforms are em itted by the
Send system on the left and captured by the Receive system on the right. B) Energy level
diagram for the Send. The protocol for generating a photon is identical to Fig. 5.3. The qubit
begins in an arbitrary superposition state ct\g) + /3\e) w ith the cavity in |0). A single photon
is generated by first applying the pulse
( 7r) at coef and then applying a pair of sideband
pulses th a t drive transitions from |/0 )
|e l). By controlling the shapes o f these drives, a
tim e-sym m etric photon is em itted. C) Energy level diagram for the Receive. The photon em itted
by the Send system incident on the Receive system excited it from its initial state o f \g0) to |g l).
By applying two sideband pulses, transitions from the state \ gl ) -H- |e0) are driven to transfer
the excitation from the cavity mode to the qubit mode. A t the end o f the sequence, the Receive
qubit is left in |e) only if a photon was incident on it and otherwise remains in |g). Because these
two sideband drives can be shaped to make the qubit look mode-matched to the incident photon,
the flying photon can be perfectly absorbed with no reflections unlike the detector described in
Fig. 5.6.

Ref. [25] to our cQED systems, we consider a simplified system of a single Send and a single
Receive system, so named for the functions they perform in the experiment (see Fig. 5.14A), to
outline how to realize an efficient single photon detector. The single photon generation process
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in the Send system is almost identical to th a t described in Fig. 5.3 (Ch. 5.3); an arbitrary initial
superposition state o f the qubit a \g) + f3 \e) w ith the cavity in |0) is mapped onto a |g0) + [5 \el)
w ith a R y f ( 7r) pulse followed by a sideband drive enabled 7r-pulse from |/0 ) —)►|e l). No, instead
o f the sideband drives being constant amplitude, they are am plitude is changed with tim e to
generate a tim e-sym m etric photon.

To capture this photon, a similar process is used on the

Receive system; the incident photon excites the Receive from its initial state o f \g0) to \gl ).
Simultaneously, another pair o f sideband drives w ith shaped amplitudes are applied to drive the
|g l)

|e0), swapping a cavity excitation into the qubit mode. Thus, when a photon is incident,

it is absorbed by the system and the Receive qubit ends in \e)\ on the other hand, when no
photon is incident, the drives have no effect and the qubit remains in |g). Thus, the detection
process is completed w ith dispersive readout o f the qubit state as before followed by resetting
the detector. As shown in Ref. [25], specifying the desired photon shape is sufficient to specify
the necessary drive amplitudes as a function o f tim e for the Send and Receive system. Thus,
the drive amplitudes and the # 2 ph th a t they generate need to be carefully calibrated to make
this process work. A further advantage o f this protocol is th a t it should have a lower dark count
rate than the currently used detector since the sideband pulses should be more significantly more
selective at not exciting the qubit when no photon is incident than the Ry6,1 (7r) pulse currently
used. Moreover, this protocol can also be optimized to minimize the overall tim e to send and
receive photons, balancing th a t w ith the overall efficiency, affording more control than currently
available.

5 .9 .2

S in g le R o u n d P ro to c o ls fo r In c re a s e d G e n e ra tio n R a te

One potential strategy towards a higher generation rate th a t also avoids using the |/0 ) -H- |e l)
sideband transition is an alternate remote entanglement scheme w ith only a single round of
flying photon generation and detector [16]. The current protocol, based on Ref. [6 ], has two
round to filte r out the desired Bell state from the density m atrix obtained at the end o f the
firs t round p^hck = N | 0 + ) ( 0 + | + (1 — Tsf) |ee) (ee| (see Ch. 1.7); the contam ination o f \ee)
results from losses in the system and the inability of the detector to distinguish between | 1 )
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and \2). Flowever, an alternative is to instead reduce the weight of |ee) in p f lck by initializing
both the Alice and Bob qubit-flying photon system each in the state (1 — e) |r/0) + e |e l) where
e is a small number. A fte r the photons interfere on the hybrid, the to ta l system state is now
\i>)2 = (1 - e) 2 \gg) |00) + (1 - e)e |0 + ) |10) + (1 - e)e 10 ~ ) |01) + e2 \ee) (|02) - |2 0 » . When
a single flying photon is detected, the resulting state is dom inantly a Bell state w ith only small
contam ination o f |ee), since e is small. The value o f e to maximize the fidelity o f the generated
entangled state depends on the losses in the system and the properties of the detector like its
dark count rate. However, because the qubits do not start in an equal superposition state, the
success probability of this weak excitation single-round protocol is lower than the 50% possible
in the two-round protocol. Still, this weak excitation protocol can achieve a higher generation
rate since it can be repeated faster due to the shorter protocol time, and it also suffers less from
inefficiencies in the detector and single photon transmission losses.
Since the q u b it systems need to be initialized in the

(1

— e) |$0) + e |e l) w ith no second

round, the required CNOT operation between the stationary and flying qubits can be performed
by driving the |g0)

]e l) transition to create the necessary weak excitation, which can be

driven w ith higher fidelity than the |/0 )

|e l) transition. However, in using the \g0)

|e l)

transition, the CNOT is not realized exclusively from a combination o f tt -pulses. Moreover, since
there is only a single round, the 7r-pulse in the two-round protocol is also absent removing
an im portant re-focusing pulse in the protocol th a t stabilized the generated Bell state phase.
W hile superconducting qubit systems do not suffer from drifts in path lengths th a t can plague
experiments using optical photons, the transmon qubits themselves d rift in frequency over time; as
a consequence, the Bell state phase of the single-round protocol is susceptible to this additional
dephasing mechanism, not being protected by the 7r-pulse o f the two-round protocol.

Thus,

successfully im plem enting a weak excitation protocol for superconducting qubits would require
borrowing yet another strategy from the optical experiments - tracking the qubit frequencies over
time. By interleaving the remote entanglement experiment with a Ramsey dephasing protocol
to measure the q u b it frequency periodically, the frequency of the control pulses applied to the
experiment can be dynamically changed to follow the qubit, m itigating these dephasing effects.

P e rs p e c tiv e s o f t h is W o r k T o w a rd s
E n t a n g le m e n t D is t illa t io n , and
B e yo n d

Civilization begins with distillation.
William Faulkner

6.1

O verview o f E n ta n g le m e n t Distillation

Along w ith local single qubit operations, the tools of high-fidelity, QND measurements and
robust concurrent remote entanglement generation form the operations necessary for non-local,
i.e teleported, tw o-qubit gates in a distributed quantum system, like the modular architecture
presented in Ch. 1.3. An arbitrary remote gate between the data qubits of two modules can be
performed by im plem enting the quantum circuit shown in Fig. 6.1. Similar to the protocol for
the remote-CNOT gate shown in Fig. 1.4, the operation between the data qubits uses a remote
entangled state between communications qubits o f the two modules as a resource. A fter the
remote entangled state is generated, only local operations and control are required to complete the
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protocol. The remote unitary gate is implemented by performing controlled operations between
the data and com m unication qubits w ithin a module as well as operations on the data qubits
conditioned on the measurements of the communication qubits in the other module.

D

D

Alice

Remote
Entanglement
Generation
Gate

Bob
D

D —

U

Figure 6.1 | Q u a n tu m C irc u it fo r a R e m o te U n ita ry G ate betw een M o d u le s. Circuit
for a remote arbitrary unitary gate between modules. Using an entangled state between the
com m unication qubits o f two modules as a resource, an arbitrary unitary gate U between the
two data qubits in the modules can be implemented using only local operations and classical
comm unication between the modules. A fte r a CNOT gate between the data and communication
qubits in the firs t module, the communication b it is measured in the Z basis. An X gate,
conditioned on the measurement outcome, is performed on the data qubit. Then, a controlledunitary is performed between the communication and data qubit before completing the operation
w ith a measurement o f the communication bit in the X basis and performing a conditional Z
gate on the data qubit in the first module.

The fidelity o f the tw o-qubit gate crucially depends on various constituents o f the remote
gate shown in Fig. 6.1: (1) the fidelity of the local operations performed in each module; (2) the
lifetimes and coherence times of the quantum modes involved in the circuit; (3) the fidelity of
the remote entangled state used as a resource state [7, 65, 93, 97]. W ith demonstrated single
qubit operation fidelities o f T ~ 0.99 [12, 53, 112, 141], the first of the three constituents is
the least concerning.

On the other hand, the coherence times, especially o f transmon qubits,

can be lim iting to the remote-gate fidelity. W hile concerning, the most debilitating o f the three
is the fidelity o f the remote entangled resource state. The achieved fidelity of T ~ 0.57 (see
Ch. 5) would be insufficient to demonstrate a successful gate. Even w ith all the improvements
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described in Ch. 5.9, the entangled state fidelity would still contribute to imperfections on par
w ith decoherence. Moreover, as the size and complexity of the modular systems increases, it will
be crucial to ensure th a t the remote entangled state fidelity doesn’t degrade. This necessitates
im plem enting what is effectively a form o f error correction; high-quality entangled states can be
generated using many copies o f lower-quality ones in a process called entanglement distillation
[7, 32],
Also know as entanglement purification, this distillation procedure consists of performing
unitary operations on the starting copies o f the tw o-qubit entangled states followed by single
q ubit measurements; conditioned on the measurement outcomes, the final state is an entangled
state o f higher fidelity, making this a probabilistic process. To illustrate how this works concretely,
consider the case of Alice and Bob who share two Bell pairs, each with fidelity T = F to the
odd Bell state | 0 + ). Expressed as a density matrix:

Pi

Here

= F 10 + ) (0 + 1 + l ^ T

( | 0 - ) ( p -1 +

I-E + )

( E +1 + | £ T ) { E ~ |)

O and E correspond to the odd and even Bell states respectively and + and

(6.1)

—indicate

the phase o f th a t Bell state. This initial state is not too different than the one we obtain from
the experiment discussed in Ch. 5; in fact, the only difference is th a t for the state obtained in
the experiment, the weight in
aX

\0~)

was larger than th a t in jT ^ ) . First, Alice and Bob perform

rotation on the qubit th a t transforms

|E 7^ ). The density m atrix o f each Bell state

copy thus becomes:

Pi = F | £ + ) ( £ + [ +

TT

( | £ - ) ( E ~ | + | 0 + ) (0 + 1 + | 0 - ) ( 0 - | )

(6.2)

Thus, the Bell state has gone from being dom inantly | 0 + ) to \E + ). Next, Alice and Bob perform
a CNOT between the two qubits they have. In other words, they perform the gate using their qubit
from one Bell pair as the control and their qubit from the second Bell pair as the target. The
effect o f this operation is summarized in Ref. [7]. Finally, Alice and Bob each measure their target
q ubit in the Z basis; if they find th a t their measurement outcomes agree, then the unmeasured
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pair (the control qubits) is a Bell state of improved fidelity T = F ' > F . A sufficient requirement
for F ' > F is th a t the fidelity of the initial Bell pairs exceed T = F > 0.5. It is im portant to note
th a t this protocol is inherently probabilistic and the success probability depends on the fidelity of
the input entangled states, w ith higher fidelity pairs resulting in an increased success probability
m.
The combination of the CNOT operation and the measurement is to effectively redistribute
the weights o f the density m atrix and select outcomes th a t increase the weight in the desired Bell
state. This can be understood by seeing w hat happens as a result of the CNOT operation. When
the qubits th a t Alice and Bob use as the controls start in the Bell state I F ^ and the target Bell
pair are in |F + ), then the this CNOT operation has no effect and the source and target remain
unchanged. However, when the source pair is in

and the target pair is in |F + ), the CNOT

leaves the source unchanged but changes the target to | 0 + ). In the first case, a measurement
of the Z com ponent of the Alice and Bob target qubits will yield identical outcomes. However,
in the second case, the measurement w ill result in anti-correlated outcomes.

By only keeping

attem pts where the target qubit measurement outcomes agree, the protocol filters out density
m atrix weights in undesired Bell pair components, like |E + ) for example. As a result, the fidelity
of the desired Bell pair increases.
However, this implem entation of entanglement distillation suffers from a few shortcomings.
Most im portantly, it does not correct all the possible errors th a t the input Bell state to be purified
may suffer from . The Bell pair can suffer one of three possible types o f errors: a b it-flip error
(also called an X
flip error (a Y

error); a phase-flip error (a Z

error); and a simultaneous bit-flip and phase-

error). The protocol outlined above w ith a single round o f local operations and

measurements, creating w hat is sometimes referred to as a level-1 purified pair, corrects only two
o f the three possible error [65]. Thus, even w ith repeated rounds of distillation, this protocol
would be lim ited in the ultim ate fidelity o f Bell state is produced if the input state is the one
o f Eq. 6.1; however, if, for example, one o f the error rates was very low and the Bell state only
suffered from only two error channels, this protocol could be effective.
An alternative entanglement distillation protocol (see Ref. [65]) th a t can correct all three
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possible errors relies on concatenating the above procedure. A fter a single round o f distillation is
performed to produce a level-1 pair, the process is repeated to generate a second level-1 distilled
entangled pair. Subsequently, the two level- 1 pairs are used as the input for yet another round of
distillation resulting in a level-2 pair. This would necessitate having at least two storage modes
in each module so th a t two entangled states may be simultaneously stored. Other entanglement
distillation procedures th a t can only correct arbitrary errors in the input Bell pairs but also protect,
to some level, against im perfect local operations have also been explored [32, 38, 98]. In general,
the choice o f what distillation procedure to implement is strongly dependent on the errors th a t
the input Bell pairs are prone to as well as the errors in the local operations (for systems where the
errors due to local operations dom inate the errors in the Bell states, longer distillation protocols
w ith more operations will induce more errors th a t they may fix).
Since the errors th a t our experiment is prone to will depend upon the physical system th a t
is used (for example, the properties o f our transmon qubit) as well as the protocol used to
generate entanglement (for example, while the Bell state generated in the single photon based
remote entanglement experiment o f Ch. 5 was primarily limited by dephasing, future iterations of
the experiment could be lim ited by other things like dark counts), the choice of what distillation
protocol to implement w ill depend on the platform we choose to use to perform distillation. Thus,
tem porarily setting aside discussions about the distillation protocol, we now turn to address what
the hardware requirements for im plementing this general class of protocols is, specifically for
the distillation of remote entangled states for use in a distributed, modular architecture (like
th a t in Ch. 1.3).

In the outlined architecture, remote entanglement can directly be generated

only between com m unication qubits; the data qubits, containing the quantum inform ation to
be processed, must be left alone until the remote entangled state is ready to be consumed as
a resource for non-local gates. Therefore, generating m ultiple copies of remote entangled Bell
pairs would require either having m ultiple communication qubits per module or adding storage
modes to the module which can be loaded w ith Bell pairs. The former strategy introduces the
new challenges or a more complex router capable of connecting modules w ith m ultiple outputs to
the measurement apparatus. Moreover, introducing more modes to a module th a t are capable of
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com m unicating w ith the environment potentially opens up new loss and decoherence channels.
Thus, the latter strategy o f adding storage mode(s) to the module where a Bell state can be
stored and operated (see Fig. 1.14A) seems the more immediately tractable.

Crucially, since

even the more advanced distillation protocols only require operations on up to three Bell pairs
at a tim e, modules w ith the ability to store three bits would have sufficient hardware flexibility
to im plem ent a range of distillation protocols. Indeed, this method of using storage modes has
been proposed [65, 93, 98] and implemented [6 6 ] for remote entanglement distillation in other
hardware platform s for quantum inform ation.
W ith this new object in the module, the remote entanglement distillation protocol would be
modified to w hat is shown in Fig. 1.14B where remote entanglement is first generated between
the com m unication qubits of two modules, Alice and Bob. It is then transferred into one of the
storage qubits using a SWAP operation. This process can be repeated between the communication
qubit and the storage qubits to generate and load as many resource entangled pairs as the
distillation protocol requires.

Furthermore, it would also be necessary to be able to perform

gates between the various storage qubits as well as measurements o f these storage qubits to
complete the set o f operations required for distillation. The choice o f which distillation protocol
to im plem ent in this hardware would then depend on the characteristics o f the system like the
fidelity o f the local operations and o f course, the fidelity o f the resource entangled pair. Since the
requirements o f a distillation procedure become less challenging as the fidelity o f the input Bell
pairs increases [7, 32, 38, 65, 98], improving the fidelity of the remote entanglement generation
operation remains imperative. Moreover, improving the generation rate is also crucial to enable
m ultiple resource states to be generated and consumed by the purification protocol in a tim e
much shorter than the coherence and relaxation times of the data qubits.
W ith this set o f requirements in mind, we can now explore how to extend the functionality
of a module to enable entanglement distillation. W hile the choice o f which protocol to use will
ultim ately depend on the hardware capability and performance, it is still possible to design a
general enough system, i.e. consisting of a comm unication qubit w ith a few storage qubits, th a t
is flexible enough to be used across a range of possible distillation protocol im plementation. As
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a first step, even adding a single storage mode to the system would enable testing the basic
functionality required for distillation. Even though it would probably enable testing only a limited
distillation protocol th a t can fix only some errors, it would serve as an invaluable testing ground
for new module capabilities as well as potentially directing our understanding of how to design
future iterations o f the distillation protocol.

6.2

M odules for R e m o te E n ta n g le m e n t Distillation

The key technical challenge to realizing the remote entanglement distillation protocol shown in
Fig. 1.14B is adding one or more storage modes to the module.

Crucially, this storage mode

must have a long relaxation lifetime, T \, and decoherence tim e, T 2 , to be able to hold a Bell pair
w ith o u t degrading its fidelity; specifically, they must exceed the tim e scale on which entanglement
is generated, R ^ l , so th a t m ultiple rounds o f distillation can be performed before decoherence
effects dominate. However, for a first experiment, achieving X i , T \ ~
to demonstrate at least one round o f entanglement distillation.

R e n t^ -

WOLJld be sufficient

In addition, the protocol also

requires th a t both single-qubit operations on the storage and tw o-qubit operations between the
storage and the com m unication can be performed in this module.

Furthermore, operations

between storage qubits would also need to be possible. Thus, control over the storage is needed
as is some coupling to the com munication qubit, which itself must be able to interact w ith the
environment for remote entanglement generation. For the purposes o f the following discussion,
we will assume th a t the remote entanglement generation protocol will be the single-photon based
one of Ch. 1.7 and Ch. 5.
A promising candidate for a storage qubit is a three-dimensional (3D) cavity, specifically a
cylindrical coaxial cavity, for the demonstrated long coherence times [ 1 1 1 ], ease of integration
with other components o f the module [3], and the ability to perform universal operations [53].
Moreover, as a system w ith a larger H ilbert space than a qubit, the cavity could potentially store
m ultiple Bell pairs, realizing a hardware-efficient storage mode. Such a cavity-based storage qubit
could be straightforw ardly integrated w ith the qubit-cavity systems used in the thesis as shown
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in Fig. 6.2A; the transmon qubit (green) is now coupled to two cavities, one is a rectangular
readout cavity (blue) as before and the second is the added cylindrical storage cavity (orange),
closely paralleling the system o f Ref. [101].

The colors in the diagram are used to illustrate

the roles played by each mode: green for communication qubit, orange for storage qubit, blue
for readout resonator, and gray for any other mode. W ith this system, the single-photon based
remote entanglement protocol would remain unchanged, as would the parameters o f the qubit
and readout cavity. Once entanglement is generated, it would be loaded in the storage, encoded,
for example, in the Fock states o f the cavity, or even cat states [141].

Operations like the

SWAP and CNOT, as well as single-qubit rotations on the storage could all be performed using the
coupling between the storage and the transmon [53, 141], which we choose to be Xsq ~ 2 MHz
to parallel the system o f Ref. [101]. A dispersive shift of Xqr ~ 10 MHz is required between the
qubit and readout modes for the sideband transitions o f the entanglement generation protocol
(see Ch. 5.3). As a result, the direct coupling between the storage and readout modes would be
Xsr = —2 x'X ssXrr = —2 y
o f

p

_

2y2
_ A s r

^

5

k |_ |z

for

l~x^
4^

4^

~ 00 kHz. This imposes a coupling-induced dephasing rate

a sjng|e photon in the readout cavity; in other words, the presence o f a

single photon in the readout would lim it the storage lifetim e to 30 /is. Since the entanglement
generation protocol populates the readout w ith a photon to make a flying photon, this would
significantly dephase a Bell state in the storage.

Moreover, as rotations are performed on the

transmon, it w ill become entangled w ith the storage [101, 141], further adding to dephasing
o f the state in the storage. Together, these undesired effects make this idea for a module and
unlikely choice for distillation.
Unsurprisingly, strong, direct coupling between a long-lived mode (like the storage) and a
short-lived mode (like the readout) cause the coherence times o f the form er to suffer.

This

problem o f putting modes o f vastly disparate coherence properties in the same box w ith coupling
between them is not unique to superconducting qubits; other hardware platform s for modular and
distributed quantum inform ation have to contend w ith it as well, demanding careful engineering
[60] and using, for example, clever encodings to minimize spurious interactions [6 6 ].
One strategy for the hardware at our disposal is to use a system where the direct coupling
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Figure 6.2 | S ch e m a tics fo r M o d u le s to Im p le m e n t R e m o te E n ta n g le m e n t D is tilla tio n . A)
Schematic for a module using a cylindrical coaxial cavity as a storage qubit and a 3D transmon
as the comm unication qubit. Remote entanglement is generated between communication bits
and swapped into the cavity. A fter a second round o f entanglement generation, distillation
can be performed by perform ing local operations between the transmons and storage cavity.
However, the static couplings been the various modes are detrim ental to realizing this design
imposing crippling lim its to the coherence of modes, especially when entangling operations are
performed on the com m unication qubit while the storage qubit contains another quantum state.
B) Schematic for a module using two cylindrical coaxial cavities as the storage and communication
qubits. W hile direct couplings between modes can be m itigated in this design for a module, using
a very weakly harmonic cavity as a qubit to generate single flying photons entangled w ith the
q ubit is not compatible w ith the sideband transitions used to implement the CNOT-like gate.

between two modes can be minimized while still being able to perform operations on them [145].
As shown in Fig. 6.2B, now, both the storage and comm unication qubits are coaxial cavities. A
transmon is coupled to the communication and readout cavities to mediate coupling and enable
remote entanglement generation. Another transmon connects the storage and communication
cavities to enable single and tw o-qubit operations to be performed. Replacing the communica
tion qubit with a cavity requires modifying the single-photon remote entanglement protocol; for
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simplicity, we assume th a t the communication qubit is encoded in the Fock basis o f the cavity.
Thus, flying photons could be generated using sideband transitions th a t now transfer excitations
between the communication and readout cavities [106]; the sideband transitions now implement
the unitary performed a beam splitter, w ith the transmission coefficient o f the beam splitter
depending on the length of tim e th a t the sideband drives are applied for. Thus, for a commu
nication qubit starting in the equal superposition state |0 ) + | 1 ) (paralleling the state |g) + |e),
ignoring norm alization) and a readout in the vacuum state 10) , the sideband transitions would
generate the state 100) + |01) + 110) if turned on for a tim e corresponding to a 50 — 50 beam
splitter.

Unfortunately, this is not equal to a CNOT operation which would produce the jo in t

storage-readout state [00) +

j 11).

cation cavity by starting in |0 ) +

Furthermore, if we tried to use higher levels o f the com muni
12 ),

the sideband transitions would still im plement the desired

gate, instead yielding the final state [00) + 111) + ^ ( 102) + 12 0 )). The problem arises from
perform ing the sideband operations on a harmonic mode like the cavity instead o f an anharmonic
mode like the q ubit where they selectively address only one state of the qubit.

In short, this

example illustrates that, in order to use the single-photon based remote entanglement protocol
as currently implemented w ith sideband transitions, requires th a t the communication qubit be a
strongly anharmonic mode like the transmon.
A module th a t has a transmon as a communication qubit with manageable coupling to
a storage mode is shown in Fig. 6.3A. Now, both the communication and storage qubits are
transmons w ith a coaxial cavity acting as a bus resonator between the two. This system closely
parallels th a t used in Ref. [12] where it was also demonstrated th a t the direct coupling between
the com m unication and storage could be made to be very small, Xsq ~
storage qubit would not have lifetimes anywhere close to the

1

1kHz. Although the

ms possible for coaxial cavities,

they can still achieve T j , T j ~ 50 to 100 f is, sufficient for an initial few-round demonstration
of the basic distillation protocol discussed above w ith generation rates o f R ent ~ 10 kHz (i.e
characteristic tim e o f ~ 15

Yet another disadvantage of using a transmon as a storage mode

is th a t it can only hold one Bell pair; thus, realizing more sophisticated distillation protocols would
require adding more transmon based storage modes. W hile adding more transmon storage modes
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Figure 6.3 | S ch e m a tics fo r M o d u le s to Im p le m e n t R e m o te E n ta n g le m e n t D is tilla tio n .
A) Schematic for a module based on m ultiple transmon qubits. To address the problems with
the modules described in Fig. 6.2, two different transmons are used as the communication bit
and the storage bit. A coaxial cavity coupled to both qubits acts as a bus to enable operations
between the two qubits while m inim izing direct coupling. B) Schematic for a module w ith tunable
couplings. An alternative strategy to managing undesirable couplings w ith o u t introducing buffer
modes relies on being able to turn the couplings on and off as desired. Flere, this is enabled by the
use o f SNAILs to mediate the coupling between the storage, communication and readout modes
in the modules. Since a SNAIL only allows three-wave mixing, couplings between elements can
be turned on w ith the application o f a pump tones and otherwise left off.

would be possible, it may not be as hardware-efficient as using a 3D cavity as the storage, as
discussed below.
On the other hand, an advantage o f using a transmon storage mode is th a t operations between
the two qubits can be implemented using bus-resonator induced phase (RIP) gates, which have
demonstrated high-fidelity and fast operation times [102]. It is worth noting th a t this proposal for
a module still does not contain an actual data qubit, which would likely be another 3D cylindrical
coaxial cavity; moreover, the coupling between this data qubit and the storage or comm unication
qubit would also need to be carefully engineered to protect against any degradation to the mode
lifetim e or coherence tim e. This would probably require adding yet more modes to both act as
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buffers between the storage and data qubits as well as enable control over the data qubit.

It

quickly becomes apparent th a t as more components with different properties and functions are
added to the modules, greater care must be taken to ensure th a t each behaves as desired w ithout
affecting properties o f the other.
It was actually this exact problem th a t led to the pursuit o f a modular architecture. In scaling
up quantum inform ation systems to larger numbers o f qubits, managing the interactions between
them becomes increasingly challenging. By enclosing qubits in their own boxes, these interactions
were greatly mitigated while retaining the ability to control each individual qubit.

A similar

principle can be, and probably will need to be, applied w ithin a module. Instead of relying on,
and carefully engineering, static couplings between the various objects in a module, incorporating
tunable couplings between the objects would enable achieving a large on-off ratio. By turning
on interactions between objects only as needed, the coherence properties o f the modes could be
preserved while still allowing operations to be performed between them.

One avenue towards

this lies in utilizing three-wave mixing to mediate all the couplings between objects instead of the
current method o f using the non-linearity and four-wave mixing elements of the transmon. Such a
three-wave mixing interaction could be realized by using superconducting non-linear asymmetric
inductive elements (SNAILs) as the coupling elements between modes, as shown in Fig. 6.3B. O f
course, this adds the complications o f now needing to introduce a magnetic flux into a module of
superconducting devices in order to appropriately bias the SNAILs; the magnetic field has to be
applied w ith o u t affecting the coherence o f any o f the neighboring modes. However, this may still
be more tractable th a t engineering the coupling between a m ultitude of modes. Moreover, such
a system may benefit from improved transmon coherence properties since it is only transiently
coupled to the readout resonator, making this a compelling system to investigate.
Even the most advanced module proposal would still only enable the implem entation of
a modest distillation protocol capable o f correcting some errors and o f only a few rounds of
d istillation.

One reason for this is th a t so far we have assumed a storage capable of holding

a single qubit o f inform ation.

An advantage o f using a 3D coaxial cavity as a storage is its

large H ilbert space; indeed, many entangled pair could be stored in the storage simultaneously.
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For example, the |0) and |1) Fock states could encode one qubit, the |2) and |3) Fock states
a second qubit and so on.

Such a m ulti-m ode storage would enable the implementation of

distillation protocols th a t can correct for all errors in the resource Bell pair while also being
robust to local operation errors [32, 37, 98], Implementing this would require understanding how
to perform these operations and measurements in the m ulti-m ode storage, although the universal
control o f an oscillator demonstrated in Ref. [53] offers one potential strategy.
Yet another option maybe to use an entirely different method to generate remote entangle
ment; the Josephson Parametric Converter (see Ch. 2.3) can be used to generate entanglement
between two modes, the signal and idler [123]. However, the entanglement is between two con
tinuous variable coherent states th a t are susceptible to loss. Still, a protocol could be designed
to capture this entangled state in the storage cavities of two modules and distill it into a Bell pair
o f higher fidelity. O f course, this remains an open challenge. However, it is attractive because
it uses a resource unique to superconducting quantum circuits, the generation and control over
continuous variable states. Although, there are many open questions, investigating approaches
to im plem enting remote entanglement distillation will be crucial to the success o f a modular
architecture for quantum com puting, especially as the requirements for the Bell state fidelity
increase.

6.3

Future Challenges and Prospects

A recurrent theme o f this thesis has been describing the systems and operations being used as
tools for quantum inform ation and communication with superconducting quantum circuits. As
this field has matured over the last two decades or so, these tools have becomes increasingly
well understood and characterized, enabling them to become more standardized and usable as
plug-and-play components in experiments. Having, till now, focused on a few of these tools in
detail, we now turn to a more macroscopic view, looking at im m inent and interesting challenges
as well as future prospects. A key idea underlining these next steps is understanding how to put
these devices together in increasingly larger and more complex systems for quantum inform ation.
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In c re a s e d C o h e re n c e

A (sometimes significant) source o f error in all the experiments discussed in this thesis, and
common to many superconducting quantum circuit experiments in general, is qubit relaxation
and decoherence. W hat is more, as the now low-coherence object, the transmon also lim its the
coherence o f high-Q 3D cavities [111], which are promising quantum memories and logical qubits
[3, 80, 101]. For these two reasons, improving the coherence of these qubits is critical.
Currently, (3D ) transmon qubits have typical relaxation times o f T j ~ 100
times o f X 2 ~ 20 — 100 (i s.

(is

and decoherence

O f the two, the latter is the more immediate and concerning

problem since the achieved decoherence times are much lower than the theoretical lim it of T 2 =
2 T j.

This indicates th a t the qubits suffer from low pure dephasing times, T^, suspected to

be lim ited by thermal photons in the cavity/resonator modes to which the qubits are coupled.
The measured thermal occupancy o f about 10” 3 [125] greatly exceeds the number of thermal
photons expected in a mode ( / ~ 5 to 10 GFIz) cooled to around 20 mK. This abnormally high
therm al occupancy is thought to be a result of improperly thermalized objects like attenuators
and coaxial cables. Confirm ing this hypothesis and designing microwave input and output lines
th a t are well thermalized while retaining the properties described in Ch. 3.3 will be crucial to
im proving coherence times.
On the other hand, while the relaxation tim e of these qubits is almost two to three orders
o f m agnitude larger typical protocol or measurement times, improving T \ is also necessary to
fu rthe r improving measurement and other operation fidelities.

Currently, transmon relaxation

times are suspected to be limited by loss mechanism like quasiparticles and dielectrics; reducing
the effects o f these decay channels w ill require exploring new fabrication techniques, like metal
masks for fabrication w ith o u t electron beam resist, as well as improved filtering and shielding
techniques. Even more detrim ental than Xj is the non-QNDness of the dispersive measurement,
experimentally observed as a reduction in Tj when photons are present in the cavity. Although
there are a few theoretical ideas about the origin of this behavior [13], this remains an open chal
lenge and the dom inant lim itation to achieving higher measurement fidelity. Thus, understanding
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and rectifying this source o f error is critical to improving the performance o f superconducting
quantum circuit technologies.
In general, as we are better able to control both the non-linear qubit modes and the linear
resonator modes they are coupled to, we will also need to better understand and engineer spurious
higher-order interactions arising from terms ignored in the fourth-order expansion o f the cQED
Ham iltonian. Especially as coherences improve and more pumps are used to drive interactions,
m itigating unwanted transitions w ill be vital. Moreover, these advances w ill require improvements
in a wide range o f technologies like circuit fabrication as well as incorporating novel tools, for
example active m onitoring and stabilization of qubit frequency.

6 .3 .2

S m a ll M o d u le s

Together w ith the work dem onstrating the use o f high-coherence 3D cavities as hardware-efficient
logical qubits [80,

88,

101] and the ability to control them [53, 145], the (high-fidelity measure

ments and robust remote entanglement generation) results in this thesis are a demonstration of
all the individual quantum objects and operations required for a module, as described in Ch. 1.3.
An im portant next step is to put these ingredients together to realize a module containing both
a high-coherence data qubit and a communication qubit, which has the ability to communicate
with the external world. As already alluded to above in Ch.

6 .2 ,

putting high-coherence (long-

lived) and low-coherence (short-lived) objects, with couplings between them, in the same box
is challenging; the necessary coupling between the objects required to perform operations can
also adversely affect the coherence o f the data qubit. Thus, understanding how to incorporate
these quantum objects o f very disparate function, form, and properties in the same module while
m aintaining their desired performance is a crucial next step towards a modular architecture.
Even as work continues to improve the individual building blocks w ithin a module, exploring how
these objects work in conjunction is useful to reveal any weak links in the module as a whole.
This provides an invaluable tool in directing future research to tackle problems th a t arise when
assembling modules.
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R o u te rs a n d In te g r a te d D ir e c tio n a l C o m p o n e n ts

Taking a still more global view o f the modular architecture described in Ch. 1.3, one of the least
developed aspects is the router th a t connects modules and mediates the flying quantum informa
tion between modules and the measurement apparatus. Although there have been demonstrations
o f some basic building blocks th a t could be used to realize a router [21, 69, 132], incorporat
ing them into a device th a t can route signals in the architecture shown in Fig. 1.3 is an open
challenge. Understanding the properties this router would have, bandwidth, insertion loss, and
connectivity for example, would be im portant in designing compatible modules and measurement
hardware, as well as inform ing the choice o f what remote entanglement protocol to use.
In th a t vein, the development o f more advanced directional components, i.e circulators,
isolators and amplifiers, com patible w ith, ideally on-chip for example, superconducting quantum
circuits th a t obviate commercially available ferrite-based directional elements is vital. A number
o f such devices have been shown [21, 69, 84, 132] but they still require further development to be
usable w ith current experiments; suffering from low bandwidth, or reverse isolation, for example,
they still require some commercial directional components and are often complex systems th a t
need to be carefully tuned. Developing these devices into robust plug-and-play tools th a t can be
widely incorporated into experiments w ill be essential for building larger-scale distributed systems
th a t rely of transferring quantum inform ation between remote objects.

6 .3 .4

C h a n n e l C o s t a n d H a rd w a re C o m p le x ity

Superconducting quantum circuits have benefited greatly from readily available commercial mi
crowave test equipment, which have been straightforwardly re-purposed to control and measured
quantum systems. However, this equipment is expensive since it was originally designed to ad
dress a much broader application range than ju s t for superconducting quantum inform ation. As
this field has matured, the need for custom microwave control and readout hardware has also
grown. This has spurred the development of real-time feedback technologies based on field pro
grammable gate arrays (FPGAs) [82,

101,

116] which are essential for quantum error correction.
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The past few years have also seen the development of custom microwave setups for control and
readout based on a com bination of lower-cost commercial and home-made components explicitly
designed for w ith applications to this field in mind. These have significantly reduced the cost per
q u b it/q u a ntu m mode channel by more than order o f magnitude. This was essential to realizing
the current generation of experiments w ith control over of order ~ 10 modes. However, to realize
the next generation of experiments consisting o f an order of magnitude more modes will require
a corresponding decrease in channel cost.
Beyond the cost of these channels, as the number o f signals entering and leaving the base
stage of a dilution fridge increases, the requirements for each of them, noise characteristics and
power dissipation for example, become stricter as well.

More microwave lines need to be fit

into a fridge while, at the very least, m aintaining ( if not actually improving) the microwave and
cryogenic hygiene essential for high coherence. Increasingly, the specifications needed o f these
microwave components for superconducting quantum inform ation systems is exceeding what is
commercially available.

In some cases, the components being used were never designed for

operation as cryogenic temperatures or with ultra-low noise applications in mind.
Together w ith the push towards realizing ever larger systems, these requirements necessitate
moving away from commercially available solutions and developing custom interconnects, filters,
attenuators, cryogenic packages, shields, to name but a few. These components w ill need to be
more integrated and miniaturized, by using smaller form factors than SM A for coaxial cables for
example, for higher channel density.

Moreover, their packaging and m ounting will need to be

engineered specifically for quantum inform ation applications, like ensuring th a t all components are
well thermalized to the base tem perature of 20 mK by using appropriate materials. It is worth
noting th a t w hat the exact specifications required o f these components for desired quantum
inform ation performance is still a somewhat open question and the topic of further research.
Still, some understanding o f what the requirements are exists and should form the basis for initial
versions o f these custom components. These technological developments are especially im portant
as an increasing number o f applications rely on high-power pump tones to drive processes like
parametric am plification (see Ch. 2.3) or two-photon interaction (see Ch. 5.3), to cite ju s t two
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relevant examples. Indeed, to certain degree, the same care o f engineering will need to be applied
to the microwave hardware carrying signals to and from the experiment as has been invested in
the quantum objects themselves.
There are still many open challenges towards the realization of quantum computers and
quantum communication networks but the prospects are promising.

Beyond these compelling

applications, quantum science and engineering, in general, are themselves fascinating since they
represent some of the most advanced understanding and control we have over quantum devices.
It is still sometimes m ind-boggling to this author th a t we can control and entangle quantum
objects th a t are, for example, composed o f machined blocks o f aluminium separated by many
centimeters and observe quantum behavior on instruments at room tem perature. So, it is exciting
to be able to add, through this work, to the measurement and remote entanglement generation
toolbox o f superconducting quantum circuits and contribute to the amazing progress made by
this field so far, w ith hopefully much more still to come.
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